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Abstract

This work presents the calibration of the energy response of the Sudbury Neutrino
Observatory (SNO). The development of the energy response processor RSP and its
use in setting the energy scale of the SNO detector and reconstructing the energy
of neutrino-like events is presented for each of the three phases of SNO: the pure
D2O phase, the salt phase, and the neutral current detector phase. A 16N calibration
source, producing mainly 6.13 MeV γ-rays, is the primary energy calibration source.
It is used to set the energy scale of the detector and to test for errors in the energy
calibration and reconstruction process. The errors associated with energy reconstruc-
tion in the pure D2O and salt phase data, that to be used in a low energy threshold
solar 8B neutrino analysis, are derived for the RSP energy response processor and
shown to be in agreement with other analyses. The largest of the errors, that asso-
ciated with using the 16N source to set the energy scale of the detector, is improved
through a detailed and thorough analysis.

The calibration of the energy scale of the photomultiplier tube array in the third
phase, with an array of 3He proportional counters (NCDs) distributed within the D2O,
is presented. The event energy reconstruction errors in the NCD phase are reassessed
with more precise measurements and shown to be in agreement with the conservative
estimates used by Aharmim et al. [1]. The implications of the improvements in the
error are assessed and the solar 8B neutrino fluxes—charged current (CC), elastic
scattering (ES), and neutral current (NC)—are determined to be:

φCC = 1.68+0.09
−0.07,

φES = 1.79+0.25
−0.22, and

φNC = 5.52+0.48
−0.45,

in units of 106 cm−2s−1. The errors quoted are the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainties. These results are in good agreement with those published by Aharmim
et al. [1] with a modest improvement in the CC measurement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) was proposed in 1984 [2] to solve the long

standing solar neutrino problem whereby experiments, sensitive solely or primarily

to electron neutrinos, observed a flux smaller than that predicted by solar models.

The electron neutrino spectra from the dominant nuclear reactions in the Sun are

shown in figure 1.1. The scale of each spectrum is as predicted by the solar model of

Bahcall et al. [3], which reproduces well all other observable solar parameters. Previ-

ous measurements [4–8]1, with neutrino energy thresholds ranging from 233 keV and

814 keV up to 7 MeV, observed fewer, by a factor of two to three, electron neutrinos

than predicted by the solar models [12]. The SNO experiment was designed primarily

to observe neutrinos from the decay of 8B in the Sun; specifically, to solve the solar

neutrino problem by measuring separately the flux of electron neutrinos and of all

active neutrino flavours to test whether neutrino flavour change is occurring.

With a proposed detection medium comprised of 1000 tonnes of ultra-pure D2Othe

possible neutrino interactions are

νe + d → e− + p+ p− 1.442 MeV (CC)

νx + d → νx + p+ n− 2.224 MeV (NC)

νx + e− → νx + e− (ES)

where νx can be any flavour of active neutrino. The charged-current (CC) reaction,

1The results presented in [5, 6, 8] have been most recently updated in [9–11].

1
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Figure 1.1: Solar neutrino spectra as predicted by Bahcall et al. [3]. SNO was designed
to detect 8B neutrinos but is also sensitive to hep neutrinos given their energy.

is sensitive only to electron flavour neutrinos. The neutral-current (NC) reaction is

equally sensitive to all active neutrino flavours. Neutrino-electron elastic scattering

(ES) is also sensitive to all active neutrino flavours but more so to νe than νµ or ντ by

a factor of about six. All three neutrino signals can be observed by the detection of

Čerenkov radiation, emitted by fast electrons, in an array of photomultiplier tubes.

In the case of the NC reaction, this occurs via a process of neutron capture with the

subsequent γ-ray Compton scattering an electron. The different signals are not dis-

tinguishable on an event-by-event basis, except in the third phase of the experiment

when the neutrons are detected in an array of 3He filled proportional counters. The

number of each signal, however, can be statistically separated based on the expected

probability distributions of event characteristics including reconstructed energy, po-

sition, and direction.

The ES of neutrinos has been thoroughly reported on by the Kamiokande and

Super-Kamiokande experiment. The ES interaction cannot alone discriminate be-

tween the νe flavour content and that of νµ and ντ . The number of CC events
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observed is a measure of the νe flavour content of solar neutrinos while the number of

NC events is a direct measure of the total flux of active neutrinos. The ratio of these

fluxes can be used to determine if electron neutrinos change flavour while the total

flux of neutrinos is representative of the total flux of neutrinos produced by the Sun,

independent of neutrino flavour change model2. In summary, the fluxes of the three

neutrino signals in SNO are related to the flux of the different flavours of neutrinos

via

φCC = φνe

φES = φνe+ ∼ 0.16
(
φνµ + φντ

)
φNC = φνe + φνµ + φντ

The CC reaction can occur for νe with a minimum energy of 1.442 MeV. The energy

of the resultant electron is strongly correlated with that of the incident neutrino

providing a measure of the incident νe energy spectrum. The ES of neutrinos also

directly produces a Čerenkov electron. The two electron signals can be separated

based on the direction of the scattered electron. The direction of ES electrons is highly

correlated with that of the incident neutrino while the direction of CC electrons is anti-

correlated with the neutrino direction. Since the direction of the incident neutrino

is from the direction of the Sun, ES electrons pointing away from the Sun provide a

strong indication that the neutrinos observed by SNO originate in the Sun.

The NC reaction has an energy threshold of 2.225 MeV; the binding energy of the

deuteron. SNO measured the rate of NC events in three progressively more complex,

yet sensitive phases of operation.

1.1 Phase I: The pure D2O phase

During the first operational phase of SNO, the signal for NC neutrino reactions was

observed by capturing the free neutron on deuterium. Neutron capture by deuterium

produces a single 6.25 MeV γ-ray that can subsequently Compton scatter one or

more electrons. The first solar neutrino flux analysis was presented in [13] with an

2This is assuming there are no sterile neutrinos or at least no oscillations to sterile neutrinos.
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imposed 6.75 MeV electron kinetic energy threshold; this being above the expected

energy of neutron capture events and well above that of low energy backgrounds, SNO

observed a very pure single–electron–event neutrino signal from which were extracted

the contributions of the CC reaction and ES signals to derive the solar neutrino fluxes:

φCC = 1.75± 0.07 (stat.)+0.12
−0.11 (syst.)± 0.05 (theor.)

φES = 2.39± 0.34 (stat.)+0.16
−0.14 (syst.) ,

in units of 106 cm−2 s−1. Under the assumption that neutrinos do not change flavour

between their production in the Sun and detection at Earth, both signals should be a

measure of purely νe interactions and as such the respective flux of each should agree.

By comparing the CC 8B neutrino flux with the more statistically significant ES flux

measured by Super-Kamiokande [14],

φES = 2.32± 0.03 (stat.)+0.08
−0.07 (syst.)× 106 cm−2 s−1,

the non-νe flavour solar neutrino flux was inferred to be

φµτ = 3.69± 1.13× 106 cm−2 s−1.

This demonstrates a violation of the no neutrino flavour change hypothesis by more

than three standard deviations. Assuming no distortion of the energy spectrum of

electron neutrinos, the total flux of 8B solar neutrinos was determined to be

φνx = 5.44± 0.99× 106 cm−2 s−1;

in complete agreement with the solar model predictions of Bahcall et al. [12].

Lowering the energy threshold to 5 MeV, SNO was able to make a direct measure-

ment of the total active flux of solar neutrinos via the NC reaction. Together with
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updated φCC and φES, φNC was reported by Ahmad et al. [15] to be

φCC = 1.76+0.06
−0.05 (stat.)+0.09

−0.09 (syst.)

φES = 2.39+0.24
−0.23 (stat.)+0.12

−0.12 (syst.)

φNC = 5.09+0.44
−0.43 (stat.)+0.46

−0.43 (syst.) ,

in units of 106 cm−2 s−1. The flux of non-νe flavour solar neutrino flux was determined

to be

φµτ = 3.41+0.45
−0.45 (stat.)+0.48

−0.45 (syst.)× 106 cm−2 s−1,

This result indicated a violation of the hypothesis of no neutrino flavour change by

more than 5.3 standard deviations.

The significant deviation from zero of the non-νe flavour content of the solar

neutrino flux is strong evidence that neutrino flavour change is occurring en route

from their creation in the Sun and verifies the neutrino flux predicted by solar model

calculations.

1.2 Phase II: The salt phase

In the second phase of SNO, the salt phase, 2 tonnes of NaCl was dissolved in the

D2O. Neutrons, including those that are the signal of a NC reaction, were much more

likely to be captured by 35Cl than the deuterium. Neutron capture by 35Cl produces

an excited state of 36Cl. The energy released when a 36Cl nucleus relaxes to its ground

state is up to 8.58 MeV [16] via multiple γ-rays. The increased energy released by

neutron capture on 35Cl shifts the energy of NC events farther above the low energy

backgrounds. More importantly, the distribution of triggered photomultiplier tubes

(PMTs) from the release of the multiple γ-rays is much more isotropic than the

pattern for single electron events from the CC reaction. This provides discrimination

between the single electron CC (and ES) events and NC events.

As described by Mikheyev and Smirnov [17], building on the work of Wolfenstein

[18], if neutrinos change their flavour via the oscillation of massive neutrinos, then

there is an additional interaction that can occur between electron neutrinos and the
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dense concentration of electrons in the Sun. This interaction is energy dependent

and can distort the energy spectrum of electron neutrinos at the earth. With the

addition of salt, the increased isotropy of triggered PMTs from multiple γ-rays helps

to differentiate between CC and NC events independent of their energy distributions

making it possible to make a measurement of the electron neutrino energy spectrum

via the CC reaction. The distribution was found to be consistent with an undistorted
8B spectrum. The following fluxes were derived from the salt phase data in Ahmed

et al. [19]:

φCC = 1.68+0.06
−0.06 (stat.)+0.08

−0.09 (syst.)

φES = 2.35+0.22
−0.22 (stat.)+0.15

−0.15 (syst.)

φNC = 4.94+0.21
−0.21 (stat.)+0.38

−0.34 (syst.) ,

in units of 106 cm−2 s−1. An undistorted 8B spectrum was assumed when extrapolating

the CC and ES fluxes down to the lowest neutrino energies.

By extracting the number of CC events in each of 16 energy bins up to 14 MeV,

SNO was also able to make a measurement of the CC energy distribution. Shown

in figure 1.2 is the extracted number of CC events with statistical error bars. Also

shown are the contributions of the dominant systematic uncertainties as the bands

around the undistorted CC shape predicted by assuming a 8B neutrino spectrum for

the incident νe. The dominant systematic uncertainties are those associated with the

energy reconstruction and those associated with the parametrization of the hit PMT

isotropy: β14 (see [20] for a detailed discussion of β14). As stated above, no spectral

distortion as a result of solar neutrino flavour transformation was observed.

Given that no spectral distortions were observed, a measure of the solar νe survival

probability was given as

φCC

φNC

= 0.340± 0.023 (stat.)+0.029
−0.031 (syst.) .
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Figure 1.2: The distribution of CC event energy as extracted from the salt phase
data. Also shown is the CC energy shape predicted to arise from an undistorted 8B
νe spectrum. The CC event energy is strongly correlated with that of the incident νe.
Taken from Aharmim et al. [21].
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1.3 Phase III: The NCD Phase

For the third and final phase of SNO, the neutral-current detector (NCD) phase, SNO

deployed 40 strings of proportional counters (the NCDs) within the D2O. The NC

neutrons then captured primarily on 3He 36 of the counters3. The NCDs provide

an opportunity to break the correlation between the measured flux of CC and NC

neutrinos since they are primarily observed in two distinct detectors. The purest CC

spectral measurement, with the least NC “background”, is also expected from the

PMT data. The first results from the NCD phase of SNO were published in [1]. The

fluxes extracted from the combination of the PMT and NCD data were

φCC = 1.67+0.05
−0.04 (stat.)+0.07

−0.08 (syst.)

φES = 1.77+0.24
−0.21 (stat.)+0.09

−0.10 (syst.)

φNC = 5.54+0.33
−0.31 (stat.)+0.36

−0.34 (syst.) ,

in units of 106 cm−2 s−1.

1.4 Neutrino mixing

In the standard model of particle physics, three massless flavours of neutrinos exist4

to complement the massive charged leptons. Neutrino flavour change, that has been

demonstrated not only with solar neutrinos but atmospheric [10] and reactor [23]

neutrinos as well, requires that neutrinos have mass. If the neutrino mass eigenstates

do not directly correspond to the flavour eigenstates, neutrino oscillation can occur.

The phenomenon of neutrino oscillations does not contradict the well verified standard

model interactions of the three neutrino flavours (νe, νµ, and ντ ) via the W and Z

bosons, rather they occur as a result of the neutrinos propagating in their mass

eigenstates ν1, ν2, and ν3 with masses m1, m2, and m3. The flavour states α can be

3Four of the counters were filled with 4He to measure alpha particle backgrounds produced by
radioactivity in the counters themselves and instrumental backgrounds associated with the NCDs.

4Measurements of the width of the Z0 boson [22] constrain the number of light (less than one-half
the Z0 mass) neutrinos to 2.984± 0.008.
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related to the mass-eigenstates i via a unitary matrix U

|να〉 =
∑
i

U∗αi|νi〉 , (1.1)

where U is commonly know as the unitary leptonic mixing matrix or Pontecorvo-

Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix.

The mixing matrix can be parametrized

U =

 1 0 0

0 c23 s23

0 −s23 c23

×
 c13 0 s13e

iδ

0 1 0

−s13e
−iδ 0 c13

×
 c12 s12 0

−s12 c12 0

0 0 1

 , (1.2)

where sij = sin θij, cij = cos θij, and δ is a CP–violating phase.

Neutrino oscillation may be approximated, either in the solar or atmospheric

regime, as mixing between two states since θ13 is known to be small (sin θ13 ' 0.016)

[24] and ∆m2
21 � ∆m2

32. For solar neutrinos the mixing reduces to(
νe

νx

)
=

(
c12 s12

−s12 c12

)(
ν1

ν2

)
, (1.3)

where νx is a linear combination of νµ and ντ . Incorporating the time evolution of

the system leads to the electron neutrino survival probability (Pνe→νe) given by

Pνe→νe = 1− sin2 2θ12 sin2

(
1.27∆m2L

E

)
→ 1− 1

2
sin2 2θ12 (1.4)

where ∆m2
12 = m2

2 −m2
1 in eV2, L is the distance traveled in kilometers and E is the

energy of the neutrino in GeV. When 8B solar neutrinos traverse the vacuum of space

to the Earth, the sin2
(

1.27∆m2L
E

)
averages to 1/2.

The Hamiltonian H of the two flavour neutrino state in vacuum may be written

H =
∆m2

4E

[
− cos 2θ sin 2θ

sin 2θ cos 2θ

]
. (1.5)

However, when neutrinos pass through normal matter electron neutrinos undergo
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the added interaction via the W boson. This adds an extra interaction term to the

vacuum Hamiltonian such that

H → H +

[ √
2GFNe 0

0 0

]
, (1.6)

where GF is the Fermi constant and Ne is the number density of electrons. This

coupling of the interactions of neutrinos in the flavour states with the mixing of

the neutrino mass-eigenstates is know as the Mikheyev Smirnov Wolfenstein (MSW)

effect.

For 8B neutrinos produced in the core of the Sun, ∆m2

4E
� √2GFNe due to the

large local Ne. The Hamiltonian reduces to the matter term added in equation 1.6

resulting in νe that are produced purely in the ν2 mass-eigenstate. For the current

estimates of the solar neutrino mixing parameters, the propagation of neutrinos from

the core to the surface of the Sun (where Ne → 0) is adiabatic leaving the neutrinos in

a pure ν2 state. As ν2 = νe sin θ+νx cos θ the survival probability of 8B solar electron

neutrinos is simply

Pνe→νe = sin2 θ (1.7)

where θ = θ12. The contribution of the MSW effect (or that of some other comparable

theory) is necessary to explain the observation of solar electron neutrino survival

probabilities of less than 1/2 (see equation 1.4).

1.5 Contributions of this work

Event energy reconstruction and energy calibration are essential components of the

analysis of all SNO data. The uncertainty associated with energy calibration and the

error in energy reconstruction dominate the uncertainty in all SNO solar neutrino flux

results. This work follows the development of an energy reconstructor, which is also

used as an integral part of the energy calibration, from the fundamental processes of

energy deposition in the water, through to the application of an analytic optical model

of the detector, to the full calibration of the detector energy scale and reconstruction

of the energy of events.

Prior to this work, the energy response processor RSP was used in conjunction
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with Monte Carlo calculations to calibrate the energy response of SNO and estimate

event energy. Its approach to energy reconstruction was to renormalize the number

of PMTs triggered during an event (Nhit) to what would have been observed had the

event occurred at the centre of the detector, thereby removing the position dependence

introduced by the varying optical response of the detector. Using an analytic model,

it calculated the total optical response at both the centre of the detector and at the

reconstructed event vertex as the sum of the response in each of 100 angular bins. This

method assumes that the detector is uniformly instrumented with identical PMTs and

that the optical response at the centre of each bin is representative of the angular

extent of the bin. Although RSP was more than sufficient for previous analysis—it

was sufficiently accurate and its energy resolution was much better than an energy

estimate based solely on Nhit—these points indicated that improvements could be

made. Also, as SNO transitioned from demonstrating solar neutrino flavour change

to the precision measurements of neutrino oscillation greater precision and accuracy

were required.

The analytic approach to the problem of energy calibration and reconstruction

is both efficient and serves as an independent test of Monte Carlo calculations. In

this work, an analytic model is again used; in this case however, to calculate the

optical response of the detector as the sum of the response of each individual PMT.

As both RSP, as described above, and the approach taken by this work employ an

analytic optical model of the detector, in contrast to the Monte Carlo calculation

method of the FTK energy reconstruction algorithm [25], the new energy response

processor bears the same name; namely RSP. This new strategy enables the precise

determination of the instrumented regions of the detector, accounts for the position

of absent and malfunctioning PMTs, and implementation of the variation in efficiency

from PMT to PMT5.

A subtle correction (that can be significant) for the multi-photoelectron effect6

is also much improved with the new RSP. An estimate of the number of photons

created by an event is made by RSP which, when combined with the detector optical

5This information did not exist until about the time of the development of the new energy
response processor.

6SNO PMTs have not the capability to distinguish between single and multi-photoelectron trig-
gers. Subsequent photons are as uncounted as those that miss the PMT altogether.
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response, can be used to predict the number of photons expected to hit any given

PMT (almost always less than 1.0 for solar neutrino events occurring in the D2O).

Taking this to be the mean of a Poisson distribution, the probability of multiple hits

can be properly accounted for.

All references to RSP in this work refer to the energy response processor developed

herein unless otherwise explicitly stated. The full details of the RSP energy calibration

and reconstruction are the subject of the following chapters. The contributions of

these strategies and the author to the, primarily, solar neutrino results presented by

SNO are briefly highlighted below.

1.5.1 Solar hep neutrinos and the DSNB

The first application of RSP, as developed by the author, was to the solar hep neu-

trino and diffuse supernova neutrino background (DSNB) analysis of the pure D2O

phase data [26]. The author performed the energy scale calibration of both the Monte

Carlo calculations and energy reconstruction used in this analysis based on the com-

parison between calibration data and simulations. The applicability of the energy

reconstruction was extended to over 100 MeV higher, to at least 130 MeV, than any

previous SNO analysis. The performance of RSP was tested for both accuracy and

precision and was compared to the original. Again, based on the comparison between

calibration data and simulations, the potential error in the energy scale and energy

resolution were estimated by the author. It was shown that RSP modestly, yet con-

sistently, outperformed its predecessor in both accuracy and resolution. The details

of this effort are not presented in this work but are similar to those of the pure D2O

phase analysis presented in chapter 5.

The analysis of the data consisted primarily7 of counting the number of neutrino

candidate events within separate, signal-to-background–optimized, energy windows

above the endpoint energy of 8B neutrinos. No hep or DSNB neutrinos were observed

7Also of considerable note is the accounting for the expected number of 8B neutrino “background”
leaking into the analysis window from below.
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in the energy analysis windows. The limits on the fluxes that this implies are

φhep < 2.3× 104 cm−2s−1 and

φDSNB < 70 cm−2s−1 for 22.9 MeV < Eν < 36.9 MeV,

at the 90% confidence level. Both of these are substantial improvements over the

previous limits published by Hosaka et al. [27] and Aglietta et al. [28].

1.5.2 The low energy threshold analysis

SNO detects solar neutrinos well below the analysis energy threshold applied to the

previous analyses discussed above. The benefit of requiring that events have a higher

energy limits the low energy background contamination in the data to essentially none

or at least a level that is understood. The challenge in lowering the analysis energy

threshold is to reduce and constrain the low energy backgrounds in order to make a

meaningful measurement.

Preliminary low energy threshold analyses have been published by Kos [29] and

Dunford [25]. The former analyzes the salt phase data using an energy dependent

fiducial volume that restricts the volume analyzed to regions of lower background

at lower energies. A combined analysis of the first two phases of SNO—the pure

D2O and salt phases—has been performed by Dunford [25]. Dunford [25] has shown

that a 1% reduction in energy resolution, or in the uncertainty on energy resolution,

reduces the background contamination in the signal region by up to 10%. To decrease

the energy resolution beyond what is achieved by RSP, a total light8, Monte Carlo

calculation based, energy reconstruction technique named FTK was developed by

Dunford [25]. Considerable effort was undertaken by Dunford [25] to improve the

simulation of reflected photons in the Monte Carlo calculations to be able to include

the approximately 20% more light than RSP does.

More advanced low energy threshold analyses of the combined first two phases of

SNO are presented by Gann [30] and Seibert [31]. Both of these analyses are based

on that of [25] and primarily use the FTK reconstructed energy of events. A further

8RSP considers only triggered PMTs within 10 ns of the prompt peak to reject reflected light;
the optical path of which is indeterminate.
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low energy threshold analysis (LETA) of the first two phases of SNO that is based

on these two analyses is currently being prepared for publication.

Numerous advancements in the understanding of SNO have led to improved data

analysis techniques including the two new energy reconstruction strategies, and im-

proved detector simulations since the previous SNO results. These improvements

were incorporated into the reprocessing—unpacking and reconstruction of event po-

sition, direction, and energy—of this data in preparation for LETA. The calibration

of the energy scale of this reprocessed data, performed by the author, is presented

in chapter 59. Although FTK energy is being used for the final analysis, the RSP

energy is used to verify the energy calibration and reconstruction uncertainty that

will be reported. This analysis is also presented in chapter 5. The verification of

FTK energy reconstruction, with the independent analytic calculation of RSP, is es-

sential to ensure this new technique and the upgraded detector simulations are robust

and accurate, since the errors related to these are expected to remain the dominant

contribution to the uncertainty on any physics results.

1.5.3 The NCD phase solar neutrino analysis

The addition of 40, 10 to 12 m long and approximately 5 cm in diameter, proportional

counters to the central region of the D2O presents a significant challenge in calculating

the optical response of the detector during the NCD phase. An exact function is

derived in chapter 6 to calculate the shadow cast on a single PMT by an NCD;

however, it is found to be too computationally intensive to be fully implemented. An

average efficiency reduction, as a function of only event radial position and direction

with respect to the radial position vector, due to the shadowing of the NCDs is

subsequently derived from Monte Carlo calculations. While this correction still has

some small bias, the overall performance of the energy calibration and reconstruction

using RSP are satisfactory and are highlighted in chapter 6 and in the publication of

the first NCD phase results in Aharmim et al. [1].

The energy scale calibration of the NCD phase data, as performed by the author,

is presented in chapter 6. It should be noted that the author also played a major role

9It should also be noted that the author played a major role in acquiring the salt phase calibration
data used for this analysis.
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in acquiring the calibration data used in this analysis. The energy calibration and

reconstruction errors used by Aharmim et al. [1] are not the work of this author. These

errors are reevaluated in chapter 6 with a more refined technique exactly analogous

to the errors calculated for LETA. In every case, the previous estimates used by

Aharmim et al. [1] are found to be conservative and therefore validated.

1.6 Organization of thesis

Chapter 2, discusses the physical components and function of the SNO detector,

especially those components relevant to its response to Čerenkov photons. Chapter 3

formulates a model of the optical response of the detector that is position, direction,

and time dependent. The model is then parametrized in terms of the parameters that

are determined from optical calibrations and Monte Carlo calculations. Chapter 4

applies the optical response discussed in chapter 3 to estimate the fraction of Če-

renkov photons that are lost as they travel from their point of creation, which is

assumed to be at the reconstructed position of an event, to the PMTs. From the

number of observed photons and the fraction that are not detected, the number of

initial photons can be predicted. A series of predetermined Monte Carlo calculations

are then applied to reconstruct the event energy from the number of initial photons.

This is the RSP energy reconstruction algorithm.

The calibration of the absolute energy scale in SNO and the errors associated

with energy calibration and reconstruction are discussed in chapter 5. The actual

calculation of these errors for the LETA of the pure D2O and salt phase data are also

presented. This analysis of the performance of RSP is used to verify the performance

of the primary energy reconstruction technique FTK, as quoted by Seibert [31].

In chapter 6, the process of the integration of the NCD geometry into the optical

response of RSP is documented10. The chapter also contains the energy calibration

and a calculation of the energy calibration and reconstruction errors for the NCD

phase. These refined estimates of the energy scale and resolution errors verify the

more conservative estimates used by Aharmim et al. [1].

10While the geometry of the NCD phase is also available to the Monte Carlo calculation technique
of FTK, it is too computationally intensive to process the data in a reasonable amount of time. RSP
was therefore the only viable energy processor for the NCD phase analysis.
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Chapter 7 presents the potential energy scale errors associated with calibrating

electron energy (such as those scattered by solar neutrinos) with an 16N γ-ray source

via an intermediate Monte Carlo calculation. Given the many improvements in energy

calibration that were made for LETA and also applied to the NCD analysis, this error

had become the dominant energy scale uncertainty. To verify this, all of the sources of

error previously known are re-evaluated. The dominant contribution to this source of

error—using a simplified model to pick the wavelength of Čerenkov photons produced

in the Monte Carlo calculations—is shown to be negligible. This significantly improves

the estimate of the total energy scale error. In light of the significant reduction in

the total error, other sources of error previously thought to be negligible are also

evaluated.

The first solar neutrino analysis of the NCD phase data is reviewed in chapter 8.

Although not directly the work of the author, an overview of the analysis procedure

with emphasis on the energy calibration and reconstruction processes developed by

the is presented author. The basic physics implications of these results on the favoured

neutrino oscillation theory are also briefly discussed.



Chapter 2

The SNO detector

The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory is a one kilotonne heavy water Čerenkov detec-

tor. It is situated in a large cavity on the 6800 ft level (at an actual depth of 2092 m)

of an active nickel mine located in Sudbury, Ontario, Canada. The cavity that the

detector occupies, as depicted in figure 2.1, is barrel-shaped: 22 m in diameter, 34 m

in height. During the data collection described in this thesis, the primary neutrino

target consisted of 1000 tonnes of ultra pure D2O contained within a 12 m diameter,

spherical acrylic vessel (AV), that is on average 5.5 cm thick. Čerenkov light emit-

ting events in the inner detector are observed by 9456 inward looking Hamamatsu

R1408 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) mounted on a 17.8 m diameter stainless steel

geodesic support structure (PSUP). The D2O region is shielded from radioactivity

in the PMTs, external water shielding, and the mine rock by two regions containing

H2Oin addition to the AV. The region between the mine rock and the PSUP contains

5.7 kT of H2O while the inner region, between the PSUP and AV, contains approxi-

mately 1.7 kT of ultra pure H2O [32]. The top of the detector is shielded from radon

in the mine air by a continuous overpressure of radon-reduced nitrogen gas in the gap

between the top of the D2O and H2O and the deck. The entire detector is shielded

from cosmic-rays by an overburden, at that depth, equivalent to approximately 6 km

of water shielding. This reduces the muon flux within the PSUP to less than 70

muons per day [33].

After the completion of the third and final phase of SNO, the detector was drained

of all water, the D2O returned to Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and Ontario

17
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D  O2

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the barrel-shaped cavity that contains the SNO detector.
Also shown is the geodesic PMT support structure (PSUP) and acrylic containment
vessel. The regions filled with D2O and H2O are as indicated. Taken from Boger
et al. [34].
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Power Generation. It is intended to reuse the detector by filling the acrylic vessel with

liquid scintillator, to be again shielded by ultrapure H2O. Although only sensitive to

charged current and elastic scattering neutrino interactions, the greater light yield of

the scintillation will significantly improve the energy resolution of the detector and

suppress low energy backgrounds. In this configuration, the detector, named SNO+

[35, 36], will be able to observe lower energy pep, CNO, and 7Be solar neutrinos, and

geo [37] and reactor [38] antineutrinos. With the capability of dissolving a large mass

of 150Nd in the liquid scintillator, SNO+ can alternatively be sensitive to neutrinoless

double β-decay [39].

The following sections highlight the detector elements that are particularly rele-

vant to SNO energy calibration with the exception of the primary energy calibration

sources that are discussed in greater detail in chapter 5. The majority of this chapter

is referenced, except where explicitly noted, from a complete description of the SNO

detector that can be found in Boger et al. [34].

2.1 The ultra pure D2O

The total mass of heavy water within the acrylic vessel (AV) is 1011 ± 1 T with

about 9 T residing in the chimney. The mean measured density of the heavy water

in SNO, at 11.5◦C and corrected for compressibility, is 1.10565± 0.00010 g/cm3. The

isotopic fraction of D2O in the target heavy water is 99.9168 ± 0.0021% by mass

or 99.9076 ± 0.0021% by number [40]. The number of target deuterons can then be

calculated from the density and isotopic fraction for any arbitrary volume of the heavy

water. The remaining isotopic fraction of the heavy water is dominated by HDO with

very little H2O. Even this small amount of hydrogen affects neutron transport and

capture in the heavy water and must be accounted for. The isotopic fraction of

the oxygen isotopes 17O and 18O, which enhance neutron capture and CC neutrino

interactions respectively, were determined to be 0.0485±0.0005% and 0.320±0.008%

[40]. The number of target electrons, for the ES reaction, is relatively insensitive to

the isotopic fraction.

Radioactivity in the D2O that results in the production of a γ-ray with energy

greater than 2.2 MeV creates a background of photodisintegration neutrons that are
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especially difficult to distinguish from NC neutrons. For this reason, photodisinte-

gration neutrons were budgeted at no more than 10% of the expected rate of NC

neutrons in the detector. The decays of 214Bi and 208Tl, from the decay chains of 238U

and 232Th, involve γ-rays that can photodisintegrate deuterium. This limits the con-

centrations of 238U and 232Th in the D2O to 4.5×10−14 g 238U and 3.7×10−15 g 232Th

per average gram of D2O [34]. Levels below these limits were maintained throughout

the operation of SNO [1, 15, 21] with the exception of brief incursions of 222Rn during

breakdown of the water purification system and by intentional contamination for the

purposes of calibration. The details of the water purification procedures that achieved

these limits are presented in Boger et al. [34].

Decays of 214Bi and 208Tl, which produce copious amounts of low energy electro-

magnetic radiation, are referred to as the β–γ background. Although consistently low

in energy, the high rate of these decays combined with the finite energy resolution of

the detector cause some events to spill into the solar neutrino analysis window (as

low as 5–6 MeV). The rate of the β–γ background, for a given energy resolution, sets

the effective energy threshold for the experiment. This limit is currently being tested

by the ongoing low energy threshold analysis (LETA).

2.2 The D2O-acrylic containment vessel

The acrylic vessel (AV) consists primarily of an acrylic shell with an inner radius of

600.5 cm and a nominal thickness of 5.5 cm. The spherical vessel was constructed

from 122 ultraviolet transmitting (UVT) acrylic panels that were bonded together in

the detector cavity. Among other reasons, the UVT acrylic was selected due to its

low radioactivity and the fact that its light transmission properties are similar to the

sensitivity regime of the PMTs [34]. Regardless, more Čerenkov light is attenuated

by the few centimeters of UVT acrylic than by either the D2O or H2O. A schematic

of the AV showing the acrylic paneling, chimney, and machined support panels is

shown in figure 2.2.

The spherical symmetry of the AV is broken most notably at the top where a

150 cm diameter chimney breaches it to permit the introduction of calibration sources
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CHIMNEY

SUSPENSION ROPES

ACRYLIC PANELS

BOND LINES

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the SNO D2O-acrylic containment vessel. Taken from Boger
et al. [34].
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and, just prior to the NCD phase, the proportional counters. The chimney is cylindri-

cal in shape, approximately 6.8 m in height and 1.5 m in diameter. Piping designed to

transport the D2O enters the spherical vessel inside the chimney. Pipes also introduce

or remove D2O for recirculation at the bottom of and at four different heights in the

spherical vessel and once again in the chimney. None of these components penetrates

significantly into the D2O enclosed by the spherical vessel.

Ten acrylic panels around the equator of the spherical vessel are approximately

twice as thick as the other panels. Semi-circular grooves are machined into these

thicker panels to support the AV on loops of Vectran rope. The D2O contained within

the AV is denser than the surrounding H2O requiring it to be suspended from the deck

via the Vectran ropes. 96 acrylic NCD anchors are also affixed to the inner surface

of the lower hemisphere of the spherical vessel. These anchors are approximately

cylindrical, 3” in diameter and 2.25” in height.

The AV, although it is very large, does not constitute a significant fraction of

the total mass of the detector. As such, the limits on radioactive contamination per

average gram of acrylic are less stringent than those on the D2O: 10−12 g of 238U and
232Th. However, a particularly difficult background that was rediscovered1 during

the salt phase originates on the surfaces of the acrylic vessel. (α, n) reactions, from
222Rn that plated out onto the surfaces of the AV in the form of Pb deposits during

construction, apparently release free neutrons into the D2O. These neutrons can only

be distinguished from NC neutrons based on their spatial distribution. Only during

the salt phase are neutrons captured with a high enough efficiency to localize the

neutrons to the vicinity of the AV.

2.3 The H2O shielding and PSUP

The inner H2O shielding fills the region between the AV and the PMTs and associated

support structure (PSUP); it occupies the volume between roughly 606 cm to approx-

imately 840 cm radially from the centre of the detector. Also present in this region

are the 24.4 mm diameter Vectran AV support ropes and D2O piping that access the

1This background was a concern when SNO was proposed but misplaced in the intervening period
[41].
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AV. The outer H2O shielding, which cannot be kept as clean, is separated from the

PMTs and inner H2O shielding by a 99.99% leak-tight plastic barrier that also serves

as a light shield from β–γ events exterior to the PSUP. Approximately 85% of the

inner surface of the PSUP is dedicated to Čerenkov light collection (including the

PMTs and associated infrastructure).

The radioactivity in the H2O is as important to minimize as that in the D2O. γ-

rays from the decays of 238U and 232Th can produce photodisintegration neutrons in

the D2O; albeit with lower probability than those internal to the D2O. Although low

in energy, 214Bi and 208Tl β–γ decays in the H2O do not suffer from the attenuation

of the AV if they illuminate the PMTs directly. Given the high rate of these decays,

position mis-reconstruction sometimes places them in the D2O region; constituting a

significant background at low energy.

2.4 SNO photomultiplier tubes

There are 9456 inward looking photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) mounted on the inside

of the PMT support structure; 18 were removed for testing prior to the pure D2O

phase. A further 91 PMTs are mounted on the outside of the PSUP to act as vetoes

for external events that produce light in the inner detector; mainly consisting of

muons. Four (eight in the NCD phase) PMTs are also mounted in the top of the

neck, the region inside the AV chimney, to veto events generated by light from the

water pipes.

The inward looking PMTs provide only 31% coverage of the D2O region. 27 cm

diameter light concentrators, made up of 18 reflector strips or petals each, increases

the coverage to 59%. This is reduced to 54% after accounting for the efficiency of

the light concentrators as reflectors [34]. The concentrators substantially increase

the light collection of the PMTs with no increase in PMT noise. Having only a

100◦ acceptance, they also decrease sensitivity to light from radioactive backgrounds

external to the D2O region2. Schematics of the Hamamatsu model R1408 PMT with

the elements forming the water tight seal and, separately, the hexagonal mounting

bracket are shown in figure 2.3.

2For a complete description of the reflector assembly design see Doucas et al. [42].
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(a) A PMT in the hexagonal mounting bracket. The
curved surface attached to the face of the PMT holds the
18 reflector petals that make up the reflector assembly.

5.4

Endcap
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O-Rings

Plug

(b) The nine dynodes are shown
as horizontal lines below the fo-
cusing grid (dashed lines).

Figure 2.3: Schematics of the Hamamatsu model R1408 PMT. The dimensions are
all in centimeters. Both figures taken from [34].

Photons passing through the front surface of the PMT glass encounter a bialkali

photocathode deposited on its inner surface. The photon can liberate an electron

from the photocathode via the photoelectric effect. The electron, in the evacuated

envelope, is drifted to the anode where it is focused onto the dynode stack. The

nine stages of dynodes (see figure 2.3b) amplify the signal by a factor of 107 for the

standard operating voltages from 1700 to 2100 V. The high voltage and signal are

both transmitted via a 32 m long cable to electronics and power supplies located on

the deck above the detector.

The charge distribution for single photoelectrons (pe) liberated in the R1408 PMT

is shown in figure 2.4. The broad spectrum makes it difficult to associate observed

charge with the number of detected pe. Fortunately, 8B neutrinos rarely produce

multiple pe in a single PMT. The total transit time from the cathode to the anode

of the PMT is about 30 ns with an RMS of about 1.5 ns [43]. The very good tim-

ing resolution allows event position reconstruction to be accurately performed based

entirely on PMT timing.

The noise rate in the PMTs is dominated by thermal electron emission in the
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Figure 2.4: The single photoelectron charge spectrum of an R1408 PMT. Taken from
Boger et al. [34].
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photocathode and dynode stack. This effect is minimized by cooling the entire de-

tector to about 11.5◦C; which is still high enough so as not to freeze the D2O. The

average noise rate in the PMTs at this temperature is about 500 Hz. The Earth’s

magnetic field reduces the average efficiency of the PMTs in SNO by distorting their

internal electromagnetic field. At the SNO detector the magnetic field is measured to

be about 55µT approximately 15◦ from vertical. According to Boger et al. [34], this

would result in an average reduction in PMT efficiency of 18%. Compensating for

the vertical component of the magnetic field with 14 horizontal field coils embedded

in the surrounding rock reduces this loss to about 2.5% with a residual magnetic field

of 19µT. The overall performance of the PMTs including their wavelength sensitivity

and light collecting efficiency are presented in detail in chapter 4.

Although each component of the PMT assembly was chosen to minimize radioac-

tivity, the PMTs are the most contaminated components in the inner detector. The

dominant contribution to this radioactivity is in the glass envelope. Special low ra-

dioactive borosilicate glass (Schott type 8246) was produced for SNO in a special low

radioactivity furnace and was mouth-blown to form the PMT envelope. In total each

PMT contains less than 100µg of 238U and 232Th combined. This is 14 times below

specifications [34].

2.5 SNO proportional counters

An array of 40 strings of proportional counters were deployed in the central region of

the D2O after the removal of the salt from the salt phase. The physical parameters of

the proportional counters, referred to as neutral current detectors (NCDs), are listed

in table 2.1. A top down view of the NCD string layout in the D2O is shown in

figure 2.5. The strings of NCDs vary in length from the outermost at 9 m to 11 m

nearest the centre of the detector.

Of the 40 strings of NCDs, 36 contain 3He, four contain 4He. The 36 that contain
3He are used to observe NC neutrons. The four strings of NCDs containing 4He,

that are not sensitive to neutrons but are still referred to as NCDs, provide a control

sample of the non-neutron backgrounds in the primary array. 3He was selected as

the active counter gas due to its high neutron capture cross section and its use in
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Figure 2.5: A top-down view of the layout of the NCD strings. The label letters
denote strings of the same length, becoming shorter farther from the centre. The
strings I2, I3, I6, and I7 contain 4He rather than 3He. The outer circle, which is 12 m
in diameter, represents the maximum extent of the AV. The inner circle, 1.5 m in
diameter, represents the chimney of the AV through which the NCDs were deployed.
The circular NCD markers are not drawn to scale. Taken from Amsbaugh et al. [44].

Physical property Value

outer diameter 5.08 cm
wall thickness 305–533µm
lengths 200, 227, 250, 272, 300 cm
anode wire diameter 50µm
gas pressure 2.50± 0.01 atm
gas mixture (by pressure) 85:15 He:CF4

weight 525 g/m

Table 2.1: Some physical parameters of the NCDs. Adapted from Amsbaugh et al.
[44].
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detecting neutrons being well-established [44]. Neutron capture on 3He proceeds via

3He + n→ p +3 H + 764 keV, (2.1)

where the proton and triton are produced nearly back-to-back. This requires the

proton to acquire 573 keV, the triton the remaining 191 keV. This pair then ionize

gas along their respective trajectories. The electrons that are produced are drifted

towards the central anode wire ionizing more gas; creating an avalanche effect. The

electrons striking the anode produce the signal in the anode. The anode was connected

to the electronics and power supplies on the deck above the detector via a coaxial

cable less than 0.890 cm in diameter.

If both the proton and triton are completely stopped in the gas, 764 keV of energy

is deposited in the detector. When either the proton or triton strike the wall of the

counter, some of their energy does not get deposited in the gas. Events that occur

close to the counter wall can have either3 the proton or triton strike the wall, thus

depositing in the gas a range of energies down to 191 keV. The energy lost is mitigated

by the addition of the CF4 to the gas by shortening the particle tracks and therefore

minimizing the probability of encountering the wall. However, it is limited by the

anode voltage required to drift the electrons at the higher gas pressures. The CF4

was also required to provide quenching and sufficient gas pressure to keep the counter

tube from collapsing under the pressure of the water.

Once again, the decay chains of 238U and 232Th present in the counters is be

problematic due the γ-rays greater than 2.2 MeV that they produce. To mitigate these

the NCD bodies were constructed from ultra-pure chemical-vapour-deposited nickel

that reduced the natural 238U and 232Th concentrations by six orders of magnitude

[44]. This resulted in a total 238U and 232Th content in the NCD array of less than a

few micrograms; equivalent to about 1% of the NC neutron detection rate. The low

energy β–γs from the decays of 214Bi and 208Tl require a relatively high analysis energy

threshold in the analysis of the PMT data taken during the NCD phase. However, the

measurement of these decays with the PMT data was used to extrapolate the number

of photodisintegration neutrons that would have been produced by their parent decay

3It is highly unlikely that both particles strike the counter wall therefore the lowest deposited
energy comes when all of the energy of the more energetic particle is lost.
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chains.

α-particles from the decay chains of 238U and 232Th also present a background to

neutrons in the NCDs although the primary α-particle background stems from the

decay of 210Po, introduced as a daughter product of 222Rn decay in the air during

detector fabrication. In total 16 ± 1 α-particles per day were detected by the NCD

array, five times the expected NC neutron rate [44]. However, due to the distinctive

shape of the neutron energy distribution, the NC signal can be extracted from the

α-particle background with better than 5% fit uncertainty.

2.6 Detector response calibration

A series of detector calibrations are required in order to make accurate measurements

of the interesting physical properties related to each triggered event4: position, direc-

tion, and energy. These calibrations include built-in electronic calibrations, optical

calibrations, radioactive source calibrations, and Monte Carlo calculations. The driv-

ing purpose behind all the calibrations is to tune a global model of the detector,

usually in the form of a Monte Carlo simulation, that can be used to predict the

detector response to all relevant physical processes; providing a model against which

to test neutrino data.

2.6.1 Electronics calibration

Figure 2.6 depicts the time evolution of a PMT pulse significant enough to have fired

the associated discriminator. Simultaneously the voltage begins to ramp in a time

to amplitude converter and the signal from the PMT is integrated to yield the total

charge Q. If no global trigger is issued within about 400 ns, which would have signaled

the information from all triggered PMTs to be assigned to an event and written to

tape, the channel is reset. Otherwise, the charge and timing information are stored in

capacitors. There are 16 sets of capacitors designated to store the information from

each PMT to be able to handle very high rates of data. As in the figure, T and Q are

read by separate analog to digital converts (ADCs) from the capacitors. The output

4For a complete description of the SNO trigger system see Klein et al. [45].
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Figure 2.6: The approximately 400 ns single PMT timing cycle. Time refers to the
time to amplitude converter, T the time the PMT triggered relative to a global trigger,
and Q the total integrated charge from the PMT signal.

of the ADCs is the raw charge and timing information from the PMT channel that

is ultimately recorded.

Three calibrations are performed to normalize the performance of each channel:

a pedestal calibration, required to determine the number of ADC counts that corre-

spond to zero charge; a charge slope calibration, required to determine the rate of

increase in ADC counts as a function of input charge; and a time slope calibration,

required to determine the number of ADC counts that correspond to a given time

offset between the discriminator firing and a global trigger. All PMT channels are

designed to be artificially triggered by a test pedestal pulse. Charge can also be

applied artificially to the pulsed channel and by varying the pulse length the charge

input can also be varied. For the pedestal calibration each channel is pulsed with

zero charge and a global trigger is issued to collect the ADC outputs. The charge

slopes are determined by injecting increasingly more charge into each channel, each

time issuing a global trigger and collecting the ADC outputs. The slope is determined

from the whole series of artificially triggered events. The time slopes are determined

in a similar fashion by varying the time the global trigger is issued rather than the

input charge. Despite the name, the time slopes are not entirely linear. The pedestal

values of the timing outputs are determined via optical calibrations. In this way
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the timing through the physical PMT and PMT channel can be determined directly.

PMT channels with calibration constants lying outside of the norms are flagged and

ignored for most SNO analysis and specifically when performing event reconstruction.

The complete description of these rejection criteria can be found in Biller et al. [46].

2.6.2 Optical calibration

The primary source of the SNO optical calibrations derives from the pulsed laser

diffuser ball or laserball. A schematic of the laserball and its connection to the laser

system is shown in figure 2.7. 0.6 ns-337 nm pulses are generated by the nitrogen laser

at a rate of up to 45 Hz. The laser light can also be used to pump one of four dyes to

produce pulses of different wavelengths. These are necessary to span the sensitivity

range of the PMTs. The laser light is piped via optical fibers from the detector deck,

where the laser resides, to a 10 cm diffuser ball which produces a somewhat isotropic

burst of light in the detector. The full documentation on the laserball calibration

source can be found in Ford [47] and Moffat [48] while a good review of SNO optical

calibrations is given in Moffat et al. [49].

Relative PMT timing

The relative PMT timing offsets, effectively the timing pedestals, are determined from

extended laserball calibrations taken with the diffuser ball positioned at the centre of

the detector. The time spectrum of each calibration is measured and parametrized.

For each event the timing offset for a given PMT is determined from the measured

time, at a given pulse height, corrected for the laserball timing offset, for the same

pulse height. Both of these are also corrected for photon time-of-flight from the event

or laserball positions respectively.

In order to achieve the required timing resolution the laser pulse is also used to

issue a special global trigger via a beam splitter and a photodiode. The standard

global trigger is tied to a 50 MHz clock such that it can only occur on 20 ns intervals

whereas the timing resolution of the individual PMTs can be as low as 1.5–1.7 ns. A

more detailed description of the determination of the timing offsets can be found in

Skensved [50].
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the optical calibration source: the laserball.
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The calibration source manipulator system

The response of SNO is very much position dependent. The manipulator system

was developed in order to deploy calibration sources throughout the interior of the

acrylic vessel. A schematic of the calibration–source manipulator system is shown in

figure 2.8 with the laserball attached to the manipulator carriage. The position of the

carriage in a plane is completely determined by three 1/16” Vectran ropes. All three

ropes extend down from neck of the detector; the control systems being located above

the deck. The central rope terminates at the top of the manipulator carriage while

the side ropes feed through pulleys mounted on opposite sides of the carriage and

terminate on the inner surface of the acrylic vessel as in figure 2.8. A second pair of

Vectran side ropes also exist that can manipulate the carriage in an orthogonal plane.

A clean, waterproof cable, called an umbilical [48], also extends from the deck above

the detector to the manipulator carriage. The umbilical is a 1/2” silicone tube that

can transport power, fibre-optics, and gas capillary tubes to the source and trigger

signals back up to the detector electronics.

An air and light–tight glove box is mounted on the deck directly above the detector

neck that permits manual manipulation of the sources such as installing and swapping

the Vectran side ropes. Air and light tight flanges on the glove box also enable the

extraction of the calibration sources to undergo maintenance and exchange. The

control motors, rope and umbilical spools, and source chamber above the glove box

flanges are purged with nitrogen gas to maintain the radon free barrier above the top

of the detector, below the detector deck.

Optical model parameter extraction

In order to extract the optical parameters of the detector media and the PMTs, an

optical model containing these elements is fit to laserball calibration data. In the

original optical model proposed by Moffat [48], the intensity Nij observed for the ith

run, in the jth PMT, is parametrized

Nij = NiΩijRijTijLijεje
−(dD2OαD2O+dacrylicαacrylic+dH2OαH2O), (2.2)
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Figure 2.8: The calibration source position manipulator system shown in the laserball
configuration.
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where

Ni is the intensity normalization for the ith run,

Ωij is the solid angle of the jth PMT from the position of the ith run,

Rij is the PMT and reflector assembly angular response beyond that of Ωij,

Tij is the joint Fresnel transmission coefficient for the D2O-acrylic and

acrylic-H2O interfaces,

Lij is the intensity profile of the laser,

εj is the efficiency of the jth PMT coupled with its electronics channel gain and

threshold,

dx is the optical path through the medium x, and

αx is the inverse attenuation coefficient of the medium x.

The parameters Lij and the reconstructed position of the laserball, which is also a fit

parameter that is not explicitly in equation 2.2, are specific to the laserball calibration

while the remaining parameters are inherent to the detector and applicable to all

physics processes occurring therein. To break the many correlations between the

parameters, such as the D2O and H2O attenuation, laserball calibrations are required

to be done throughout the D2O. To update the parameters as they change with time,

such as the quality of the reflector petals surrounding the PMTs, the calibrations and

optical model fit are done periodically and at the beginning and end of each phase

of operation. The detector specific parameters extracted from this optical model are

detailed in chapter 3 as they relate to the detector energy response.

The method of Moffat [48] normalizes the model and calibration responses (the

occupancies Nij of each) to the centre of the detector. This removes the individual

PMT efficiencies εj that account for up to about 9000 free parameters out of a to-

tal of about 9500. A χ2 fit between the model and calibration occupancy ratios is

performed to determine the best fit model parameters. An enhanced understanding

of the detector has made the effects of the PMT efficiencies significant in the de-

tector simulation and energy calibration. The work of Simard [51] has shown that

the model fit including the relative PMT efficiencies (εj/ε) can be performed with

enough calibration data to yield the relative PMT efficiencies as well as the other

model parameters.
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Radioactive source Event type Additional notes

16N 6.13 MeV γ-ray primary Čerenkov event calibration
8Li β-particle isospin mirror of 8B β+-decay
pT 19.8 MeV γ-ray accelerator produced

252Cf fission neutrons primary neutron calibration
241AmBe (α, n)
238U β–γs
232Th β–γs
222Rn β–γs distributed in the D2O or inner H2O

24Na β–γs and pd neutrons primarily as distributed in the D2O

Table 2.2: The primary radioactive sources used to calibrate the response of SNO.

2.6.3 Radioactive calibration sources

A list of the radioactive sources used to calibrate SNO is presented in table 2.2. The
16N, 8Li, and pT sources are discussed in chapter 5 as they pertain to SNO energy

calibration. The 222Rn and 24Na distributed sources are injected into the water in

solution at various points and mixed throughout with the water circulation system.

The remaining radioactive sources are encapsulated in acrylic so as not to contaminate

the water. The acrylic capsules can be positioned throughout the D2O, and below

the calibration guide tubes in the H2O, by the manipulator system, to which they are

easily attached.

The 238U, 232Th, and 222Rn sources are used to calibrate low energy β–γ events.
222Rn is in the decay chain of 238U therefore these calibrations differ only in their

disbursement within the detector5. The 241AmBe and 24Na sources were primarily

used to calibrate the response of the NCD array to neutrons. The 241AmBe was

required due to its high neutron production rate while the homogeneity of the 24Na

source was a good approximation of the expected NC neutron distribution within the

D2O.

5The 238U, with a half-life of 4.5 × 109 yr, decay makes a very stable encapsulated source of
radiation but presents obvious difficulties when dissolved in the D2O.
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2.7 Summary

The energy response of the SNO detector, basically the number of hit PMTs or Nhit,

varies from point to point even within the acrylic vessel. It is essential to understand

the physical and optical properties of the detector optical media and efficiency of

the PMTs in order to estimate the energy of an event based primarily on Nhit. To

correct for the spatial variation in Nhit, the optical response of the detector must be

determined. The optical response of the detector to Čerenkov events is calculable from

an optical model similar to that derived from equation 2.2 but with key differences;

the most important being the introduction of the characteristic Čerenkov angular

distribution in place of the laserball intensity profile. A further complication to the

optical response of Čerenkov events is that the origin of the photons is not known with

the accuracy of the laserball position. This precludes the rejection of PMTs obscured

by complicated optical geometry as is done when fitting the optical model to laserball

data. The response of the detector to Čerenkov events and their supplemental energy

reconstruction are the focus of the following chapters.



Chapter 3

SNO energy response

SNO was designed to observe neutrinos in the 8B solar neutrino energy range as pre-

sented in figure 1.1. The expected neutrino signals in D2O are electrons up to the

energy of the incident neutrino and γ-rays, emitted after neutron capture, of up to

almost 9 MeV. SNO also observes high energy cosmic ray muons and atmospheric

neutrinos. However, the energy deposition at these energies has a different morphol-

ogy than their lower energy counterparts. SNO actually observes Čerenkov radiation

from high energy electrons, either directly produced by neutrino interaction or those

scattered by γ-rays. The Čerenkov photons can be attenuated, scattered, and re-

flected as they traverse the detector optical media before being adsorbed either by a

PMT, potentially triggering a signal, or the dark space between the PMTs.

3.1 Čerenkov radiation

The first classical theory describing the physical process behind Čerenkov radiation

[52] was by Frank and Tamm [53]. They considered the electromagnetic field associ-

ated with a charged particle as it travels through a medium with a constant velocity.

Atomic electrons along the particle track are expected to be slightly displaced by the

passage of the field, inducing temporary, local polarization. The electrons must be

farther from the track than atomic dimensions or the charged particle would expe-

rience energy loss due to ionization or excitation. Other processes such as these are

occurring in tandem with the emission of Čerenkov radiation and must not be ignored

38
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of Čerenkov radiation emitted by a charged particle traveling at
a velocity v that is greater than the phase velocity of the electromagnetic field (c/n).
Shown is the coherent addition of spherical wavelets from points of emission along the
particle track. The relation giving the emission angle of the electromagnetic radiation
(θc) is apparent from the geometry.

when considering the total energy loss of the charged particle.

Under most circumstances the atomic electrons simply return to their unperturbed

position after the passing of the charged particle, emitting no radiation due to total

destructive interference. If, however, the particle is traveling faster than the phase

velocity of the electromagnetic field in the medium, some of the induced polariza-

tion can persist, appearing to be a freely oscillating dipole. The dipole produces

electromagnetic radiation, which adds coherently with that emitted farther down the

charged particle track. Frank and Tamm [53] derive the following expression for the

angle of emission θc:

cos θc =
1

βn
, (3.1)

where β is the relativistic velocity and n is the index of refraction in the medium.

The derivation of this formalism is apparent from the geometry of the situation as

depicted in figure 3.1.

Of particular interest is the derivation of the energy loss, dE
dx

, of the charged
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particle given by
dE

dx
=
(e
c

)2
∫

βn>1

[
1− 1

(βn)2

]
ωdω, (3.2)

where the integral is done over the emitted photon frequency ω between the limits

defined by the condition for Čerenkov emission:

βn(ω) > 1.0 (3.3)

The Čerenkov yield Y is the number of Čerenkov photons produced by the decel-

erating charged particle as a function of wavelength λ. The yield of a charged particle

with initial kinetic energy T , which can be deduced from equation 3.2, is

Y (λ;T ) =
dN

dλ
=

2πα

λ2

∫ [
1− 1

(βn)2

]
dx, (3.4)

where α is the fine structure constant and the integral is done over the track length of

the charged particle. As the charged particle decelerates its velocity eventually falls

below that necessary to satisfy the Čerenkov condition (equation 3.3). This provides

the upper limit to the integrand in equation 3.4.

According to Jelley [54], the energy emitted by a minimum ionizing particle as

Čerenkov radiation amounts to less than 1% of that lost due to ionization. Therefore,

total amount of radiation depends primarily on other more dominant mechanisms for

energy loss that determine the distance over which the particle will travel. Although

these tend to be more statistical processes, the average track length, and total yield,

are strongly correlated with the initial velocity of the particle, specified by β in

equation 3.4. The initial β is directly proportional to the initial kinetic energy of

the charged particle, T . Thus Y is a function of T , although not explicitly so1. The

average track length of a Čerenkov electron in D2O is roughly linearly proportional to

T . This implies that the Čerenkov yield of an electron in D2O is also roughly linearly

1If the energy loss of the particle was a continuous function of x then the yield could be expressed
explicitly as a function of T . In that case

β(x) = β(0)− ∫ x
0

∣∣∣ ∂β∂x′ ∣∣∣dx′
where β(0) is directly proportional to the initial energy of the particle T , and ∂β

∂x′ is proportional to
v(x′) ∂E∂x′ , the product of the particle velocity and the total energy loss of the particle.
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proportional to T .

3.2 An optical model of the SNO detector

If the SNO detector consisted of perfectly transmitting optical media, then the number

of Čerenkov photons Ni, that would be expected to strike the ith PMT, for an electron

of initial kinetic energy T , can be written

Ni =
1

4π

∫
dλY (λ;T )

∫
Si

D(û · p̂′i;T ) dΩ, (3.5)

where Y is the Čerenkov yield introduced in equation 3.4 and D is the probability

of a Čerenkov photon being emitted in a direction p̂′i relative to the initial electron

direction û. The integral over solid angle Ω is performed over the surface Si of the ith

PMT. The direction p̂′i is the direction in which a photon must be emitted to impact a

point on Si. This differs from the direct path p̂i owing to refraction along the photon

optical path.

The Čerenkov angular distribution D is shown for 8 MeV electrons in figure 3.2.

If not for electron multiple scattering, D would be almost2 a delta function at the

characteristic Čerenkov angle (equation 3.1).

When the effects of the three primary optical media (D2O, acrylic, and H2O) are

introduced, equation 3.5 becomes

Ni =

∫
dλY (λ;T )

∫
Si

F (λ,~r, ~pi)

× exp
[−dD2O (λ,~r, ~pi)αD2O (λ)

− dacrylic (λ,~r, ~pi)αacrylic (λ)

− dH2O (λ,~r, ~pi)αH2O (λ)
]

×D(û · p̂′i;T ) dΩ,

(3.6)

where F is the joint probability of transmission through both surfaces of the acrylic

2There would still be a distribution of angles over which Čerenkov photons would be emitted
since the characteristic Čerenkov angle varies with the emitted photon wavelength and as the fast
electron decelerates.
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Figure 3.2: 8 MeV electron Čerenkov angular distribution in D2O; the angle at which
Čerenkov photons are emitted relative to the initial direction of the electron. The
peak of the distribution is the characteristic Čerenkov angle.

vessel, dx is the distance traveled through the medium x, having an inverse attenuation

length αx, ~r is the position of the electron, and ~pi is a point on Si (the surface of the ith

PMT). ~r and ~pi, which both originate at the centre of the detector, specify a unique

optical path. Therefore, the initial direction of a photon, p̂′i, can be derived from ~r

and ~pi, which are explicitly related to the elements of dΩ3. At this point, the electron

is assumed to have emitted the Čerenkov photons from within the acrylic vessel and

the complication of considering scattered or reflected light has been ignored.

Introducing the likelihood that a photon striking the PMT will trigger it, including

the efficiency of the electronics channel to register the signal, equation 3.6 becomes

Ni =

∫
dλY (λ;T )

∫
Si

εi(λ,~r, ~pi, n̂i) F (λ,~r, ~pi)

× exp
[−dD2O (λ,~r, ~pi)αD2O (λ)

− dacrylic (λ,~r, ~pi)αacrylic (λ)

− dH2O (λ,~r, ~pi)αH2O (λ)
]

×D(û · p̂′i;T ) dΩ,

(3.7)

3In principle, p̂′i also depends on λ since the optical path of a photon depends on the refractive
indices of the detector media
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where the normal vector of the front face of the PMT is n̂i
4, and εi is the joint

PMT and associated electronics channel efficiency. In this context, εi incorporates

the transmittance of the glass envelope, the wavelength sensitivity and efficiency

of the photocathode, the efficiency of collecting the photoelectron, the probability

of triggering the discriminator, through to the efficiency of the electronics channel

readout. All of these properties vary from PMT to PMT.

The total number of PMTs expected to trigger (Nhit), is then

Nhit =

NPMTs∑
i=1

NiM(Ni) (3.8)

where the function M has been introduced to account for multiple photoelectrons,

from multiple photon-photocathode interactions, in the same PMT appearing to be

a single trigger. Multi-photoelectron triggered PMTs are not distinguishable from

singularly triggered channels due to a lack of sufficient charge resolution in the SNO

PMTs. The function M is the subject of section 4.3

One further complication neglected by this model is the effect of coherent Rayleigh

scattering of Čerenkov photons. While these photons remain as likely to trigger

a PMT as those that have not been scattered, the alteration of their optical path

through the detector media and incidence upon a potentially different PMT is not

accounted for. In practice, the majority of these photons that are scattered at large

angles are rejected from analysis by utilizing only those having prompt arrival times.

3.3 A tractable optical model of the SNO detector

When measuring the optical properties of the detector it is not tractable to charac-

terize, individually, the interaction of photons with many different wavelengths, at all

incidence angles, over the entire surface of every PMT and reflector assembly. The

PMTs are instead approximated by flat disks the size of the reflector housing, facing

in the direction of the PMT normal at the known coordinates of the PMT. Under

4In principle, ε should also slightly sensitive to the PMT orientation about n̂ since the PMT
dynode stack is not azimuthally symmetric.
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this assumption the optical model presented in equation 3.7 reduces to

Ni =

∫
dλY (λ;T ) εi(λ,~r, ~pi, n̂i)F (~r, ~pi)

× exp
[−dD2O (~r, ~pi)αD2O (λ)

− dacrylic (~r, ~pi)αacrylic (λ)

− dH2O (~r, ~pi)αH2O (λ)
]

×D(û · p̂′i;T ) Ωi (~r, ~pi, n̂i) ,

(3.9)

where ~r is the reconstructed vertex, ~pi is the position of the ith PMT, and the integral

over the PMT and reflector petal surfaces is replaced by the total solid angle of the

PMT and reflector assembly Ω. Also note that the wavelength dependence of the

optical path (and by association that of F ), specified by the vectors ~r and ~pi, is

replaced by the optical path of an average photon5. As in previous discussions, p̂′i
refers to the direction a photon would have to be emitted in, from ~r, to strike the ith

PMT at ~pi.

The optical path of the average photon is readily calculable using wavelength

averaged indices of refraction for the detector optical media. The averaged indices of

refraction for the three primary optical media are presented in table 3.1. The optical

path directly yields the path lengths through each medium: dD2O, dacrylic, and dH2O.

The joint probability for transmission through both interfaces of the acrylic vessel F ,

can be readily calculated from the Fresnel transmission coefficients. The PMT solid

angle Ω, can also be determined from the optical path and the detector geometry. A

Monte Carlo calculation of the Čerenkov angular distribution D is shown in figure 3.2.

The measurement of the optical path lengths—dD2O, dacrylic, and dH2O—and the PMT

efficiency εi are discussed in the following sections.

3.4 PMT efficiency

The overall PMT and associated electronics channel efficiency (ε) was introduced

in equation 3.7. It is effectively the probability that a photon, having impacted the

5The average photon wavelength is determined by a convolution of the PMT wavelength response
with an approximation of the Čerenkov spectrum ( 1

λ2 ).
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Average index
Medium of refraction

D2O 1.337
Acrylic 1.5
H2O 1.342

Table 3.1: Indices of refraction of the primary detector media that have been av-
eraged over a convolution of the PMT photocathode wavelength response and an
approximation of the Čerenkov spectrum ( 1

λ2 ).

surface of a PMT, will register as a triggered PMT in the electronics channel readout.

In the simpler model described by equation 3.9, this efficiency is averaged over photons

striking both the PMT and reflector assembly. Decomposing ε into the factors that

can be determined from calibration data and Monte Carlo calculations yields

εi (λ, cos θn) = ε◦ · ε′(λ, cos θn) · Eoptical
i (λ)Eelectronic

i , (3.10)

where ε◦ is a free parameter representing the average PMT collection efficiency, ε′ is

the response of a typical PMT as a function of incidence angle (θn)6 and wavelength

(λ), and Eoptical
i and Eelectronic

i are the relative optical and relative electronics channel

efficiencies. ε′ is further factored into ε′ = εqe(λ)E(λ, cos θn), where εqe is the absolute

quantum efficiency of the typical PMT at normal incidence and E is the angular

dependence, which is wavelength dependent. E is effectively normalized to εqe at

normal incidence. εqe is also measured as a function of wavelength but with much

finer resolution. In summary, ε◦ and εqe are measured absolute efficiency factors of the

typical PMT, E is the relative response of a typical PMT as a function of incidence

angle, and Eoptical and Eelectronic are the relative responses of each individual PMT

and PMT electronics channel respectively.

6In equation 3.7 ε is expressed as a function of ~r, ~pi, and n̂i, all of which are required to specify
θn.
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3.4.1 PMT relative efficiencies

The relative PMT optical efficiency Eoptical is determined by dividing the relative

channel efficiency Eelectronic out of the overall relative efficiency of each PMT Erelative.

Erelative is extracted from an optical model fit to laserball calibration data. Erelative is,

as defined by this measurement, the efficiency of registering a trigger in a PMT chan-

nel relative to the average efficiency of all PMTs that produce a viable measurement7.

For a central laserball calibration, Erelative is simply

Erelative
i =

ni
n
,

where ni is the number of times the ith PMT is triggered and n is the average oc-

cupancy (trigger rate) of all PMTs during the run. Unfortunately the laser diffuser

ball does not emit light completely isotropically. In order to distinguish laserball

anisotropies from variations in Erelative, optical calibrations are done at many posi-

tions throughout the D2O. This necessitates the fit of the entire optical model to the

calibration data as described in subsection 2.6.2.

The distribution of Erelative as measured at 420 nm during the pure D2O phase

is shown in figure 3.3. The PMT relative efficiencies are measured at six different

wavelengths but were found to be generally consistent with one another. Measured

as such, Erelative=EopticalEelectronic for the laserball calibrations. The extraction of

these fundamental optical model parameters from Erelative is the focus of the following

sections.

PMT electronics channel relative efficiencies

The relative efficiency for each PMT channel Eelectronic is calculated for each run ac-

cording to the procedure outlined by Klein [55]. Eelectronic accounts for the PMT

electronics channel to channel variations from charge collection in the PMT through

to the electronics readout. To calculate Eelectronic a gain–scaled average PMT charge

spectrum is integrated above the threshold recorded for each PMT before every run.

7Direct light from the laserball can be obscured from the PMTs by complicated detector geometry.
These PMTs and those for which the optical model fit returns a non-physical efficiency are assigned
the average efficiency as measured by all other PMTs.
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Figure 3.3: The relative PMT efficiency as determined from 420 nm laserball calibra-
tions taken during the pure D2O phase. The extraneous peak at unity arises from
PMTs for which a measurement could not be made. Such PMTs are assigned the
average relative efficiency–unity by definition.

The individual PMT gains are extracted from PMT charge spectra collected during

the long central laserball calibrations used to determine the relative timing of each

PMT. The charge spectra, an example of which is shown in figure 2.4, are approx-

imated by scaling an average SNO PMT charge spectrum by the calibrated gain of

each PMT. The distribution of relative channel efficiencies for a run during the pure

D2O phase is displayed in figure 3.4.

PMT relative optical efficiencies

The relative PMT optical efficiency Eoptical is calculated for each PMT for each run

by dividing out the relative PMT channel efficiency from the overall relative PMT

efficiency Erelative. Eoptical accounts for PMT to PMT variations in the average optical

properties of the PMT and reflector assemblies and also includes the variation in εqe

and ε◦ . E
optical is calculated for the ith PMT for each run via

Eoptical
i =

Erelative
i

Eelectronic
i◦

, (3.11)

where Eelectronic
i◦ refers to Eelectronic

i as calculated for the laserball calibrations that

specify Erelative, not that of the current run. The relative PMT optical efficiencies are
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Figure 3.4: Relative PMT channel efficiencies (Eelectronic) as calculated for a pure D2O
phase neutrino run.

plotted in figure 3.5 for the same run as figure 3.4.

3.4.2 PMT angular response and quantum efficiency

ε′ can further be decomposed into

ε′(λ, cos θn) = εqe(λ)E(cos θn;λ),

where εqe is the absolute quantum efficiency of the PMTs at normal incidence and E

is the response as a function of incidence angle. The relative PMT angular response

E is determined from a combination of laserball calibration data taken at various

wavelengths and Monte Carlo calculations. The absolute quantum efficiency of the

PMTs εqe is determined from bench top measurements made at many wavelengths.

The overall measured PMT angular response ε′ consists of an interpolation of E,

normalized to εqe at normal incidence.

PMT angular response

The average response of the PMTs as a function of incidence angle Eis extracted

from the optical model fit to laserball calibration data. It is extracted as a relative

measurement. E is normalized to the response at normal incidence. For the calibra-

tion data, the incidence angle is the angle between the PMT normal and the optical
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Figure 3.5: Relative PMT optical efficiency Eoptical of a pure D2O phase neutrino run.
The efficiency is calculated by dividing the PMT relative efficiency Erelative by the
relative channel efficiencies calculated for the calibration runs that produced Erelative.
None of the PMTs assigned the default average relative efficiency (see figure 3.3) are
included in this distribution.

path from the laser diffuser ball position to the centre of the PMT. The measurement

is therefore not only an average over PMTs with similar incidence angles, but also

over the surface of the PMT and PMT reflector assembly. Laserball calibration data

taken within the D2O cannot provide a measurement of E beyond about 45◦ owing

to the geometry of the detector. A Monte Carlo calculation that is tuned to match E

below is used to estimate the response above about 40◦. This is adequate since precise

calibration of E at these incidence angles is not required; E falls of very quickly. The

PMT angular response extracted from a laserball calibration during the salt phase is

presented in figure 3.6. Above 38◦ E is determined by Monte Carlo calculation.

The detailed optical calibration of the salt phase shows a variation in E as a

function of time. The variation between two laserball calibrations performed during

the salt phase is shown in figure 3.7. The change is attributed to the degradation of the

reflector pedals surrounding the PMTs which caused sections of them, especially at

the base near the contact with the PMT, to become less reflective. Only one detailed

optical scan was performed during the pure D2O phase so it is unclear when the

reflector petal degradation began. A preliminary laserball calibration, when compared

to the one detailed calibration, indicates that the angular response did change over

the course of the pure D2O phase as well [56]. However, no significant change in the
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Figure 3.6: The PMT angular response as extracted from 420 nm laserball calibrations
and the ratio of Monte Carlo calculations to the measurement (dashed line). The
deviation from 1.0 in the ratio is scaled up by a factor of 10. The response above 38◦

is determined from the Monte Carlo calculations.

optical response is observed during the NCD phase.

PMT quantum efficiency

The PMT quantum efficiency εqe is presented in figure figure 3.8. The quantum

efficiency was measured as the probability of a photon, of wavelength λ, liberating an

electron from the PMT photocathode into the vacuum envelope of the PMT [57, 58].

The photoelectric current incident on the dynode stack was compared to the estimated

radiation incident on photocathode by [57]. The experiment was setup such that the

charge from all photoelectrons ejected from the photocathode was collected; the PMT

collection efficiency was made essentially 1.0 by the wiring the PMT to act as a diode.

3.4.3 PMT global collection efficiency (ε◦)

In equation 3.10, ε◦ represents the PMT collection efficiency: the efficiency for pho-

toelectrons, once liberated from the photocathode, to trigger the PMT. In practice

however, ε◦ also absorbs the residual normalization offsets of ε′, Eoptical, and Eelectronic.

The precise value of the PMT collection efficiency is difficult to determine because it

requires a well calibrated source that provides a single photon counting rate in the

PMTs. Estimates of the single photoelectron collection efficiency, made by [57] who
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Figure 3.7: PMT angular response E as extracted from two 386 nm laserball calibra-
tions taken during the salt phase (May 2002 and April 2003). The September 2001
calibration occurred during the pure D2O phase.
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Figure 3.8: PMT quantum efficiency εqe defined as the probability of a photon liber-
ating an electron from the photocathode, as measured by Boardman [57].
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compared a Čerenkov light source to detailed Monte Carlo calculations, ranged from

0.55 to 0.60. Due to the proximity of the source to the test PMT and the anisotropy

of Čerenkov emission, multiple photon coincidences are likely to have resulted in a

low estimate of the collection efficiency [58].

The most precise and relevant measure of the collection efficiency is made with

the PMTs in their final configuration, installed in the SNO detector. This is accom-

plished by tuning the PMT collection efficiency in a full simulation of the detector to

match calibration data, including all of the other measured optical parameters and

contributions to the overall PMT efficiency. The details of this calibration are dis-

cussed in section 5.3 but basically consist of comparing the mean number of triggered

PMTs for a source of known energy, namely 16N, to that predicted by the full detector

simulation.

ε◦ is known to vary between SNO operational phases due to changes in PMT

operating voltages and improvements in the accuracy of both the measurements of

the other efficiency factors and in the detector simulation. The measurement of ε◦

for the pure D2O, salt, and NCD phases are presented in subsections 5.6.2, 5.8.2

and 6.3.2.

3.5 Optical attenuation

Čerenkov photons are attenuated/absorbed when traversing the detector optical me-

dia, which includes the D2O, acrylic, and H2O. The attenuation length in D2O and

the combined attenuation length through acrylic and H2O are extracted from the

optical model fit to laserball calibrations performed throughout the D2O. Only a

combined attenuation through the acrylic, which makes up the acrylic vessel, and the

H2O can be determined from calibrations done solely within the D2O. The acrylic

attenuation is much larger than the H2O attenuation and is assumed to be constant.

The attenuation of acrylic has been measured externally (according to Moffat [48])

by the method described in Zwinkels et al. [59]. The H2O attenuation is determined

by removing the acrylic contribution from the combined attenuation. It is necessary

to periodically measure the attenuation lengths as they change with the composition

of the water. Two measurements of the inverse attenuation lengths, both αD2O and
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αH2O, measured during the salt phase are compared to those measured during the

pure D2O phase (September 2001) in figure 3.9. Also shown is the acrylic inverse

attenuations αacrylic interpolated from the external measurements.

The D2O and H2O attenuations may be compared to those presented in figure 3.10,

which were measured by Sullivan [60],Tam and Patel [61],Boivin et al. [62],Pope and

Fry [63] and Sogandares and Fry [64]. Note that the vertical scale of figure 3.10a is

16 times that of figure 3.9a.

3.6 Rayleigh scattering

The Rayleigh scattering of Čerenkov photons does not necessarily prevent their de-

tection in SNO. Rayleigh scattering increases the path length of photons to the PMTs

and thus the associated transit time. Only when a timing window is applied, such

as for energy reconstruction, to remove late reflected light do some Rayleigh scat-

tered photons get rejected. It is necessary to estimate the Rayleigh scattered photons

before determining their effect on energy reconstruction (see subsection 4.2.7). The

standard analysis timing window is discussed in appendix A.

Coherent Rayleigh scattering was first formalized by Lord Rayleigh [65] but only

for diffuse gases. It was not until Einstein’s treatment in [66] that a theory relevant

at liquid densities was made available. According to Einstein [66], the probability of

Rayleigh scattering per unit length is

dσ

dx
=

8π3

27

1

λ4
kBTβT (n− 1)2 (n+ 2)2 , (3.12)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature (11◦C on average in

SNO), βT is the isothermal compressibility, and n is the index of refraction of the

optical medium.

Two other modes of scattering considered by Moffat [48] with respect to the optics

of SNO are: Mie scattering and scattering from particulate matter in the D2O. The

effects of Mie scattering are not expected to be observable as it is mainly forward

peaked. Specular scattering off of contaminants in the D2O however, scatters photons

uniformly in all directions. This is not distinguishable from Rayleigh scattering in
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Figure 3.9: The inverse attenuation lengths for photons in the D2O and H2O as
extracted from the fit of an optical model to laserball calibration data taken at 337,
365, 386, 420, 500, and 620 nm. The inverse attenuation lengths through acrylic are
measured externally [48]. The SNO detector was in its initial pure D2O phase in
September 2001 while the other two measurements were taken a year apart during
the salt phase.
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Figure 3.10: The inverse attenuation lengths for photons in the D2O and H2O as
measured by Sullivan [60], Tam and Patel [61], Boivin et al. [62], Pope and Fry [63]
and Sogandares and Fry [64]. The measurements made by Boivin et al. [62] were
conducted as proof of principle for SNO.
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SNO. Therefore, a determination of the effective, scaled, Rayleigh scattering in SNO

is required.

3.6.1 The measurement of effective Rayleigh scattering

The effective Rayleigh scattering length in the D2O was measured during the salt

phase8. A collimating mask was fitted to the diffuser ball of the optical calibration

source [67]. The mask projects a beam of light only onto PMTs near the bottom

of SNO. Measuring the light observed by PMTs as a function of the angle from the

beam, at several wavelengths and various positions throughout the detector, a scale

factor for the theoretical Rayleigh scattering length of 1.289 was defined [67] such

that equation 3.12 becomes

dσ

dx
= 1.289

8π3

27

1

λ4
kBTβT (n− 1)2 (n+ 2)2 . (3.13)

Although it was not directly measured in either the pure D2O or NCD phases, a

scale factor of 1.0 is found to be consistent with observations made with the standard

optical and energy calibration sources.

3.7 Summary

The fundamental measure of energy in SNO is the number of Čerenkov photons

generated by electrons. What SNO actually observes is the number of PMTs triggered

(Nhit) by some fraction of these photons. In order to reconstruct the energy of a Če-

renkov light emitting electron, Nhit must be extrapolated back through the detector

media using an optical model to estimate the initial number of photons. In order to

make use of the optical model, the parameters must first be determined.

Many of the optical parameters depend on the path that photons take to the

PMTs. The optical path is determined from the event position ~r, the position of a

given PMT ~p, and the geometry of the detector. The determination of the optical

path also yields the initial direction of a photon p̂ that ensures it will hit the PMT,

the incidence angles on the D2O-acrylic and acrylic-H2O interfaces, and the incidence

8The calibration device was not completely developed until the salt phase.
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angle of impact on the PMT. Then, from the optical paths to each PMT, the distance

traveled by photons through each medium (d), the Fresnel coefficients for transmission

through the AV (used to calculate F ), and the solid angle (Ω) of the PMTs can be

determined. The determination of these parameters for use in energy reconstruction

is detailed in the following chapter.

The Čerenkov angular distribution (D) and the Rayleigh scattering rejection prob-

ability (P ) are determined from Monte Carlo calculations. The measurement of the

attenuation lengths (α) and PMT efficiencies (ε) are determined from an optical model

fit to laserball calibration data, with the exception of the global collection efficiency

(ε◦). The calibration of ε◦ using the 16N source is discussed in chapter 5.

The optical model presented in this chapter includes the primary photon inter-

actions within SNO. It does not incorporate the complicated optics of acrylic vessel

support ropes, D2O plumbing, the chimney acrylic9, or late light from reflections or

Rayleigh scattering. The contribution of these detector components are expected to

be small and the fraction of photons passing through the chimney are small for the

average event. These have been selectively disregarded as they are also not consid-

ered in the reconstruction and calibration of event energy presented in the following

chapters.

9The acrylic in the chimney not only complicates the geometry of photon optical paths but also
transmission. The acrylic that makes up the chimney was specially selected to prevent piping of
light down into the inner sensitive region of the detector.



Chapter 4

SNO event energy reconstruction

The event energy reconstruction algorithm RSP was originally developed by Boulay

[68]. The original RSP corrects the number of PMTs triggered, within a 10 ns prompt

time window (see appendix A), to that which would be observed had the event oc-

curred at the centre of the detector. The prompt, noise–corrected number of triggered

PMTs (Neff) is corrected to the number expected had the event occurred at the centre

of the detector (Ncor) via

Ncor = Neff
Rcentre

R
· NPMTs

Nworking

, (4.1)

where R is the optical response of the detector, NPMTs is the total number of PMTs,

and Nworking is the number of PMTs working at the time the event occurred (de-

termined on a run-by-run basis). Detailed detector simulations of monoenergetic

electrons are used to create a map from Ncor to an effective electron energy: Teff.

Given the reconstructed position and direction of an event, RSP is able to cal-

culate R analytically. The original RSP divides approximately 70% of the detector,

optimized around the event direction to include most of the Čerenkov light cone1,

into 100 angular bins as seen from the event position. It assumes that the detector

is uniformly instrumented with identical PMTs and calculates R for a PMT at the

centre of each angular bin. The original RSP is thus unable to account for local

1To be specific, the original RSP includes the range of 0.2–2.0 rad from the event direction (see
figure 3.2).

58
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variations in the detector energy response such as PMT to PMT efficiency variations

or the location of disabled or malfunctioning PMTs.

A new energy response processor, hereafter referred to as RSP while the RSP

discussed above will be referred to as the “original RSP” was developed by the au-

thor to include a more precise optical model that accounts for more of the elements

presented in equation 3.9. Again the energy reconstruction is based on Neff and the

reconstructed position and direction of an event. As opposed to the optical response

calculated by the original RSP, the new RSP optical response includes not only the

number of triggered PMTs but the response characteristics of each PMT individually.

This is achieved by calculating the optical response of every PMT rather than for a

number of angular regions. This also enables a more accurate determination of the

multi-photoelectron correction.

The most basic experimental measure of event energy in SNO is the number of

PMTs triggered by an event: Nhit. The fundamental measure of event energy in SNO

is the number2 of Čerenkov photons produced by electrons. The energy reconstruction

discussed in the following sections attempts to determine the number of photons Nγ

produced by an electron that results in a prediction of the number of triggered PMTs

equal to that observed (Neff). An estimate of the event energy Teff can then be derived

from a one-to-one relationship between electron kinetic energy Te and mean Nγ via

the energy calibration function FE : Nγ → Te
3.

4.1 The new RSP algorithm

For the initial estimate of event energy Teff, an initial estimate of Nγ can be calculated

via the energy calibration function:

FE : Nγ → Te or more precisely F−1
E : Te → Nγ. (4.2)

2The spectrum of Čerenkov radiation is not energy dependent other than near the Čerenkov
threshold.

3FE is derived for events in which only a single electron, of energy Te, produces Čerenkov light
in the detector. The energy of an event that follows from FE is therefore referred to as Teff since it
is the effective energy of the event assuming that all of the light results from the track of a single
electron.
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These Nγ photons are assumed to have an inverse square spectral distribution as

a function of wavelength. This is what would be expected from equation 3.4 for a

constant index of refraction. The number of photons (always less than 1.0) expected

to trigger the ith PMT Ni is calculated

Ni = Nγ

∑
λRi (λ,~r, û) 1

λ2∑
λ

1
λ2

, (4.3)

where Ri is the response of the ith PMT to a photon of wavelength λ. The sum over

λ is done in 10 nm steps from 220 to 710 nm, the wavelength range over which the

detector is sensitive. This may be compared to equation 3.9. In this case, an average

index of refraction is used rather than the true wavelength dependent one. This

enables the Čerenkov yield to be replaced by a constant normalization (Nγ) weighted

by an approximate Čerenkov spectral dependence.

The total number of PMT hits predicted by RSP is then

Npredicted =

Nworking∑
i

NiM (Ni) , (4.4)

where Mi is a correction function that accounts for the possibility of multiple pho-

tons counting as a single trigger and the sum is over all functioning and properly

calibrated PMTs (Nworking)4. This predicted number of direct5 photons calculated is

then compared to the number of prompt, noise-corrected, triggered PMTs that were

observed (Neff), be they in the data or a full detector simulation. Neff is calculated

Neff = Nwin −Ndark,

where Nwin is the number of promptly triggered PMTs and

Ndark = Rnoise · 20 ns ·Nworking.

4A PMT is considered working by RSP if it is on (has high voltage applied and triggers enabled),
has valid time, gain, and electronics calibration constants, and passes a number of offline data quality
tests. See McCauley [69] and Huang et al. [70] for a robust listing.

5Neither RSP nor Nwin (Nwin by definition) consider reflected photons.
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Rnoise is the noise rate per PMT as estimated from the pulsed global trigger.

The initial estimate of the number of photons Nγ is then modified

Nγ → Neff

Npredicted

Nγ, (4.5)

and the process is iterated until agreement is reached between Npredicted and Neff.

From the final estimate of Nγ, Teff is determined via FE. Nγ is stored along

with Teff for use in energy calibration before FE has been precisely determined. The

derivation of the energy calibration function from detailed Monte Carlo simulations

is discussed in section 4.5.

4.2 The RSP optical response

The optical response R of a given PMT is calculated based on the optical model

presented in equation 3.9. In this case however, the integration of the Čerenkov

yield appears elsewhere (in equation 4.3) as discussed in the previous section. RSP

calculates R for the ith PMT

Ri(λ,~r, û, ~pi, n̂;T ) = εi(λ,~r, ~pi, n̂) Ωi (~r, ~pi, n̂) D(û, ~r, ~pi;T )

× F (~r, ~pi) exp

(
3∑

m=1

−dm (~r, ~pi)αm (λ)

)
(4.6)

where, as is detailed for equation 3.9, λ is photon wavelength, ~r and û are the event po-

sition (with respect to the centre of the detector) and direction vectors, and ~pi and n̂i

are the position and normal vectors of the PMT, the media m = (D2O, acrylic, H2O),

ε is the PMT efficiency as defined in section 3.4,

Ω is the fraction of solid angle that the collection area of the PMT subtends as

described in subsection 4.2.6,

D is the Čerenkov angular distribution function presented in subsection 4.2.5,

F is the joint probability of transmission through the acrylic vessel discussed in

subsection 4.2.4,
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d are the average photon path lengths through each medium as calculated in the

following section, and

α are the inverse attenuation coefficients described in section 3.5.

The value of T is determined from FE, with the corresponding value of Nγ, via

equation 4.3.

The photon optical path is defined as the path a photon takes from its point of

creation at ~r through the acrylic vessel to the centre of the PMT located at ~p. The

derivation of the optical path in the following section yields the initial direction p̂′

and angle of incidence on the inner surface of the acrylic vessel θi1 . The optical path

and the normal vector of the PMT n̂ yield the angle of incidence on the PMT θn.

With these definitions the following simplifications may be made:

ε(λ,~r, ~p, n̂)→ ε(λ, cos θn);

F (~r, ~p)→ F (cos θi1);

D(û, ~r, ~p;T )→ D(û · p̂′;T ); and

Ωi(~r, ~p, n̂)→ Ωi(~r, p̂
′, cos θn).

4.2.1 The average photon optical path

The optical path from the point of photon creation to a given PMT is required in

order to calculate the distances dx through the detector optical media, the initial

direction p̂′ of the photon, the angle of incidence upon the D2O-acrylic interface θi1 ,

and the incidence angle on the PMT θn. Assuming a spherically symmetric acrylic

vessel, the optical path a photon has to travel from its creation at ~r to intersect a

PMT, with position and orientation given by ~p and n̂, is completely determined by

~r and ~p and the radius and thickness of the acrylic vessel6. However, even knowing

the originating and final positions of a photon, ascertaining its exact path to a PMT

requires an iteration about the initial photon direction p̂′.

The optical path of a photon is schematically shown in figure 4.1 as the dashed

lines. The photon is assumed to have been created at the reconstructed event vertex:

6In principle the path of the photon also depends on the average direction of the electron in so
much as it dictates the polarization of the photon.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic of the optical path of a photon, the dashed line, from a
reconstructed event vertex at ~r, to the PMT array. The reconstructed event direction
is shown as the vector û, although it need not be in the plane of the figure. The
derivation of each parameter appears in the text. Note also that ~p, as it appears in
the text, is the vector from the origin (O) to the PMT.
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~r. The reconstructed event direction is also indicated in the figure by û. For the first

iteration, the direction of the photon p̂′ is chosen to be the direction of the PMT from

~r: ~p − ~r. The photon travels to an intersection with the acrylic vessel at ~a1. From

there it traverses the acrylic to ~a2, striking the PMT array at ~a3. However, as shown

in figure 4.1, ~a3 does not initially correspond to the position of the PMT. Therefore,

the initial direction of the photon is adjusted accordingly.

The Numerical Recipes [71] routine rtsafe7 is used to determine the root of

f(ϑ) = θPMT − θ1(ϑ)− θ2(ϑ)− θ3(ϑ), (4.7)

where ϑ = π−arccos(p̂′ · r̂). The direction p̂′ that corresponds to f = 0 is the direction

that the photon has to travel to strike the PMT: when ~a3 terminates at the desired

PMT. A more convenient form of equation 4.7 that is actually implemented in the

RSP optical response is

f ′(ϑ) = cos θPMT − cos θ1(ϑ)− cos θ2(ϑ)− cos θ3(ϑ). (4.8)

The root of the f ′ is necessarily the same as that of f for ϑ ∈ [0, π].

The value of cos θPMT is calculated

cos θPMT = p̂ · r̂, (4.9)

where ~p 8 is the vector from the event vertex ~r to the PMT. The functions θ1, θ2,

and θ3 are derived below. The derivatives of the functions—θ1, θ2, and θ3—are also

required by the Newton-Raphson root finding method but follow directly from these

functions.

In the following derivations, the magnitudes of the vectors ~a1, ~a2, and ~a3 are the

inner radius of the acrylic vessel, the outer radius of the acrylic vessel, and the radial

coordinate of the PMT (RAV, RH2O, and RPMT in the figure). The coordinate system

êi is chosen such that the origin and the event and PMT positions are all constrained

7The Numerical Recipes [71] routine rtsafe determines the root of a function using a combina-
tion of the Newton-Raphson and bisection methods; the latter when the former encounters a local
extremum.

8Typically, v̂ = ~v/|~v |.
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to the ê1-ê2 plane: the plane of figure 4.1.

Determination of cos θ1

From figure 4.1, the law of cosines yields the relation for cos θ1:

d2
D2O = R2

AV + r2 − 2RAVr cos θ1.

From the same triangle, the law of cosines also yields

R2
AV = r2 + d2

D2O + 2rdD2O(p̂ · r̂),

which can be solved for dD2O. cos θ1 is then found to be

cos θ1 =
r

RAV

sin2 ϑ+ cosϑ

√
1−

(
r

RAV

)2

sin2 ϑ, (4.10)

where again, ϑ = π − arccos(p̂′ · r̂).

Determination of cos θ2

Again from figure 4.1, the law of cosines yields

d2
acrylic = R2

H2O +R2
AV − 2RH2ORAV cos θ2.

From the same triangle, the law of cosines also yields

R2
H2O = R2

AV + d2
acrylic + 2RAVdacrylic cos θt1 ,

which can be solved for dacrylic. With the D2O and H2O indices of refraction nD2O

and nacrylic the application of Snell’s law at the D2O-acrylic interface yields

nD2O sin θi1 = nacrylic sin θt1 , (4.11)
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relating θt1 to θi1 . Finally, from the law of sines(
sin θi1
r

)2

=

(
sinϑ

RAV

)2

(4.12)

which relates θi1 to ϑ, cos θ2 is found to be

cos θ2 =

(
nD2O

nacrylic

)2
r2

RAVRH2O

sin2 ϑ

+

√
1−

(
nD2O

nacrylic

r

RAV

sinϑ

)2
√

1−
(
nD2O

nacrylic

r

RH2O

sinϑ

)2

.

(4.13)

Determination of cos θ3

Again from figure 4.1, the law of cosines yields:

d2
H2O = R2

PMT +R2
H2O − 2RPMTRH2O cos θ3.

From the same triangle, the law of cosines also yields

R2
PMT = R2

H2O + d2
H2O + 2RH2OdH2O cos θt2 ;

which can be solved for dH2O. With the acrylic and H2O indices of refraction nacrylic

and nH2O Snell’s law evaluated at the acrylic-H2O interface yields

nacrylic sin θi2 = nH2O sin θt2 (4.14)

relating θt2 to θi2 . From the law of sines(
sin θi2
RAV

)2

=

[
sin (π − θt1)

RH2O

]2

(4.15)
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relates θi2 to θt1 . With equations 4.11 and 4.12, θi2 can be related to ϑ as above.

Then cos θ3 is found to be

cos θ3 =

(
nD2O

nH2O

)2
r2

RAVRPMT

sin2 ϑ

+

√
1−

(
nD2O

nH2O

r

RAV

sinϑ

)2
√

1−
(
nD2O

nH2O

r

RPMT

sinϑ

)2

.

(4.16)

4.2.2 Average optical path lengths

Finding the root of equation 4.8 yields the direction p̂′ that a photon must be emitted

to hit the centre of the PMT. The incidence angles on each of the dielectric boundaries,

θi1 and θi2 are found from

cos θi1 = p̂′ · â1 (4.17)

and

cos θi2 =
(~a2 − ~a1) · â2

|~a2 − ~a1|. (4.18)

From figure 4.1, the vector from the origin O to the inner surface of the acrylic

vessel is

~a1 = RAV(cos θ1ê1 + sin θ1ê2). (4.19)

Then the distance the photon travels through D2O is

dD2O = |~a1 − ~r |. (4.20)

The vector from the origin to the outer surface of the acrylic vessel is

~a2 = RH2O(cos θ2ê1 + sin θ2ê2). (4.21)

The distance the photon travels through acrylic is then

dacrylic = |~a2 − ~a1 |. (4.22)
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The vector from the origin to the PMT is

~a3 = RPMT(cos θ3ê1 + sin θ3ê2) = ~p. (4.23)

The distance the photon travels through H2O is

dH2O = |~a3 − ~a2 | = |~p− ~a2, |. (4.24)

4.2.3 Optical path-PMT incidence angle

The direction that each PMT faces is not precisely the centre of the detector (O in

figure 4.1). Arrays of 7 to 21 PMTs are mounted perpendicularly on flat panels that

attach to the PSUP. The array panels are installed to face the centre of the detector

O. Therefore, the normal vectors (n̂) of the PMTs are the normal vectors of the

panels to within the degree to which the PMTs face perpendicular to the plane of

the panel array on which they are mounted. Figure 4.2 highlights the average optical

path-PMT incidence angle (θn) using the same labels as figure 4.1. The PMT normal

is indicated by the vector n̂. θn is calculated from

cos θn =
(~a3 − ~a2) · n̂
|~a3 − ~a2 | , (4.25)

where the derivations of the vectors appear in the previous section.

4.2.4 The transmission probability

The joint probability of a photon being transmitted through both interfaces of the

acrylic vessel is calculated from the Fresnel coefficients [72]. The transmission coeffi-

cient t‖ for a photon with its electric field parallel to the plane of incidence is given

by

t‖ =
2ni cos θi

ni cos θt + nt cos θi
, (4.26)

where the subscripts on ni and nt denote the incident and transmitting media, and

on θi and θt the incidence and transmitted angle of the photon from the normal

of the interface. The transmission coefficient t⊥ for a photon with its electric field
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Figure 4.2: The optical path (dashed line) of an average photon from the acrylic
vessel to a PMT. A subset of figure 4.1 highlighting the optical path-PMT incidence
angle: θn.
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perpendicular to the plane of incidence is given by

t⊥ =
2ni cos θi

ni cos θi + nt cos θt
. (4.27)

As a photon is likely neither to have its electric field completely parallel nor com-

pletely perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the transmission coefficients have to

be modified such that

t‖ → t‖ cosφ and

t⊥ → t⊥ sinφ,

where φ is the angle between the plane of incidence and the plane containing the

electric field. The sign of the angle φ, or of the transmission coefficients, is irrelevant

since the transmission probability or transmittance F is given by

F‖/⊥ =
nt cos θt
ni cos θi

t2‖/⊥, (4.28)

where the subscript ‖ / ⊥ denotes either the parallel or perpendicular case.

Then from figure 4.1, the probability of transmission through the D2O-acrylic

interface is

F1(θi1 , φ) =

(
nacrylic

nD2O

cos θt1
cos θi1

)(
t2‖1 cos2 φ+ t2⊥1

sin2 φ
)
, (4.29)

where the subscripts 1 on F , t‖, and t⊥ indicate that they are all for the first in-

tersection of the optical path with a dielectric boundary, and the angle φ is given

by

cosφ = (û× p̂′) · ê3. (4.30)

û× p̂′ is the normal to the plane containing the electric field of the photon9 and ê3 is

the normal to the plane of incidence: the plane of figure 4.1.

Using the parallel and perpendicular components of the photon electric field that

are transmitted through the first interface of the acrylic vessel from equation 4.28

9Čerenkov light is polarized in the plane containing the trajectory of the electron and the direction
of observation.
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and equation 4.29, the combined transmission probability through both interfaces is

F (θi1 , φ) =

(
nH2O

nD2O

cos θt1
cos θi1

cos θt2
cos θi2

)(
t2‖1t

2
‖2 cos2 φ+ t2⊥1

t2⊥2
sin2 φ

)
, (4.31)

where t‖1/2 and t⊥1/2
are calculated via equations 4.26 and 4.27 and 1/2 refers to

either the D2O-acrylic or the acrylic-D2O interface respectively. Of all the incidence

and transmission angles in equation 4.31, only θi1 appears as an argument of F as

the others can all be reduced to functions of θi1 and the indices of refraction.

One major caveat to the preceding argument is that the electron trajectory at

the instant of photon emission is not known. Only the average electron trajectory

could be determined even if the angular resolution and vertex reconstruction were

perfect. In other words, the reconstructed event direction û is not the direction that

the electron is traveling when it emits each photon; it is at best the average direction.

4.2.5 The Čerenkov angular distribution function

The Čerenkov angular probability density function D specifies the likelihood of a

photon being emitted at an angle θ from the average trajectory of an electron. The

RSP optical model requires the probability of a photon being emitted in the direction

of a PMT p̂′, from the event position ~r. With p̂′ having been determined from

the calculation of the optical path (subsection 4.2.1), the angle θ required by D is

calculated

cos θ = p̂′ · û, (4.32)

where û is the reconstructed event direction.

The distribution of photons about the event direction depends on the multiple

scattering of the electron and therefore has to be determined via Monte Carlo cal-

culation. Figure 3.2 is an example of the distribution of photons emitted by 8 MeV

electrons. A parametric distribution based on similar Monte Carlo calculations is

given by

D (θ) =

 1
2π
t1θ

2 for 0 < θ < θc and

1
2π
t2 exp (t3θ) for θc < θ < π,

(4.33)
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where θc is the characteristic Čerenkov angle in D2O. The parameter t1 is fixed at

t1 = t2
exp (t3θc)

θc

to ensure the function is continuous at θc. The dependence of t3 on the electron

energy Te has been determined by Ford [47] to be

t3 = −2.04− 0.034Te.

The remaining parameter, t2, is fixed by normalizing the distribution over the possible

range of angles (0 to π) such that

t2 = exp (−t3θc)
[

2θc sin θc +
(
2− θc2

)
cos θc − 2

θc
2 +

et3(π−θc) + cos θc − t3 sin θc
t3

2 + 1

]−1

.

4.2.6 The PMT photon detection area

The photon detection area, which includes the PMT and reflector assembly, is con-

sidered by the RSP optical model to be a flat disk with radius equal to that of the

reflector assembly housing. This is consistent with the optical model used to deter-

mine the model parameters in subsection 2.6.2. The flat disk approximation subtends

an elliptical area when viewed from any given event position ~r. This may or may not

be apparent from the situation as depicted in figure 4.3.

To determine the solid angle subtended, the optical paths to both ends of the semi-

major and semi-minor axes of the elliptical area are calculated exactly as is done for

the optical path in figure 4.1. These paths are labeled by their vector to the inner

surface of the acrylic vessel (~a 12
1 , ~a 3

1 , ~a 6
1 , and ~a 9

1 where the numerical superscripts refer

to the points on a clock face) in figure 4.2. The coordinate system indicated by ê1, ê2,

and ê3 is defined such that ê3 is directed along the PMT normal n̂ and ê2 = ê3 × v̂,

where ~v = ~a2 − ~a3 from figure 4.1. The semi-major axis of the ellipse is directed

along ê1 while the semi-minor axis of the ellipse is directed along ê2. The terminal

coordinates of the ellipse axes are obtained by adding to the PMT coordinates (~p)

a vector of length 13.69 cm, the radius of the reflector assembly, in the appropriate

direction. The solid angle of the PMT is calculated as the solid angle of the ellipse
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Figure 4.3: The solid angle of the photon detection area as seen from the event
position ~r inside the acrylic vessel. The acrylic vessel is shown as the concentric arcs.
The ~a1 vectors and the dashed lines represent optical paths. The coordinate system
is set up such that ê2 = ê3 × v̂ where ~v = ~a2 − ~a3, both of which are from figure 4.1.
The vectors ~a 3

1 and ~a 9
1 do not appear to extend to the acrylic vessel only because

they terminate above and below the plane of the figure. See equation 4.34 for the
calculation of the solid angle defined by α and β.
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defined by the four points of intersection with the acrylic vessel. Specifically,

Ω = π sinα sin β, (4.34)

where α = arccos(â 12
1 · â 6

1 ) and β = arccos(â 3
1 · â 9

1 ) are the angles subtended by the

axis of the ellipse when projected onto the inner surface of the acrylic vessel and as

depicted in figure 4.3.

4.2.7 The effective attenuation of Rayleigh scattering

Prior to this work, the estimate of the number of photons Rayleigh scattered out of

the prompt timing window employed effective10 Rayleigh attenuation lengths: βD2O

and βH2O. Photons traveling a given distance in either the D2O or H2O were subject

to the attenuation lengths presented in figure 4.4. These attenuation lengths are

calculated by integrating the time distribution of laserball calibration data in a region

of late light expected to be dominated by Rayleigh scattering, as described by Moffat

[48]. This treatment adds the effective Rayleigh attenuation directly to the standard

optical attenuation in equation 3.9 such that

exp
[−dxαx

]→ exp
[−dx (αx + βx)

]
,

where x is either D2O or H2O. The Rayleigh scattering in the acrylic vessel can be

considered to be negligible due to the generally short path length dacrylic. However,

some difference in Rayleigh scattering out of the prompt time window is expected

from different positions within the detector. This original method does not take into

account the varying probability of prompt detection for equivalent path lengths but

different geometries.

In order to model this effect, the probability of Raleigh scattering out of the

prompt time window was investigated using a Monte Carlo calculation. In this sim-

ulation of electrons producing Čerenkov radiation, the initial position of the photon

and timing distribution of triggered PMTs is known. Having also recorded whether

or not each photon Rayleigh scattered, the probability of photons Rayleigh scattering

10Effective in that they are not actually an attenuation lengths, not, as above, that they includes
a correction for specular scattering from particulate contamination in the water.
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Figure 4.4: H2O (dashed line) and D2O (solid line) effective Rayleigh attenuation
lengths.

out of the prompt time window was determined. This probability is required to be

further reduced by the probability that the photons might have been late regardless

of whether or not they were Rayleigh scattered as late photons are accounted for

elsewhere such as in the transmission/reflection probability at the acrylic vessel in-

terfaces. With this treatment of light lost due to Rayleigh scattering, equation 4.35

becomes

Ri(λ,~r, û, ~pi, n̂;T ) = εi(λ,~r, ~pi, n̂) Ωi (~r, ~pi, n̂) D(û, ~r, ~pi;T )

× F (~r, ~pi) exp

(
3∑

m=1

−dm (~r, ~pi)αm (λ)

)

×
(

1−
{

1− exp
[−dD2O (~r, ~pi) βD2O (λ)

−dH2O (~r, ~pi) βH2O (λ)
]}
P (~r, ~pi)

)
(4.35)

where in this case the β’s are the probability per unit length of Rayleigh scattering

presented in equation 3.12 (or equation 3.13 for the salt phase) and P is the probability

of the Rayleigh scattered photon being late/falling outside the analysis time window.

The probability P of a non-prompt detection of a Rayleigh scattered photon is

presented in figure 4.5. The probability that the photon would have been late re-

gardless of whether or not it had been Rayleigh scattered has been subtracted from
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Figure 4.5: Probability P that a Rayleigh scattered photon will not be detected within
the prompt time window as a function of its initial position ~r and direction p̂′i. The
probability presented has been further reduced by the probability that the photon
would have been late regardless of whether or not it was scattered.

figure 4.5. P is calculated assuming a spherically symmetric detector in that it aver-

ages over photons initiating from the same radius |~r | that travel in the same direction

(given arccos(p̂′i · r̂)) with respect to the radial position vector. This is, for example, a

good approximation when estimating the time residual (appendix A). This treatment

extends the accuracy of the previous one, as discussed above, by including what is

expected to be the dominant remaining correction; it still does not account for where

along the photon path the Rayleigh scattering occurs. This second order improvement

in the estimate produces negligible improvement in energy reconstruction. However,

the more detailed calculation is adopted as it is in principle more accurate.

4.3 The multi-photoelectron correction

The number of photons Ni predicted to hit the ith PMT has to be further reduced

by a correction for the possibility of the PMT being hit by multiple photons, the

function M in equation 4.4. In this case only a single trigger is recorded. The multi-

photoelectron correction, first derived by Ford [47], assumes that the number of Če-

renkov photons produced in the direction of a PMT is Poisson distributed. Then the

probability M of multiple photons ejecting multiple photoelectrons into the a PMT
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is given by

M (µ) =
1− eµ
µ

, (4.36)

where µ is the number of photons expected to hit the PMT, or Ni from equation 4.6.

For scale, Ni always less than 1.0 for electrons scattered by 8B neutrinos in the D2O.

It is pointed out by Dunford [25] that the number of photons produced in a

given direction also depends on the deviation from the characteristic Čerenkov light

emission angle (figure 3.2). Using equation 4.36, as the RSP optical model does,

is equivalent to assuming a flat Čerenkov angular distribution. This is admittedly

not an good approximation. The detailed calculation could potentially improve the

performance of RSP if implemented.

4.4 Summary of the RSP detector response

The wavelength weighted contribution of the media attenuations, Rayleigh scattering,

and PMT angular response are illustrated in figure 4.6. The PMT angular response,

which includes the PMT quantum efficiency, clearly dominates. The acrylic atten-

uation is larger than the other attenuations everywhere. Note that this figure also

demonstrates why the acrylic and H2O attenuations are indistinguishable for positions

within the acrylic vessel.

The solid angle RSP calculates for an individual PMT is shown in figure 4.7. Also

shown is the total solid angle of all PMTs for events from a pure D2O phase run.

Events near the centre of the detector see roughly a 60% coverage with about 3%

(absolute) variation at higher radii.

The solid angle and event direction (Čerenkov angular distribution weighted)

weighted average PMT optical and electronics efficiencies for a pure D2O phase run

are shown in figure 4.8. The raw averages would be identical for each event during

the same run. In the figures, events having a lower weighted average efficiency are

likely to have occurred nearer to, or in the direction of, a less efficient region of the

detector.

The total optical response of an individual PMT as calculated by RSP is shown

in figure 4.9. The solid angle and event direction weighted total optical response for

events from a pure D2O phase run are also shown. The crest in the response at mid
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(a) D2O attenuation.
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(b) Acrylic attenuation.
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(c) H2O attenuation.
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(d) Rayleigh scattering.
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(e) PMT angular response.

Figure 4.6: Wavelength weighted response of an individual PMT as calculated by
RSP.
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(a) Solid angle of an individual PMT.
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Figure 4.7: Solid angle of an individual PMT as calculated by RSP and the total
solid angle for events from a pure D2O phase run..
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(b) PMT electronics efficiency.

Figure 4.8: The PMT solid angle and event direction weighted average PMT efficiency
for events from a pure D2O phase run.
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(a) Total response of an individual PMT.
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Figure 4.9: The response of an individual PMT as calculated by RSP and the solid
angle and event direction weighted average response for events from a pure D2O phase
run.
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Figure 4.10: The solid angle and event direction weighted multi-photoelectron cor-
rection calculated by RSP for events from a pure D2O phase run.

to high radii is due to the average PMT angular response peaking in that region. The

weighted average multi-photoelectron correction (MPE) calculated by RSP is shown

in figure 4.10. The MPE effect is roughly 1–2% primarily at higher radii.

4.5 The energy calibration function

The energy calibration function,

FE : Nckv → Te, (4.37)
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Figure 4.11: The RSP number Nγ of initial photons predicted from simulated 8 MeV
electrons.

is a one-to-one function required by RSP to map the estimate of the initial number of

photons Nγ to electron energy (Te). In order to determine FE, detailed simulations

of monoenergetic electrons are performed. The RSP energy reconstruction algorithm

(section 4.1) is used to estimate the initial number of photons Nγ for each simulated

event. The initial estimate of Nγ (equation 4.2) is in this case made independent of

FE, since it is as yet unknown, and the energy dependence of the optical response

uses the energy at which electrons were simulated. The Nγ distribution of 8 MeV

electrons is shown in figure 4.11. The mean of this distribution, approximately 2800,

is mapped to Te = 8 MeV Te in FE.

The full FE function is determined from a series of full SNO detector simulations

including all the electron energies listed in table 4.1. The mean of the Nγ distribution

for each electron energy is determined via the procedure outlined in appendix B.

FE then consists of an interpolation of a table made up of these mean Nγ and their

corresponding electron energies Te.

The derivation of FE requires the full, absolutely–normalized, RSP optical re-

sponse and a complete detector model to simulate electron events. Therefore, the

PMT collection efficiency ε◦ must first be determined by comparing the full detector

simulation to calibration data. The calibration of ε◦ is discussed in the following

chapter.
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Electron energy [MeV]

2 11 20 40 80
3 12 22 45 90
4 13 24 50 100
5 14 26 55 110
6 15 28 60 120
7 16 30 65 130
8 17 32 70
9 18 34 75
10 19 36

38

Table 4.1: Electron energies (Te) included in the energy calibration function FE.



Chapter 5

SNO Energy calibration

An ideal optical model of the SNO detector is presented in chapter 3. This model

is simplified in order to incorporate the optical parameters measured via optical and

electronic calibrations and Monte Carlo calculations. The application of these pa-

rameters by RSP to determine the energy response of the detector is presented in

chapter 4. RSP reconstructs event energy from the reconstructed position and direc-

tion of an event and the position and timing of the triggered PMTs associated with

that event. The final component of the optical models to be evaluated is the PMT

collection efficiency ε◦ . This parameter is determined by tuning the energy scale in

a full detector simulation, in which ε◦ is the last remaining free parameter, to match

that observed during 16N calibrations.

A time dependence to the energy scale of the calibration data is observed which is

generally not modeled. The time dependent correction δdrift is therefore applied to ε◦

in the simulation such that it better track the observed data. ε◦ as applied in the RSP

optical model remains constant with time. Therefore, the inverse of δdrift is applied

to the RSP reconstructed energy of events in both the data and the simulation to

remove the expected time variation.

The determination of the energy calibration function FE is done using the RSP

reconstructed energy of simulated electron events. There are energy scale dependent

parameters, mainly the multi-photoelectron correction, in the RSP optical model.

Therefore FE is somewhat dependent on the energy scale of the simulation—the

83
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determination of ε◦ . The energy calibration function FE is therefore calculated sub-

sequent to the determination of ε◦ and any potential δdrift.

The primary energy calibration of SNO using the 16N γ-rays is described in this

chapter. The 8Li and pT sources, and Michel electrons from muon decay are also

discussed as they provide tests of the energy reconstruction at event energies above

those of the 16N source γ-rays1. The determination of the pure D2O and salt phase

energy scale ε◦ , the energy response drift δdrift, and the associated energy calibration

functions FE are presented. The potential sources of systematic error associated

with the energy scale and resolution will also be discussed in this chapter followed

by a detailed evaluation of those directly derived from the comparison between 16N

calibrations to a full detector simulation.

5.1 Energy calibration sources

The energy response of the SNO detector is calibrated using an isotropic optical

source, γ-rays, β-particles, and, to some extent, neutrons. The 16N γ-ray source is

used as the primary energy calibration for SNO. The 8Li β–particle source is used

to verify the 16N calibration with electrons directly and over a broader energy range.

The proton-tritium (pT) source and Michel electrons from muon decay are used verify

the 16N calibration above the energy range of the 8B spectrum. The analyses of the

pT source data, Michel electrons and 8Li calibrations are discussed by Klein et al. [75]

with regard to the energy non-linearity in the low energy threshold analysis (LETA)

of the pure D2O and salt phase data. The discussions in this work will focus on the

analysis of 16N calibration data, however, a discussion of the other energy calibration

sources is also presented for completeness.

5.1.1 The 16N source

The main branches for 16N β-decay to 16O are depicted in figure 5.1. Most 16N decays

result in a single 6.13 MeV γ-ray. About 5% of decays are to the 7.12 MeV level of

1The fission neutron source 252Cf [29] and the distributed 222Rn low energy γ-ray [73] and 24Na
neutron [74] calibrations are also used to test the stability and uniformity of the energy reconstruc-
tion.
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Figure 5.1: The three most probable branches of 16N β-decay as presented by
Dragowsky et al. [76]. The energies available for γ-rays are listed on the right while
the branching ratios are listed on the left.

16O, which primarily emits a single γ-ray. Almost 1% of 16N decays produce multiple

γ-rays, the majority of these include one of either the 6.13 or 7.12 MeV γ-rays. 28%

of 16N decays are to the ground state in which a β-particle is produced with no γ-ray

emission.

Figure 5.2 is schematic of the source showing the decay chamber and PMT. 16N

is piped into the source chamber through a silicone umbilical line. The production

of the 16N is done approximately 20 m from the SNO detector where a DT generator

activates 16O via fast neutrons bombarding CO2 gas. The inner chamber of the
16N source, which is cylindrical with a radius of 4.78 cm and a height of 15.21 cm,

is surrounded by a 3 mm thick plastic scintillator. The scintillator is viewed by a

PMT, also mounted within the source. The triggering of the source PMT is used to

verify that the 16N decay, and subsequent γ-ray emission, occur at the desired source

position: within the source decay chamber.

The 16N source is used to determine the absolute energy scale of the detector; in

other words, to calculate the global PMT collection efficiency ε◦ (see subsection 3.4.3).

The 16N source is also used to measure the systematic error associated with the energy

calibration and reconstruction. The source is deployed extensively throughout the

D2O and in selected locations in the H2O; between the PSUP and the acrylic vessel.

The assessment of energy scale and resolution errors using the 16N source is discussed
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Figure 5.2: A schematic of the 16N source showing the source chamber and its relation
to the source PMT as taken from Dragowsky et al. [76].
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in section 5.5.

It is essential that the mean energy deposited in the detector by the 16N source be

well known in order to use it to calibrate the energy scale. The 10.4 MeV endpoint

β-particle, although it likely triggers the source PMT, rarely initiates a global event

trigger. If the β-particle manages to reach the D2O and trigger an event (or an event

is triggered for some other reason such as background noise), a spurious 16N event

is recorded. These events are easily rejected by standard SNO data cleaning cuts.

However, attenuation of the γ-rays and β-particle bremsstrahlung emission in the

source materials need to be considered when determining the mean γ-ray energy of

events tagged by the source PMT. It is conservatively estimated by Dragowsky et al.

[76] that the total energy scale uncertainty associated with the 16N calibration is less

than 0.5%. However, this does not completely take into account an observation made

by Lay [77] that the spectrum of Čerenkov photons generated in the simulation is

only an approximation. This introduces another source of uncertainty of up to 0.5%.

A complete discussion of the uncertainties associated with the 16N source calibration

is presented in chapter 7.

5.1.2 The 8Li source

The 8Li decay scheme is presented in figure 5.3. 8Li β-decays with an endpoint energy

of 12.96 MeV. The energy spectrum of the β-particles is very similar to that of the
8B β+-decay also depicted in figure 5.3. Both decays result in the same excited state

of 8Be at 3040 keV, which immediately decays to two α-particles.

Figure 5.4 is a schematic of the 8Li source. 8Li is piped into the decay chamber

within a flow of helium gas (along with some N2). The decay chamber of the source

consists of the interior of a hollow stainless steel sphere with a radius of about 6 cm.

The stainless steel shell is as thin as possible (less than 1 mm) to allow the β-particles

to escape with minimal energy loss while still being able to resist collapse at a depth

of over 18 m of water. A decrease in β-particle energy of about 1 MeV [78] is expected

in an average transit of the shell thickness.

A PMT is mounted within the source to observe the scintillation of the 8Be α-

particles in helium. The spherical decay chamber provides a symmetric/isotropic

source of β-particles and maximizes the efficiency for scintillation light to trigger the
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Figure 5.3: 8Li decay scheme from Tagg et al. [78]. Also shown is the 8B β+-decay
which has a similar spectrum to that of 8Li β−-decay. Both isotopes decay to the
3040 keV excited state of 8Be which promptly decays to two α-particles.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of 8Li source. 8Li decays within the decay volume are tagged
when the PMT is triggered by the scintillation light of α-particles. Taken from Tagg
et al. [78].
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source PMT. A significant number of 16N decays are also found to be occurring in

the source chamber. Fortunately the probability of the β-particles interacting with

the acrylic window (see figure 5.4) and triggering the source PMT is low. Those 16N

events that do trigger the source PMT are distinguished from 8Li events based on

the integrated charge and rise time of the PMT signal; both of which are smaller for

the β-decay. It is conservatively estimated by Tagg et al. [78] that 16N contamination

events in 8Li calibration data make up less than 1% of tagged events.
8Li calibrations are used to verify the energy calibration and reconstruction sys-

tematic errors measured with 16N calibrations. 8Li calibrations provide a direct mea-

sure of the detector response to Čerenkov electrons, as opposed to the multiple elec-

trons generally scattered by γ-rays. 8Li calibrations also provided a measure of the

energy response above the 16N γ-ray energy with a spectrum very similar to that

of solar νe (to be precise 8B neutrinos since the spectrum of solar neutrinos may be

distorted). However, as is indicated in the previous section, the 16N source provides

the primary energy calibration of SNO. The uncertainties associated with the 8Li

calibration, especially the sensitivity of the electron energy to the thickness of the

chamber wall, and its low rate which results in low statistics, limit the significance of

its energy calibration to a crosscheck of those done via the 16N source.

5.1.3 The pT source

The pT source is designed to produce 19.8 MeV γ-rays via the reaction 3H(p, γ)4He.

This reaction is achieved by bombarding a tritium target with a DC proton beam.

The energy of the pT source γ-rays lies above the endpoint for solar neutrinos; comple-

menting the lower energy calibrations. 4He also has no bound excited state therefore

the reaction produces only the 19.8 MeV γ-ray, which makes it ideal for energy cali-

bration.

The pT source is the first self-contained, compact, and portable source of high

energy (greater than 10 MeV) γ-rays [79]. A schematic of the pT source is shown in

figure 5.5. From left to right in the figure, the source consists of a gas-discharge line,

an ion acceleration line, and a target interaction chamber. The ion beam consists

primarily of protons, however, deuterons are also present at the level of 1.5 × 10−4.
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Figure 5.5: pT source schematic. Taken from Poon et al. [79].
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The target is constructed by the deposition of evaporated scandium onto a molybde-

num substrate. Tritium gas, desorbed from uranium tritide, is then sorbed onto the

scandium. The target also contains deuterium at the level of 1.2× 10−3.

Tritium in the ion beam, produced by beam-target exchange, results in 3H–3H

interactions that generate copious amounts of neutrons. The interactions 2H(t, n)4He

and 3H(d, n)4He involving the deuterium contamination in the beam and target also

results in the production of high energy neutrons. The reaction 3H(p, γ)4He, although

potentially a further source of background, requires a much higher energy to proceed

than the source is operated at. In total, the neutron rate from the pT source, after

reduction from source material absorption and scattering, is approximately 2500 s−1.

This may be compared to the rate of 19.8 MeV γ-rays which is measured to be about

0.6 s−1.

The source was only deployed for a single series of measurements near the end

of the pure D2O phase. The source was operated with an approximately 30 keV

beam of protons incident on roughly 4 Ci tritium source. The 19.8 MeV γ-rays were

clearly observed above the 6.25 MeV γ-rays emitted by neutron capture in the D2O.

Unfortunately the pT source, unlike the 16N and 8Li sources, does not provide a tag

for the 19.8 MeV γ-ray. Only analysis cuts can be employed to distinguish them from

the neutrons and umbilical light (HV discharges). The primary analysis cuts include

requiring the event to reconstruct within 150 cm from and be directed outward from

the source position; neutrons tend to travel farther and emit γ-rays isotropically

subsequent to their capture. Development of these selection criteria is hampered by

the accuracy of the source simulations. The 3H(p, γ) interaction emits γ-rays with

an angular dependence. Coupled with the complicated source geometry and the

ultra-high vacuum materials used, the angular distribution of the source is difficult

to model. Additionally the pT source was only deployed at three positions along the

central axis of the detector due to operational and time constraints.

In the end, the high energy calibration of the SNO detector energy response relies

mostly on Michel electrons tagged subsequent to muon decays. Although low in

number, such electrons are homogeneously distributed within the detector volume

and span an energy range up to about 50 MeV with a well known energy spectrum.

Also, as muon events are collected during all data taking, the Michel electrons do
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not suffer from position or time dependent systematic errors when relating them to

neutrino data.

The pT source was not deployed during the salt phase due to what would have

been an over whelming neutron capture rate. The pT source was also not deployed

during the NCD phase due to the complicated nature of the source and the evolution

of alternative calibrations such as the Michel electrons.

5.2 SNO Monte Carlo simulation

The SNO Monte Carlo and analysis package, SNOMAN, provides a robust platform

for the simulation and analysis of SNO data. On the analysis side, SNOMAN recon-

structs the position and direction of events after unpacking the data. SNOMAN also

contains the energy reconstruction routines including both versions of RSP which are

generally run after position reconstruction. SNOMAN Monte Carlo simulations in-

clude detailed models of all of the detector components (including calibration sources),

photon detection by the PMTs, and even a model of the electronics response–from the

triggering of individual PMTs through to the SNO global event trigger. All of the rel-

evant physics interactions are available to be simulated by SNOMAN including those

of neutrinos, radioactive backgrounds, and calibration sources. The propagation of

neutrons and hadrons is handled via the MCNP [80] and FLUKA [81] packages while

electron and γ-rays are accurately tracked by the EGS4 processor [82]. In particular,

the propagation of electrons contains all of the relevant energy loss mechanisms such

that SNOMAN can accurately simulate equation 3.4 (albeit with an average index of

refraction). SNOMAN also incorporates the parameters measured via the optical and

electronic calibrations of SNO. SNOMAN consists of as complete and accurate a sim-

ulation of the fully operational SNO detector as possible; it is continually upgraded

as graduate student and computer processing resources permit. The last remaining

parameter to be set in SNOMAN is always the PMT global collection efficiency ε◦ .
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of the Nγ distributions of a 16N calibration (data points)
and its simulation (histogram). By the method of appendix B, the peaks of the
distributions are found to disagree by only 0.01%. The disagreement at low energy is
a result of the ground state β-particle of the 16N decay not being simulated.

5.3 Setting the energy scale/Determining the PMT

collection efficiency

As discussed in the previous section, the PMT collection efficiency (ε◦) is required

to complete the SNOMAN detector model. To calibrate ε◦ , SNOMAN is used to

generate simulations of a series of central 16N calibrations, corresponding to high

statistics calibrations of the detector, with ε◦ set to the benchtop measurement made

by Boardman [57] or that of a previous iteration of this process (somewhere in the

range 0.5–0.7). RSP is used (see section 4.1) to estimate the number of initial photons

Nγ for each event, both in the data (Ndata
γ ) and in the simulations (NMC

γ ). The initial

estimate of ε◦ is then tuned such that

ε◦ → ε◦
Ndata
γ

NMC
γ

.

A comparison of the Nγ distributions from a salt phase 16N calibration and its

simulation are shown in figure 5.6. The means of the two distributions, with ε◦ in the

simulation already having been calibrated, disagree by only 0.01%.
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One subtlety of this argument is that the energy of these events cannot be accu-

rately reconstructed until the energy calibration function (FE) is determined,;which

of course requires ε◦ to be known. This problem arises as a result of ε◦ serving a dual

purpose: to tune the energy scale of the detector simulation to match that observed

for detector calibrations, and as the PMT collection efficiency in the RSP optical

response. The only point at which event energy is required by RSP when estimating

Nγ is in the determination of the Čerenkov angular dependence D, which is a factor

in the RSP optical response (section 4.2). The energy dependence of D is small2 and

strictly only applicable to single electron events3, which is generally not the case for
16N γ-rays. For these two reasons, an approximate event energy, anywhere within the
8B energy spectrum for example, is sufficient for RSP to estimate Nγ independent of

an accurate knowledge of FE. The degree to which this is not the case adds directly

to the measured energy scale error.

This subtlety advocates for the use of the much more straight forward comparison

of mean Nhit to determine ε◦ . However, Nhit is highly dependent on the position and

direction of an event. Even central 16N calibration events are distributed over a large

volume and are not isotropically emitted from the source. If the simulation does not

reproduce these distributions correctly, a discrepancy between the mean Nhit of the

calibrations and simulations will manifest, independent of ε◦ . Using Nγ, which varies

much less with event position and direction, is less sensitive to these effects. The

degree to which this is not the case adds directly to the measured energy scale error

as discussed in section 7.2.

Due to a few remaining simplifying assumptions and inaccuracies in SNOMAN,

and due to the continuous improvements made in the modeling of the detector, the

measured value of ε◦ changes from time to time and always from phase to phase.

This requires the re-evaluation of ε◦ to re-sync the energy scale of the simulation to

that of calibration data. The re-evaluation of ε◦ for the pure D2O and salt phases

is presented in the following sections. The evaluation of ε◦ for the NCD phase is

presented in the following chapter. A slow decline in the energy scale of the detector

2The dependence of reconstructed event energy on the exact shape of the Čerenkov angular
distribution is weak. The energy dependence is included primarily for completeness.

3The angular distribution of photons emitted by multiple electrons can readily be simulated.
However, as with the energy dependence of the single electron angular distribution, the overall effect
on the energy reconstruction would be completely negligible.
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is observed over extended periods of detector operation (months to years). The tuning

of the detector simulation energy scale to match the time dependence observed in the

detector calibrations is dealt with in the following section.

5.4 Energy scale drift correction

During the first attempt to determine ε◦ , for the first analysis of the pure D2O phase

(circa 2001), the energy scale of the detector was observed to be decreasing with

time. Specifically, the difference between the mean Ncor, defined in equation 4.1, was

systematically decreasing as a function of time. A time dependent scale function

(δdrift) was fit to the mean Ncor of central 16N calibrations. It was then applied to ε◦

in SNOMAN to tracked the change observed in the 16N calibrations. This was done

by modifying ε◦ such that

ε◦ → δdrift(t)ε◦ , (5.1)

where t is time, usually in days. The result was that SNOMAN simulations tracked

the energy scale of the calibrations.

At the time, the exact cause of the energy scale drift was not known. During

the salt phase, detailed optical calibrations revealed that the PMT angular response

(E) was changing. While the NCDs were being installed (after the salt phase) the

PMTs and their reflector assemblies were visually inspected. The reflector petals

surrounding the PMTs showed signs of degradation. This is now thought to be the

source of the change in E and the decrease in PMT light collection modeled by δdrift.

Note that although the change in E was measured, it is not a measure of absolute

efficiency: it is relative to normal incidence which is fixed to the PMT quantum

efficiency εqe. The only measurement of the absolute efficiency of the PMTs that can

address the reflector degradation is the measurement of ε◦ . To precisely account for

this change in the state of the detector, the change in the reflectivity of the reflector

petals would have to be measured external to the detector and properly modeled.

In this work, δdrift is determined by fitting a function, generally a series of first order

polynomials, to the mean Nγ of high statistics central 16N calibrations as a function of

time. Multiple calibrations done during a short period of time are excluded so as not

to bias the fit of δdrift to the value at those particular time. δdrift is then normalized
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at an arbitrary time generally near the middle of the phase in question. This δdrift is

applied to ε◦ as in equation 5.1. Including this in SNOMAN simulations generated

to determine the final value of ε◦ in the previous section thereby ensures the proper

normalization of δdriftε◦ . This is the procedure followed for the LETA re-calibration of

the pure D2O phase and for the NCD phase. The peculiarities of the δdrift calibration

in the salt phase will be discussed as it is performed in subsection 5.8.1.

Rather than applying δdrift to the PMT collection efficiency ε◦ in the RSP optical

response, the effective energy (Teff) is calculated exactly as indicated in chapter 4.

The reconstructed Teff is then corrected by δdrift such that

Teff → Teff/δdrift(t). (5.2)

This is an acceptable approximation given that FE is linear for small variations (on

the order of a few percent) and that |1− δdrift| is generally less than 0.01%.

5.5 SNO systematic errors in general

SNOMAN simulations are used to characterize physics events within the SNO de-

tector, especially where direct calibration is not possible. This includes Čerenkov

electrons that are the signal of neutrino interactions. As was described in chapter 1,

events induced by the three neutrino signals and backgrounds cannot be distinguished

from one another on an event-by-event basis. A statistical signal extraction is per-

formed to derive the separate neutrino fluxes based on the observed properties of

the events: reconstructed event position, direction, energy, and hit PMT pattern and

direction with respect to the centre of the detector. SNOMAN simulations are almost

always responsible for the generation of probability distribution functions (PDFs) of

each of these observables for each signal and background. The observables collected

during calibrations performed at specific times, in specific locations, with specific

types of interactions are compared to predictions made by SNOMAN simulations.

SNOMAN essentially interpolates and extrapolates, via Monte Carlo calculations,

the measured detector response across the entire detector, energy range of interest,

and interaction types to provide a complete model of the observed data.

If the SNOMAN model of the detector or its modeling of physical processes is
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flawed, the comparison of its simulations to calibrations provide a measure of these

effects on the event observables. Discrepancies between the simulations and calibra-

tions are due to either error in the model inputs or error in the model itself. Errors

in the input parameters, that are not correlated with any other model parameters,

are easily propagated through the simulation to examine the potential error in the

observables. However, this would be a difficult proposition for correlated parameters

such as those of the optical model. Instead, the effects of the optical parameters are

directly tested by the comparison of the simulations to calibration data. In the case

of the error in the detector energy scale and resolution, this is done primarily with
16N calibrations. The error in the observables, once determined, can then be applied

to the simulated events that make up the signal PDFs and propagated through the

signal extraction to determine their effect on the final results.

The energy response of SNO to events of a specific energy is well described by a

Gaussian function. The energy response is therefore parametrized by an energy scale,

represented by the mean of the Gaussian distribution, and an energy resolution, repre-

sented by the Gaussian width. The SNOMAN simulated reconstructed energy PDFs

can in principle be analytically derived by convolving the detector energy response

with the fundamental energy spectrum of a particular signal. The systematic un-

certainties associated with the energy reconstruction are therefore broken down into

those that affect the energy scale and those that affect the energy resolution.

5.5.1 Energy scale error

Error in the mean reconstructed energy, or the energy scale, resulting from the uncer-

tainty in the measurement of PMT and PMT electronics channel status are comprised

of:

PMT status

PMTs with high voltage or electronic triggers disabled are recorded for each run.

Malfunctioning PMTs are diagnosed via analysis of electronics and timing calibra-

tions and of the data itself. Malfunctioning or offline PMTs not properly diagnosed

contribute directly to energy scale error. If a PMT that is not counting photons is

considered working when the total optical response is calculated, then on average,
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Figure 5.7: The prompt occupancy distribution of all PMTs considered working by
RSP. The dashed lines indicate the 5σ range around the mean of the fitted Gaussian.

that response will be one too large in the number of working PMTs. This roughly

translates to a 0.01% error in the energy scale per misdiagnosis. Functional channels

mistakenly tagged as faulty do not result in energy scale error as they are neither con-

sidered during the RSP optical response calculation nor when totaling the number of

triggered PMTs Nhit.

The PMT prompt occupancy rate, the rate at which a PMT triggers, within 10 ns

of the prompt-peak per event, is shown in figure 5.7a for all the PMTs presumed

to be working during a central 16N calibration. No PMTs are seen to have a zero

occupancy rate. However, to be conservative, the number of PMTs lying more than

5σ from the mean, as determined from a Gaussian fit to the prompt occupancy

distribution, are presumed to be not optimally functioning. These PMTs lie beyond

the range defined by the dashed lines in figure 5.7a. A conservative estimate of the

energy scale uncertainty introduced by these PMTs is determined by averaging the

fraction of working PMTs falling outside of the 5σ range for all of the central 16N

runs taken during each phase.

As a cross-check of the 16N calibration, the PMT prompt occupancy distributions

of production data is also examined. The prompt occupancy distribution for the

PMTs during one such pure D2O phase run is shown in figure 5.7b. Because of

the much lower PMT trigger rate, a 5σ range around the peak often includes zero

occupancy channels. Only runs containing more than about 6000 events passing data
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cleaning cuts are observed to have PMT prompt occupancy distributions with means

3σ above zero occupancy. To be conservative, the PMTs falling in the first, potentially

zero occupancy bin, are also included in the number of suspect PMTs counted for

each run. The average of the number of suspect PMTs determined from runs with

greater than 6000 events is then compared to the more precise determination made

using the 16N calibration source data.

PMT gain and threshold

The gains of the PMTs are measured periodically with the laserball while PMT

thresholds are recorded at the beginning of every run. Both of these vary with time.

These variations can lead to three sources of energy scale error: imprecise modeling

in the simulation, variations that are not tracked, and variations that are artificial.

The modeling of the PMT charge spectrum and discriminators is not perfect.

Therefore it is not expected that the observed variations are accurately tracked by

the simulation. Variations in threshold, beyond those tracked from run to run, and

in gain, between the laserball measurements, are likely, but they are obviously not

simulated. Additionally, a global offset may exist between high rate 16N calibrations

and data that is not modeled in the simulation. There is likely error in the laserball

gain calibration as well that results in spurious variations in time.

These effects are to some extent tested by comparing 16N calibrations to simula-

tions. Also, any energy scale errors that average to zero over the livetime of the data

do not contribute to the total energy scale error. A preliminary assessment of these

uncertainties was performed by the author for the hep neutrino analysis of the pure

D2O phase which is discussed in chapter 1, but before any PMT gain and threshold

variations were modeled by the simulation. The energy scale uncertainty induced

by PMT gain and threshold variations for the LETA analysis of the pure D2O and

salt phases (and incidentally a very complete review of the issues involved in making

these measurements) appear in Klein [83]. The energy scale uncertainty caused by

PMT gain and threshold variations in the NCD phase, which are determined based

on what was done for the hep analysis of the pure D2O phase by this author, are

given by Secrest [84]. Note that this analysis is rudimentary when compared to the

analysis of Klein [83] but the uncertainties are safely conservative.
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PMT timing calibration

The PMT trigger times, corrected for photon time-of-flight from the event vertex to

the PMT, are shown in figure A.1. For analysis by RSP the PMT time residuals

(tres) must be less than 10 ns from the prompt peak. Variation in the mean tres or its

resolution alters the number of triggered PMTs within the prompt analysis window.

The possible energy scale error caused by this effect was initially estimated at 0.1%

by Graham [85]. The tres distribution mean and resolution variations are consistent

from phase to phase therefore a value of 0.1% is adopted for all three.

The direct comparison of SNOMAN simulations to calibrations provides the most

robust test of the accuracy of the simulated signal PDFs. To test the energy scale,

the fractional difference F between the mean energy of 16N calibrations (T data) and

the mean energy of the simulations (TMC) is calculated via

F µ =
T data − TMC

T data
(5.3)

for each 16N calibration separated in time, space, or by event rate. The weighted

mean average of a series or subset of 16N calibrations is then used to determine the

error resulting from the specific conditions associated with those runs. Generally the

weighted mean is determined via the prescription outline in appendix C and applied

as the energy scale uncertainty or error with an uncertainty.

The error associated with using the simulation to determine the reconstructed

energy scale, specifically how the simulation can differ from the data, include:

Temporal variation

The detector energy scale is known to vary with time. A correction is applied in the

form of δdrift as described in section 5.4. The correction is derived based only on high

statistics central 16N calibrations as evenly spaced in time as possible so as not to

bias the determination of δdrift to any specific calibration period. To determine any

residual time dependence, the mean energy of all nominal central 16N calibrations4

4The time distribution of these calibrations differs from that used to tune δdrift for the simulation
since many more calibration runs are included.
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are compared to the simulation by calculating F µ for each pair. The weighted mean

of F µ is the error in the energy scale at the centre of the detector. This error is

generally negligible because the energy scale is tuned at the centre of the detector.

The energy scale uncertainty associated with any remaining time dependence in the

temporal variation of the energy scale is assessed from the error on the mean. If

the reduced χ2 of the mean is less than 1.0 the assumption that the energy scale is

constant is good to within the uncertainty on the mean. If it is greater than 1.0, then

the uncertainty in the mean is increased to account for the disagreement with the

constant energy scale model. A procedure to weight the uncertainty on the mean by

the χ2 is reviewed in appendix C.

Spatial variation

The energy scale of SNO is known to differ from that in the simulation as a function

of event position. This is apparent when comparing the mean energy of calibration

sources, especially 16N, to their simulation. To quantify the error this induces on the

energy scale, the F µ for each pair of calibration and simulation must be weighted

according to the fraction of the expected signal that they are representative of. Since

the neutrinos interact uniformly in within the D2O, this amounts to volume weighting

the significance of each calibration.

To accomplish this, the detector is divided into N elements, the ith possessing a

volume vi. The location and size of each volume element is chosen such that they

surround local groupings of 16N calibrations5. The average fractional difference fµ,

between the mean energy of each calibration (T data) and the mean energy of its

simulation (TMC) is calculated for each volume element via

fµ =

∑
jWjF

µ
j∑

jWj

, (5.4)

where the sums are over all the calibrations done in the volume element, j = 1 to ni,

and Wj = (1/δF µ
j )2.

5Every attempt is made to centre the calibrations within the volume elements and to have the
element boundaries centred between the groups of calibration points. This is not necessarily achiev-
able as several calibrations are required to lie within every volume element to average statistical and
temporal variations (see the previous section where these are accounted for).
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As the spread in the values of F µ within each volume element is generally more

than expected based on the statistics, the RMS of the fractional differences in a given

volume element is assumed to be a better estimate of the uncertainty on the mean,

as is done by Seibert [31]. This amounts to an uncertainty δfµ on fµ given by

(δfµ)2 =
1

ni − 1

ni∑
j=1

(
F µ
j − fµ

)2
. (5.5)

The χ2 is calculated between the weighted mean of the fµ and each measurement

to determine the appropriate scale factor S to apply to the errors δfµ as detailed in

appendix C. In this case S reflects the fact that the fµ values do not sample the same

distribution (assumed when calculating the standard error on a weighted mean) since

the energy scale is known to vary between volume elements. Including the volume

weighting, the energy scale error ∆µT is determined from

∆µT ± δµT =

∑
iwif

µ
i∑

iwi
± (∑iwi

)− 1
2 , (5.6)

where in this case, the sum is over all the volume elements and

wi =
Nvi∑
i vi

(Sδfµi )−2 .

If ∆µT is small, the uncertainty in the energy scale may be taken as the quadrature

sum of ∆µT and δµT . Alternatively, ∆µT may be used to correct the energy of events

in the data, in which case the energy scale uncertainty is then simply δµT .

Event rate dependence

The total data taking rate varies from a few hundred to thousands of Hz. The majority

of these events are instrumental backgrounds that generally induce a small amount

of charge in the average PMT. The 16N source, as it is generally operated, produces

a triggered event rate greater than 100 Hz, while the normal rate of physics events,

including backgrounds from radioactivity in the detector, is on the order of only a

few Hz. The increase in rate of high charge PMT triggers during the calibration can

make it easier for a PMT to trigger if there is residual charge build up. A series of
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low rate 16N calibrations are performed during each phase, fewer in the pure D2O

phase, to test how applicable the calibrations done at high rate are to normal data

taking. These low rate 16N calibrations yield a triggered event rate of only about a

few Hz above normal.

The comparison between the mean energy of the low rate 16N calibrations and

that of the simulation is calculated in the form of F µ. The weighted mean of F µ,

calculated as in appendix C, is the energy scale error associated with any event rate

dependence.

Low rate 16N calibrations are also done at other positions within the detector.

The limited number of non-central calibrations, coupled with the spatial variations

discussed in the previous section, preclude a measurement of the event rate effect

other than at the centre of the detector. However, examination of these runs shows

no significant deviation from the trends observed for the high rate 16N calibrations.

The contributions of each of these errors to the total energy scale error are eval-

uated for the energy calibration of each phase. They are generally evaluated in-

dependently due to the changes in the detector configuration from phase to phase.

The analysis of the pure D2O and salt phase energy scale errors is presented later in

this chapter. The analysis of the NCD phase energy scale error is presented in the

following chapter.

5.5.2 Energy resolution error

There is no single parameter that describes energy resolution in the way that ε◦ is rep-

resentative of the energy scale. It is consistently observed that SNOMAN simulations

underestimate the energy resolution of the detector. The source of this discrepancy

could be in some simplification of the detector geometry in the simulation or that

some randomizing effects are either overlooked or underestimated. It is unlikely that

the input model parameter errors can contribute significantly to these effects, rather

they are likely due to errors in the model itself.

Again, as in the case of the energy scale error measurement, SNOMAN simulations

are directly compared to 16N calibrations. To test the energy resolution, the fractional
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difference F σ, between the energy resolution of 16N calibrations (σdata) and the energy

resolution of the simulations (σMC) is calculated

F σ =
σdata − σMC

σdata
, (5.7)

for each 16N calibration run. The dominant contributions to energy resolution errors

include:

Temporal variation

The energy resolution can potentially vary with time as is observed of the energy

scale. To quantify any time dependence, the energy resolution of all nominal central
16N calibrations are compared to SNOMAN simulations by calculating F σ for each

pair. The weighted mean of these F σ is the error in the energy resolution at the

centre of the detector. This error is consistently greater than zero; the simulation un-

derestimates the energy resolution of the detector. The energy resolution uncertainty

associated with any potential time dependence in the temporal variation of the energy

resolution is assessed from the error on the mean. If the χ2 of the weighted mean

is poor, indicating poor agreement with the hypothesis that the energy resolution

error is constant in time, the uncertainty on the mean is increased as per the schema

described in appendix C. The χ2 weighted–weighted mean uncertainty is taken as

the uncertainty in the energy resolution due to any potential time dependence in the

energy scale error.

Spatial variation

The energy resolution can potentially vary with position as is observed of the energy

scale. To quantify the potential error this induces on the energy resolution, the

fractional differences F σ, between 16N calibrations and simulations, must be weighted

according to the fraction of the expected signal that they are representative of. Since

the neutrinos interact uniformly in within the D2O this amounts to volume weighting

the significance of each calibration.

To accomplish this, the detector is divided into the same N elements as is done

for the energy scale spatial variation error determination. The average fractional
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difference fσ is calculated from equations 5.4 and 5.5 with F µ obviously replaced

with F σ.

The χ2 for the weighted mean of all fσ is then calculated to determine the appro-

priate scale factor S to apply to the errors δfσ as detailed in appendix C. Including

the volume weighting, the energy resolution error ∆σT due to spatial variation is

calculated:

∆σT ± δσT =

∑
iwif

σ
i∑

iwi
± (∑iwi

)− 1
2 , (5.8)

where the sum is over all the volume elements and

wi =
Nvi∑
i vi

(1/δfσi )2 .

The energy resolution uncertainty determined by the 16N calibrations is directly

applicable only to γ-ray events such as the signal of the NC reaction. The energy res-

olution of the 16N calibration includes a contribution due to the energy distribution of

Compton scattered electrons, due to the various energies of γ-rays and the statistical

nature of Compton scattering. This has been estimated at 0.61 MeV by Dunford [86]

via Monte Carlo calculations. The 16N energy resolution must be corrected for this (in

quadrature difference) to determine the single electron equivalent energy resolution

of the γ-ray calibration.

The energy resolution error is therefore the result of error in the simulation of

Compton scattering and error in the energy resolution of the individual electrons. To

be conservative, the latter is assumed to be responsible for all of the energy resolution

error measured using the 16N calibrations. Then, the absolute value of the 16N energy

resolution error ∆σ16N should be applied to the equivalent energy resolution σe for

a single electron of equivalent energy (to the 16N mean energy). This net effect is a

fractional energy resolution error for single electrons of

∆σe =
[(1 + ∆σ16N)σ16N]2 + σ2

e

σ2
e

.

Given that the electron equivalent energy resolution error is parametrized as a func-

tion of that measured with the 16N calibrations, only ∆σ16N is specified throughout
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the remainder of this work.

The contributions of these errors to the total energy resolution error are evaluated

for the energy calibration of each phase. Like the energy scale errors, they are gen-

erally evaluated independently due to the changes in the detector configuration from

phase to phase. The analysis of the pure D2O and salt phase energy scale errors is

presented later in this chapter. The analysis of the NCD phase energy scale error is

presented in the following chapter.

5.6 LETA pure D2O phase energy response

To complete the SNOMAN simulation of the detector and to be able to determine

the energy response of the detector using RSP, the energy scale of the detector, which

is parametrized by the PMT collection efficiency ε◦ , is determined by comparing the

energy response of the simulation to that of 16N calibrations. A time dependence

to the detector energy scale is noted and applied to ε◦ in order to better model the

detector. With these in hand, the energy calibration function (FE) is determined

from simulated electrons. The performance of the RSP energy reconstruction as a

whole is also evaluated with these simulated electrons.

5.6.1 Energy scale drift

The mean number of initial photons Nγ is plotted in figure 5.8 for selected 16N cali-

brations performed during the pure D2O phase. The data points represent the mean

Nγ as estimated by RSP for only high statistics central 16N calibrations. Nγ should

be constant for all times and positions to within the accuracy of the RSP optical

response. From the data it is clear that there is a time dependent response not

accounted for by RSP.

As is described in section 5.4, a parametrization of this energy scale drift (δdrift) is

required to tune the time variation of ε◦ in the SNOMAN simulation. The function

shown in figure 5.8 is the pure D2O phase δdrift, which is defined by

δdrift(t) =

m1t+ b for t ≤ t◦ and

m2t+ b′ for t > t◦ ,
(5.9)
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Figure 5.8: The mean Nγ of selected central 16N calibrations performed during the
pure D2O phase.

Parameter Fit result

t◦ 9363
b 1.50674
m1 −5.41216× 10−5

m2 −2.52443× 10−5

Table 5.1: The parameters extracted from a fit of the function defined by equation 5.9
to the mean response of 16N calibrations presented in figure 5.8. The function pa-
rameters have been scaled such that the equation 5.9 is normalized at t◦ .

where b′ is fixed by requiring the function to be continuous at t◦ . This condition is

satisfied for

b′ = m1t◦ + b−m2t◦ . (5.10)

The parameters b, m1, m2, and t◦ are determined by a χ2 fit of δdrift to the 16N cali-

brations as shown in figure 5.8. The parameters extracted from the fit are presented

in table 5.1 after normalizing the function at t◦ .

The energy response drift observed in the pure D2O phase data, equation 5.9 with

the parameters listed in table 5.1, is implemented in SNOMAN by applying it as a

time dependent correction to the PMT collection efficiency ε◦ as per equation 5.1. It

is also used to correct the RSP reconstructed energy Teff as per equation 5.2.
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(b) Electrons with energies from 1 to 140 MeV.

Figure 5.9: The pure D2O phase energy calibration function FE.

5.6.2 PMT collection efficiency

The PMT collection efficiency (ε◦) is tuned for the LETA pure D2O phase analysis

following the procedure outlined in section 5.3 using the comparison between all

central 16N calibrations and SNOMAN simulations. Initially, ε◦ was set to 0.542256

in the simulation. The difference between the 16N calibration mean Nγ and that of the

simulation implied that ε◦ should be 0.674770. The large increase in ε◦ , from that of

the previous analysis, was due to significant improvements made in the simulation—

most notably in the PMT angular response. ε◦ is therefore set to 0.674770 for all pure

D2O phase SNOMAN simulations and in the RSP optical response for the energy

reconstruction of all pure D2O phase events, be they simulated or in the data.

5.6.3 Energy calibration function

The energy calibration function (FE) is derived from the number of initial photons Nγ,

as estimated by RSP, produced by electron events simulated by SNOMAN. A series

of homogeneously distributed electrons, with the energies appearing in table 4.1, were

generated. For each electron energy, a Gaussian function is fit to the Nγ distribution

as described in appendix B. The mean of the Gaussian function is plotted as a function

of electron energy Te in figure 5.9. For the pure D2O phase, FE consists of a linear

interpolation of the points in figure 5.9.

60.54225 is the value of ε◦ determined by the author for the hep analysis of the pure D2O phase.
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5.6.4 Electron energy response

Homogeneously distributed electron simulations provide an interesting test of the

energy reconstruction because they are equivalent to the signal expected from the

charged current and elastic scattering neutrino interactions. To test the accuracy and

resolution of the RSP energy reconstruction, the simulated electrons in the previous

section were reprocessed with FE as shown in figure 5.9. The mean RSP reconstructed

energies (Teff) of the electrons, simulated with energies from 2 to 10 MeV, are plotted

in figure 5.10a as a function of reduced radius. A bias is noted in the reconstructed

energy; Teff decreases with increasing radial position.

The radial bias is believed to be a result of an approximation made by RSP in

determining the PMT solid angle (Ω in equation 4.35). For the LETA pure D2O and

salt phase reprocessing, Ω is calculated as

Ωi = cos θn
589 cm2

|d |2 , (5.11)

where θn is the angle of incidence from the PMT normal, 589 cm2 is approximately7

the normal incidence cross-sectional area of the PMT reflector assembly, and d is the

sum of the optical path lengths through the D2O, acrylic, and H2O. With the more

detailed calculation of Ω presented in subsection 4.2.6, no radial dependence to the

energy scale is observed. This is the case for the energy reconstruction of NCD phase

events, which is to be described in the following chapter.

Given that the source of the bias in the pure D2O and salt phases is well under-

stood, a correction based on the energy response of the simulated electrons is deemed

appropriate. Figure 5.11 is the ratio of the mean reconstructed energy Teff to electron

energy Te. This correction function consists of an interpolation of the complete set of

data, for electrons with energies from 2 to 130 MeV, represented by the subset shown

in figure 5.10a. No radial bias is apparent in figure 5.10b which is derived from the

events used to create figure 5.10a but with the radially dependent energy correction

presented in figure 5.11.

7This value is inherited from the original version of RSP. The actual normal incidence cross-
sectional area of the PMT reflector assembly—with a radius of 13.45 cm—is 568 cm2.
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Figure 5.10: The mean reconstructed energy of electrons as a function of radial po-
sition for the pure D2O phase. The electrons within the radius of the acrylic vessel
(reduced radius of 1.0) are divided into 20 radial bins. The mean energy (each point)
is the result of fitting a Gaussian to the energy distribution of electrons within each
radial bin.
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Figure 5.11: The ratio of mean reconstructed energy Teff to the electron energy Te

at which the electrons were simulated by SNOMAN. The mean Teff are the same as
those presented in figure 5.10a. The RSP Teff of all pure D2O phase events, both
those that are simulated and those that appear in the data, should be divided by the
value of this function.

Figure 5.12 shows the deviation of the mean Teff from Te. The mean Teff is de-

termined from the weighted average of the data points shown in figure 5.10b. The

weighted means are also shown in figure 5.10b as the fits to the data points. Only

the data points within the fiducial volume, defined by a maximum radius of 550 cm

(a reduced radius of 0.77), are used in the average.

The energy resolution σT that is determined from these SNOMAN simulated elec-

trons is presented in figure 5.13. The energy resolution function shown fit to the data

is

σT = −0.185 + 0.413
√
Te + 0.0254Te. (5.12)

This may be compared to the dashed line in figure 5.13 that indicates the energy

resolution measured for the first analysis of the pure D2O phase data published in

Aharmim et al. [32].
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Figure 5.12: Fractional deviation of the mean reconstructed energy (Teff) from the
electron energy (Te) for the pure D2O phase. The mean at each electron energy is
also shown as fit to the data points in figure 5.10b.
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Figure 5.13: Energy resolution σT of SNOMAN simulated electrons as a function of
the electron energy Te. The dashed line is the energy resolution of the original RSP
as published in Aharmim et al. [32].
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(a) Low rate central 16N calibrations.
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(b) Long neutrino runs.

Figure 5.14: The fraction of PMTs considered in good working order that have suspect
occupancy rates during pure D2O phase. The means of the data points are 0.026%
and 0.015% respectively.

5.7 LETA pure D2O phase energy reconstruction

error

Contributions to the RSP energy reconstruction error for the LETA of the pure D2O

phase are presented. The potential errors detailed in section 5.5, including those from

other sources, are summarized in section 5.10.

5.7.1 PMT status

The fraction of working PMTs with occupancy rates, per event, more than 5σ from the

mean is plotted in figures 5.14a and 5.14b for pure D2O phase central 16N calibrations

and data runs respectively. The mean value for the 16N calibrations is 0.026%.

As a cross-check of the 16N calibration, the mean fraction of PMTs that are suspect

but considered working by RSP are shown in figure 5.14b for high statistics neutrino

runs. The mean value from figure 5.14b is 0.015%, which is consistent with that

observed for the more precise determination made using 16N calibrations. Therefore,

the greater of the two uncertainties—0.026%—is adopted as the contribution to the

pure D2O phase energy reconstruction error.
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Figure 5.15: The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of central 16N
calibration data, taken during the pure D2O phase, and the simulation as a function
of time. The mean of the data points is −0.237± 0.016%.

5.7.2 Energy scale temporal variation

The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of central 16N calibrations

and simulations for the pure D2O phase are shown in figure 5.15. A mean error of

0.237± 0.016% is observed. However, the χ2 per degree of freedom is 128.4/38. The

uncertainty on the mean is increased to account for this (see appendix C) such that

the mean becomes 0.237± 0.029%. The overall error is accounted for, with its proper

weight, in the determination of the spatial variation error. The contribution to the

uncertainty in the energy scale error is 0.029%.

It is worth commenting on the fact that the mean is not zero. The energy scale

is tuned, via the comparison of 16N calibrations to the simulations, at the centre of

the detector. An offset at the centre of the detector implies that the energy scale

is set. via ε◦ , incorrectly; an inaccurate value of ε◦ is used in the simulation. The

source of the offset has been traced to an empirical correction that is used to improve

agreement between the ratio of prompt to total number of triggered PMTs in the

calibrations and the simulation by a factor of 0.996. The correction alters the mean

Neff in the simulation. The correction was not in place when ε◦ was tuned leading to
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Radial bin range (cm) Polar angle bin edges

0–150 0, π
150–375 0, 1.17, 1.96, π
375–550 0, 0.38, 1.17, 1.96, 2.75, π
550–600 0, 0.38, 1.17, 1.96, 2.75, π

Table 5.2: Spatial binning of the pure D2O phase 16N calibrations based on the
distribution of calibrations done within the D2O. The outermost radial bin is lies
outside the fiducial volume.

the slightly incorrect energy scale determination.

5.7.3 Energy scale spatial variation

The spatial distribution of 16N calibrations during the pure D2O phase leads to the

volume partitioning of the detector listed in table 5.2. This volume binning is also

depicted in figure 5.16 where only about half of each of the outer bins is shown for

illustrative purposes. Several volume bins are combined to increase the number of

calibrations in these regions. The volume bounded by radii of 375 and 550 cm and

angles 0.38 to 1.17 contains no 16N calibrations during the pure D2O phase. The

outer most radial bins are not considered during this analysis as they are external to

the fiducial volume.

Figure 5.17 shows the distribution of F µ for each of the pure D2O phase 16N

calibrations as a function of the source radial position. The colours of the points

indicate in which volume element, as in figure 5.16, the data resides. The mean, with

RMS error, of each group of like-coloured points is plotted in figure 5.18. The coloured

bands indicate the fraction of the total fiducial volume each point represents. The

energy scale error ∆µT , calculated as per the prescription detailed in subsection 5.5.1,

is shown as the solid line with dashed error band on figure 5.18. ∆µT is determined

to be 0.304± 0.169%.
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Figure 5.16: Exploded cross-sectional depiction of the spatial binning listed in ta-
ble 5.2. The polar angle coordinate is the angle from a vertical line with its origin at
the centre of the solid inner sphere.
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Figure 5.17: The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of pure D2O phase
16N calibrations and simulations as a function of source radius. The colours of the
points correspond to the volume element colours in figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.18: The mean fµ of the like coloured points in figure 5.17 with RMS error
bars. The colours of the bands correspond to the volume element colours in figure 5.16.
There is no data point in the sixth colour band as no 16N calibrations are performed
in that volume element. The solid line with dashed error band illustrates the volume
weighted mean of the data points is ∆µT = 0.304± 0.169%.

5.7.4 Event rate dependence

The fractional difference F µ, between the mean energy of low rate central 16N cal-

ibrations and the simulation in the pure D2O phase, is plotted in figure 5.19. An

energy scale error of −0.083± 0.199% is observed.

5.7.5 Energy resolution temporal variation

The fractional difference F σ, between the energy resolution of central 16N calibrations

and that of the simulation, in the pure D2O phase are shown in figure 5.20. A mean

error of 1.610 ± 0.119% is observed. The overall error is large but is accounted for,

with the proper weighting, in the determination of the spatial variation error. The

contribution to the uncertainty in the energy resolution error is 0.119%.

5.7.6 Energy resolution spatial variation

The same spatial binning that is used for the determination of the energy scale error

associated with spatial variations (subsection 5.7.3) is appropriate to use in this case.

Figure 5.21 shows the distribution of F σ for each of the pure D2O phase 16N calibra-
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Figure 5.19: The fractional difference (F µ) between the mean energy of low rate 16N
calibrations and the simulation is plotted as a function of time during the pure D2O
phase. A mean offset of −0.083± 0.199% is observed.
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Figure 5.20: The fractional difference F σ between the energy resolution of 16N cal-
ibrations and that of the simulation in the pure D2O phase. The mean of the data
points is 1.610± 0.119%.
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Figure 5.21: Fractional difference F σ between the energy resolution of pure D2O phase
16N calibrations and that of the simulation. The colors of the points correspond to
the volume element colors in figure 5.16.

tions as a function of the source radial position. The colours of the points indicate

in which volume element, as in figure 5.16, the data resides. The mean, with RMS

error, of each group of like-coloured points is plotted in figure 5.22. The coloured

bands represent the fraction of the total fiducial volume each point represents. ∆σT ,

calculated as per the prescription detailed in subsection 5.5.1, is shown as the solid

line with dashed error band on figure 5.22. The energy resolution error ∆σT due to

the spatial variation in the difference between 16N calibrations and the simulation is

1.528± 0.238%.

5.8 LETA salt phase energy response

In the salt phase, the time dependence of the detector energy response is well modeled;

the energy scale is constant in time. An incidental time dependence to the energy

scale of the simulation is easily accounted for. The PMT collection efficiency ε◦ and

the energy calibration function FE are determined analogously to those in the pure

D2O phase.
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Figure 5.22: The mean fσ of the like coloured points in figure 5.21 with RMS error
bars. The colours of the bands correspond to the volume element colours in figure 5.16.
There is no data point in the sixth colour band as no 16N calibrations were performed
in that volume element. The solid line with dashed error band illustrates the volume
weighted mean of the data points ∆σT = 1.528± 0.238%.

5.8.1 Energy response drift

The mean number of initial photons Nγ is plotted in figure 5.23 for selected 16N

calibrations (grey points) performed during the salt phase. The Nγ of each event is

estimated with RSP; the mean of the Nγ distribution of each calibration is the mean

of a Gaussian function fit to it according to the method described in appendix B.

Also shown in figure 5.24 are the mean Nγ of the corresponding simulations. The two

disagree by 4–5% because the PMT collection efficiency ε◦ has yet to be tuned in the

simulation.

In contrast to the pure D2O phase, the energy scale of the detector is constant in

time during the salt phase. However, this is obviously not the case for the simulation.

This indicates that there is a time dependence in the simulation that is not observed

in the data; this is the opposite of the case in the pure D2O phase and, as will be

shown, the NCD phase. Due to the detailed optical calibration performed during

the salt phase, the time dependent changes in the water attenuations8 and PMT

8The time dependence of the attenuations is specific to the salt phase. Manganese contamination
in the water, introduced from MnOx water assays, continually built up over the course of the phase.
The Mn is removed during the pure D2O and NCD phases by a process that would have removed
the salt from the salt phase.
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Figure 5.23: The mean Nγ. The black points are the mean Nγ of the corresponding
simulations. The large offset is a result of the fact that the energy scale of the
simulation had yet to be tuned.

angular response are measured with enough confidence to incorporate both into the

the simulation and the RSP optical model. The implementation of the PMT angular

response in the simulation and RSP differs. RSP uses the angular response determined

from laserball calibrations directly; it approximates the PMT response in exactly the

same way. The simulation tracks photons through a full three dimensional simulation

of the PMTs. It is tuned such that its integrated response matches that observed by

the laserball. This tuning [30] is done for three time periods corresponding to the

three major optical calibrations which is obvious from the two steps seen at 9879 d

and 10350 d in figure 5.24 (the ratio of the response of the data to the simulation

is normalized to 1.0 in the central region). The normalization of the 3–D PMT

model angular response varies between these time periods. However, as is discussed

in section 3.4, the angular response E is relative; the absolute efficiency is specified

by the PMT collection efficiency ε◦ . Hence, a time dependence to ε◦ in the simulation

is required to properly normalize the overall PMT efficiency.

The energy scale drift δdrift, of the simulation in this case, combined with any

residual scale drift in the 16N calibrations is the function shown fit to the data points
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Figure 5.24: The ratio of the mean Nγ of 16N calibrations to that of the simulation.
The three piece function shown fit to the data points is δdrift for the salt phase.

in figure 5.24. The function is given by

δdrift(t) =


0.9916 for t < 9879 d,

1.0000 for 9879 d ≤ t ≤ 10290 d, and

1.0034 for t > 10290 d.

(5.13)

Applying this function to ε◦ in the simulation, as specified by equation 5.1, en-

sures that any time dependence in the 16N calibrations is tracked by the simulation.

However, no correction is made to the RSP reconstructed energy of events during the

salt phase as the RSP estimated energy scale, indicated by the mean Nγ of the 16N

calibrations in figure 5.23, is not observed to vary with time.

5.8.2 PMT collection efficiency

The PMT collection efficiency (ε◦) is tuned for the LETA processing of the salt

phase data following the procedure outlined in section 5.3 using the data presented in

figure 5.23 together with all other, nominal, central 16N calibrations. ε◦ was initially

set to 0.674770, the value determined for the pure D2O phase, when generating the

simulations shown in figure 5.23. The difference between the 16N calibration mean

Nγ and that of the simulation, as evident in figure 5.23, implies that ε◦ should be

0.6454 for the salt phase. ε◦ is therefore set to 0.6454 for all of the LETA salt phase
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(b) Electrons with energies from 1 to 140 MeV.

Figure 5.25: The salt phase energy calibration function FE.

SNOMAN simulations and in RSP for the energy reconstruction of all salt phase

events, be they simulated or in the data.

5.8.3 Energy calibration function

The principles and method behind the derivation of the energy calibration function

(FE) are the subject of section 4.5. To calibrate FE that is specific to the salt phase

detector conditions a series of homogeneously distributed monoenergetic electrons are

simulated. The energies at which these electrons are simulated appear in table 4.1.

For each electron energy, a Gaussian function is fit to the distribution of Nγ as

estimated by RSP. The mean of the Gaussian function is plotted as a function of the

energy of the simulated electrons Te in figure 5.25. For the salt phase, FE consists of

a linear interpolation of the points in figure 5.25.

5.8.4 Electron energy response

To test the accuracy and resolution of the RSP energy reconstruction, the simu-

lated electrons used in the previous section were reprocessed with FE as shown in

figure 5.25. The mean RSP reconstructed energies (Teff) of the electrons, simulated

with energies from 2 to 130 MeV, are plotted in figure 5.26a as a function of reduced

radius. A bias is noted in the reconstructed energy Teff; Teff decreases with increasing

radius.
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(a) Before applying a radially dependent cor-
rection.
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Figure 5.26: The mean reconstructed energy of electrons as a function of radial posi-
tion for the salt phase. The electrons within the radius of the acrylic vessel (reduced
radius of 1.0) are divided into 20 radial bins. The mean energy (each point) is the
result of fitting a Gaussian function to the energy distribution of electrons within
each radial bin.
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Figure 5.27: The ratio of mean reconstructed energy Teff to the electron energy Te

at which the electrons were simulated by SNOMAN. The mean Teff are the same as
those presented in figure 5.26a. The RSP Teff of salt phase events, both those that
are simulated and those that appear in the data, should be divided by the value of
this function.

The source of this bias and the justification for a simulation based correction is

presented in subsection 5.6.4. Figure 5.27 is the ratio of the mean reconstructed

energy Teff to the energy at which the electrons were simulated Te. This correction

function consists of an interpolation of the complete set of data, for electrons with

energies from 2 to 130 MeV, represented by the subset shown in figure 5.26a. No

radial bias is apparent in figure 5.26b which is derived from the events used to create

figure 5.26a but with the additional radius dependent energy correction presented in

figure 5.27 applied to the data.

Figure 5.28 shows the deviation of the mean reconstructed energy Teff from the

electron energy Te. The mean Teff is determined from the weighted mean of the data

points shown in figure 5.26b. The weighted means are also shown in figure 5.26b as

the fits to the data points. Only the data points within the fiducial volume, defined

by a maximum reconstructed radius of 550 cm (a reduced radius of 0.77), are used in

the average.

The energy resolution σT that is determined from these SNOMAN simulated elec-

trons is presented in figure 5.29. The energy resolution function shown fit to the data

is

σT = −0.142 + 0.399
√
Te + 0.0300Te. (5.14)
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Figure 5.28: Fractional deviation of the mean reconstructed energy Teff from electron
energy Te for the salt phase. The mean at each electron energy is also shown as fit
to the data points in figure 5.26b.
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Figure 5.29: Energy resolution σT of SNOMAN simulated electrons as a function of
the electron energy Te. The dashed line is the energy resolution function measured
for the pure D2O phase (equation 5.12) for comparison.
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(a) Central 16N calibrations.
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(b) Long neutrino runs.

Figure 5.30: The fraction of PMTs considered in good working order that have suspect
occupancy rates during salt phase. The means of the data points are 0.033% and
0.015% respectively.

This may be compared to the dashed line in figure 5.29 that indicates the energy

resolution function determined for the LETA pure D2O phase: equation 5.12.

5.9 LETA salt phase energy reconstruction error

Contributions to the RSP energy reconstruction error for the LETA of the salt phase

are presented. The potential errors detailed in section 5.5, including those from other

sources, are summarized in section 5.10.

5.9.1 PMT status

The fraction of working PMTs with occupancy rates, per event, more than 5σ from

the mean is plotted in figures 5.30a and 5.30b. The mean value for the 16N calibrations

is 0.015%.

As a cross-check the mean fraction of suspect PMTs considered working during

high statistics neutrino runs9 is plotted in figure 5.30b. This reduces the total number

of available runs considerably and eliminates all runs in the later half of the salt phase.

This is a result of shorter more frequent runs in the salt phase. The mean of the data

9Highs statistics in this case refers to runs with more than 3000 events with at least 19Nhit. A
further cut removes runs with a mean PMT occupancy rate less than 3σ from zero.
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Figure 5.31: The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of central 16N
calibration data, taken during the salt phase, and the simulation as a function of
time. The mean of the data points is −0.019± 0.013%.

points in figure 5.30b is 0.015%, which is consistent with that observed for the more

precise determination made using 16N calibrations. Therefore, the greater of the

two uncertainties—0.033%—is adopted as the contribution to the salt phase energy

reconstruction error.

5.9.2 Energy scale temporal variation

The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of central 16N calibrations and

simulations for the salt phase are shown in figure 5.31. A mean error of −0.019 ±
0.013% is observed. However, the χ2 per degree of freedom is 118.2.4/76. The uncer-

tainty on the mean is increased to account for this (see appendix C) such that the

mean becomes −0.019 ± 0.016%. The overall error is accounted for, with its proper

weight, in the determination of the spatial variation error. The contribution to the

uncertainty in the energy scale error is 0.019%.

5.9.3 Energy scale spatial variation

The spatial distribution of 16N calibrations during the salt phase leads to the volume

partitioning of the detector listed in table 5.3. This volume binning is also depicted

in figure 5.32 where only about half of each of the outer bins is shown for illustrative

purposes. Unlike the pure D2O phase binning, only the central bins are combined into
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Radial bin range (cm) Polar angle bin edges

0–150 0, π
150–375 0, 0.375, 1.165, 1.955, 2.745, π
375–550 0, 0.375, 1.165, 1.955, 2.745, π
550–600 0, 0.375, 1.165, 1.955, 2.745, π

Table 5.3: Spatial binning of the salt phase 16N calibrations based on the distribution
of calibrations done within the D2O. The outermost radial bin lies outside the fiducial
volume.

Figure 5.32: Exploded cross-sectional depiction of the spatial binning listed in ta-
ble 5.3. The polar angle coordinate is the angle from a vertical line with its origin at
the centre of the solid inner sphere.
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Figure 5.33: The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of the salt phase
16N calibrations and that of the simulation as a function of source radius. The colours
of the points correspond to the volume element colours in figure 5.32.

a single sphere. The volume bounded by radii of 375 and 550 cm and angles 0.375 to

1.165 contains no 16N calibrations during the salt phase. The outer most radial bins

are not considered by this analysis as they are external to the fiducial volume.

Figure 5.33 shows the distribution of F µ for each of the salt phase 16N calibrations

as a function of the source radial position. The colours of the points indicate in which

volume element, as in figure 5.32, the data resides. The mean, with RMS error, of each

group of like-coloured points is plotted in figure 5.34. The coloured bands indicate

the fraction of the total fiducial volume each point represents. As per the prescription

detailed in subsection 5.5.1, the energy scale error ∆µT , shown as the solid line with

dashed error band on figure 5.34, is determined to be −0.067± 0.255%.

5.9.4 Event rate dependence

The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of low rate central 16N cal-

ibrations and the simulation is plotted in figure 5.35. An energy scale error of

−0.322± 0.101% is observed.
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Figure 5.34: The mean fµ of the like coloured points in figure 5.33 with RMS error
bars. The colours of the bands correspond to the volume element colours in figure 5.32.
There is no data point in the eighth colour band as no 16N calibrations are performed
in that volume element. The solid line with dashed error band illustrates the volume
weighted mean of the data points ∆µT = −0.067 + /− 0.255%.
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Figure 5.35: The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of low rate 16N
calibrations and the simulation during the salt phase. A mean offset of −0.322 ±
0.101% is observed.
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Figure 5.36: The fractional difference (F σ) between the energy resolution of 16N
calibrations and that of the simulation in the salt phase. The mean of the data
points is 0.875± 0.193%.

5.9.5 Energy resolution temporal variation

The fractional difference F σ, between the energy resolution of central 16N calibrations

and that of the simulation, shown in figure 5.36 for the salt phase.A mean error of

0.875± 0.193% is observed. The overall error is large but is accounted for, with the

proper weighting, in the determination of the spatial variation error. The contribution

to uncertainty in the energy resolution error is 0.193%.

5.9.6 Energy resolution spatial variation

The same spatial binning that is used for the determination of the energy scale error

associated with spatial variations (subsection 5.9.3) is appropriate to use in this case.

Figure 5.37 shows distribution of F σ for each of the salt phase 16N calibrations as

a function of the source radial position. The colours of the points indicate in which

volume element, as in figure 5.32, the data resides. The mean, with RMS error, of each

group of like-coloured points is plotted in figure 5.38. The coloured bands represent

the fraction of the total fiducial volume each point represents. ∆σT , calculated as per

the prescription detailed in subsection 5.5.1, is shown as the solid line with dashed

error band on figure 5.38. The energy resolution error ∆σT due to spatial variation

in the difference between 16N calibrations and the simulation is 0.598± 0.195%.
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Figure 5.37: Fractional difference F σ between the energy resolution of salt phase 16N
calibrations and that of the simulation. The colors of the points correspond to the
volume element colors in figure 5.32.
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Figure 5.38: The mean fσ of the like coloured points in figure 5.37 with RMS error
bars. The colours of the bands correspond to the volume element colours in figure 5.32.
There is no data point in the eighth colour band as no 16N calibrations are performed
in that volume element. The solid line with dashed error band illustrates the volume
weighted mean of the data points ∆σT = 0.598± 0.195%.
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LETA RSP errors: LETA FTK errors:
Source of error Pure D2O Salt Pure D2O Salt

PMT status ± 0.026% ± 0.033% ±0.01% ±0.01%

PMT threshold, gain +0.16%
−0.32%

+0.11%
−0.07%

+0.18%
−0.31%

+0.13%
−0.07%

Timing ± 0.1% ± 0.1% 0 0
Temporal variation 0.237± 0.029% −0.019± 0.016% 0 0
Spatial variation 0.304± 0.169% −0.067± 0.255% ±0.18% ±0.31%
Event rate −0.083± 0.199% −0.322± 0.101% ±0.30% ±0.05%
16N source ± 0.41% ± 0.41% ±0.41% ±0.41%

Total −0.016+0.532%
−0.592% −0.370+0.516%

−0.509%
+0.568%
−0.622%

+0.533%
−0.521%

Table 5.4: Summary of LETA RSP and FTK energy scale errors. FTK applies a
spatially dependent correction to make the energy of 16N calibrations match that of
the data. The FTK values are taken from Klein et al. [75]. The combined PMT
threshold and gain uncertainties are taken from Klein [83]. The timing uncertainty
(applicable only to RSP) is taken from Graham [87]. The remaining errors are derived
in this work. A discussion of these results appears in the text.

5.10 Summary of LETA RSP energy reconstruc-

tion errors

RSP–reconstructed energy is serving as a cross-check of FTK–reconstructed energy

for LETA. Although each is based on a somewhat different philosophy, both energy

estimates are based on the number of triggered PMTs (FTK considering also a large

fraction of late, reflected–photon, triggered PMTs). A summary of the LETA RSP

energy scale error on the energy scale and the FTK energy scale uncertainty are

presented in table 5.4.

The spatial variation error is a measure of the energy scale error averaged over

time and the fiducial volume using high rate 16N calibrations. This must be corrected

to account for the difference in the energy scale between high rate calibrations and

neutrino data. The rate effect is only measured at the centre of the detector due

to time constraints. The difference between the high and low rate calibrations is

the difference between the temporal variation error (measured at the centre of the

detector with high rate 16N calibrations) and the event rate error (measured at the
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centre of the detector with low rate 16N calibrations). For the pure D2O phase this is:

0.237%−−0.083% = 0.320%. The total energy scale error is the difference between

the average high rate energy scale error corrected for the difference between the high

and low rate 16N energy calibrations: 0.304%− 0.320% = 0.016%. The uncertainties

on all three direct comparisons of the simulation to the 16N calibrations are added

in quadrature, along with the other energy scale uncertainties listed in table 5.4, to

obtain the total energy scale error with some uncertainty. The total energy scale

error for the salt phase RSP reconstructed energy is derived analogously to that of

the pure D2O phase.

In general, the energy scale errors estimated for LETA are in good agreement.

Brief discussions of the individual contributions to the total energy scale error follow.

• LETA is currently using an estimate of the PMT status energy scale uncertainty

derived by the author for the pure D2O phase solar hep neutrino analysis [26].

Although the more recent estimates present in this work are slightly larger, none

of the measurements contribute considerably to the total energy scale error.

• The PMT threshold and gain energy scale uncertainties are derived in great

detail by Klein [83] for both RSP and FTK.

• FTK imposes a very loose PMT timing cut when reconstructing energy such

that very few PMT triggers are rejected from analysis. Therefore, only RSP,

with a prompt PMT timing window of ±10 ns, is assigned an uncertainty due

to the variability in the PMT timing. The uncertainty is derived by Graham

[87].

• FTK performs a position and direction dependent correction to reconstructed

energy that makes 16N calibrations more similar to the simulation. This effec-

tively eliminates any energy scale error as a function of time and position. The

energy scale spatial variation uncertainty listed for FTK in table 5.4 includes

the residual energy scale error. In the RSP case, the energy scale error listed is

the correction that should be applied to the reconstructed energy of events in

the data to match the simulation.

• The 16N source uncertainty is derived in chapter 7.
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LETA RSP errors:
Source of error Pure D2O Salt

Temporal variation 1.610± 0.119% 0.875± 0.193%
Spatial variation 1.528± 0.238% 0.598± 0.195%

Total 1.528% ±0.266%

Table 5.5: Summary of LETA RSP energy resolution errors. A discussion of these
results appears in the text.

As with the energy scale, the spatial variation error is a measure of the energy

resolution error averaged over time and the fiducial volume using high rate 16N calibra-

tions. The comparisons used to derive the temporal variation error are a constituent

of the spatial variation error and, therefore, are added to the total. The uncertainty

on the temporal variation is a measure of the temporal stability of the energy resolu-

tion and is therefore added in quadrature with the spatial variation error uncertainty

to obtain the totals listed in table 5.5. In both cases the simulation has a narrower

energy resolution than the calibrations. The energy resolution error analysis for FTK

is considerably more complex than the one presented in this work [75]. It is not

directly comparable to the energy resolution quoted in table 5.5.



Chapter 6

NCD phase energy reconstruction

The NCDs affect the response of the PMTs to Čerenkov events in two appreciable

ways: photons are either scattered/reflected or absorbed upon contact with an NCD.

RSP considers only promptly triggered PMTs in an attempt to reduce systematic

error associated with tracking the paths scattered photons take. Continuing with

this philosophy, it is reasonable for RSP to consider all photons incident upon an

NCD to be lost when evaluating the response of the detector. Photons that scatter

may not necessarily be late which could contribute to increased systematic error for

the NCD phase.

6.1 NCD–PMT shadowing probability

To first order, if an NCD lies between an event position and a given PMT, the response

of that PMT to prompt light should be negligible. This assumes that the interaction

is point like, the likelihood is small that scattered/reflected photons arrive within

the prompt analysis window, and, least plausibly, that the fit position is perfectly

accurate. SNO vertex reconstruction resolution is worse than 15 cm. Not accounting

for vertex resolution can lead to a significant underestimate in the response of PMTs to

events near an NCD. An initial approach taken was to simulate NCD-PMT shadowing,

from which an analytic approximation to the amount of shadowing is derived. This

function is required to explicitly depend on the position of the reconstructed event,

the position of the NCD, and the position of a PMT.

137
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To simulate the shadowing of a single PMT by a single NCD, a simple Monte

Carlo calculation was performed. Photons were generated with a three dimensional

Gaussian distribution. The mean µ of the distribution corresponds to a mock event

position while the width σ was set to the vertex reconstruction resolution. The

photons were propagated directly to a random point on the surface of a flat faced

PMT. A top down view of the simplest geometry is shown in figure 6.1a. The event

vertex is shown at the centre of the detector while both the centres of the NCD and

the PMT, indicated by the dashed and dotted lines respectively, lie along the x-axis

of the detector.

The distribution of initial and final photon positions, in the absence of NCD-PMT

shadowing, is parametrized by their y-coordinates from figure 6.1b (or any case as it

turns out) in figure 6.2a. This distribution is exactly described by the function

f (yi, yf) =
2

πb

√
1−

(
yf − a
b

)2

× 1√
2πσ

e−
(yi−µ)2

2σ2 , (6.1)

where

yi is the initial y-coordinate of the photon,

yf is final y-coordinate of the photon on the face of the PMT,

µ is the y-coordinate of the event,

σ is the event vertex reconstruction resolution,

a is the y-coordinate of the PMT, and

b ≡ rPMT
xPMT√

x2
PMT + y2

PMT

which is the projection of rPMT onto the y-axis. In the definition of b, rPMT is the

radius of the PMT concentrator assembly, and x and yPMT are the coordinates of the

PMT. This function, with normalization fixed to the number of photons in figure 6.2a,

is shown in figure 6.2b.

The photons whose path to the PMT face carry them within the radius of the

NCD, from the x and y-coordinates of the centre of the NCD, have been removed

from figure 6.1b. The y-coordinate limits on the PMT face, yf, that bound these
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(a) The initial x and y-coordinates of photons distributed about a recon-
structed event position (left), the space that an NCD occupies (centre), and
the flat face of a PMT (right). The black photons are obscured by the NCD
while the blue ones are not.
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(b) The initial and final y-coordinates—the prime designation indicates that
the distribution has been shifted to be centred on the origin—of photons
traveling from the reconstructed event position to the face of a PMT as
displayed in the figure above. The photons that intersect the NCD have
been removed.

Figure 6.1: Monte Carlo calculation of NCD-PMT shadowing: simplest NCD-PMT
shadow.
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(a) Monte Carlo calculation.
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(b) Fit function.

Figure 6.2: The position of photon impacts on the face of a PMT relative to where
they were generated, which was about the reconstructed event position.
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photons are given by

yf =
α− 1

α
yi +

yNCD ±RNCD

α
(6.2)

where

α ≡ xNCD − xi

xPMT − xi

,

xi is the x-coordinate of the initial position of the photon

x and yNCD are the x and y-coordinates of the NCD,

rNCD is the radius of the NCD (averaging 2.576 cm), and

xPMT is the x-coordinate of the PMT.

If the initial photon positions are projected onto the y-axis, then xi is equivalent to

the x-coordinate of the reconstructed event vertex. In this approximation the limits

are as indicated in figure 6.1b by the two red lines.

For use in the following derivation, the boundaries of the NCD-PMT shadow can

alternatively be expressed as

y±i =
αyf − yNCD ±RNCD

α− 1
. (6.3)

The reduction in efficiency of the PMT due to the NCD shadow, according to

equations 6.1 and 6.3, is then

εshadow =

∫ b

−b
dyf

(∫ y−i (yf)

−∞
f (yi, yf) dyi +

∫ ∞
y+i (yf)

f (yi, yf) dyi

)

= 1−
∫ b

−b
dyf

∫ y+i

y−i

f (yi, yf) dyi

= 1−
∫ b

−b
dyf

2

πb

√
1−

(
yf − a
b

)2 [
erf

(
y+

i − µ√
2σ

)
− erf

(
y−i − µ√

2σ

)]
/2.

(6.4)

Any arrangement of reconstructed event vertex, NCD, and PMT positions can be

transformed such that the event vertex lie at the origin and rotated such that the

NCD lie along the x-axis. Then the NCD-PMT shadowing εshadow can be calculated

via equation 6.4. The only caveat to this entire procedure is that the calculation of b

becomes more complicated when the reconstructed vertex is not at the centre of the
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detector.

For a slightly more complicated situation such as in figure 6.3a, where the shad-

owed photons are no longer contained within a slice perpendicular to the y-axis, the

approximation that projects the initial photon positions onto the y-axis begins to

break down. Figure 6.3b shows the distribution of photons that strike the PMT in

figure 6.3a. The NCD-PMT shadowing limits (the red lines in figure 6.3b) do ap-

proximate the region of missing photons yet some photons in that region are not

shadowed. In this case εshadow is an overestimate of the NCD-PMT shadow.

If the NCD lies within the extent of the initial photon distribution, as in fig-

ure 6.4b, some photons between the bounds defined by equation 6.2 are not shadowed

as they originate between the NCD and the PMT. To account for this a correction

factor is applied to εshadow such that

(1− εshadow)→ (1− εshadow)

[
1 + erf

(
β√
2σ

)]
/2, (6.5)

where

β ≡ xNCD√
1 + γ2

and

γ ≡ yPMT

xPMT − xNCD

.

This correction is the integral of a normalized Gaussian distribution from −∞ to the

position of the NCD along the line of sight from the NCD to the PMT.

A comparison between εshadow derived via the numerical integration of the analytic

function and the ratio of photons in the simulation that actually struck the PMT are

compared in table 6.1 for each of the cases discussed above as well as several other

“worst case” scenarios.

Up to this point this model does not take into account shadowing induced by the

NCD electronics cables or the fact that the NCDs are of finite length, although the

latter would be only a simple extension. Even at this level of complexity however,

the large number of numerical integrations required to reconstruct the energy of each

event (up to approximately 8500 PMTs by 40 NCD strings) demands excessive pro-

cessing time. While the accuracy of this method for calculating the optical shadowing
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(a) The initial x and y-coordinates of photons distributed about a recon-
structed event position (left), the space that an NCD occupies (centre), and
the flat face of a PMT (right). The black photons are obscured by the NCD
while the blue ones are not.
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(b) The initial and final y-coordinates—the prime designation indicates that
the distribution has been shifted to be centred on the origin—of photons
traveling from the reconstructed event position to the face of a PMT as
displayed in the figure above. The photons that intersect the NCD have
been removed.

Figure 6.3: Monte Carlo calculation of NCD-PMT shadowing: off-axis PMT.
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(a) The initial x and y-coordinates of photons distributed about a recon-
structed event position (left), the space that an NCD occupies (centre), and
the flat face of a PMT (right). The black photons are obscured by the NCD
while the blue ones are not.
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(b) The initial and final y-coordinates—the prime designation indicates that
the distribution has been shifted to be centred on the origin—of photons
traveling from the reconstructed event position to the face of a PMT as
displayed in the figure above. The photons that intersect the NCD have
been removed.

Figure 6.4: Monte Carlo calculation of NCD-PMT shadowing: off axis PMT with the
NCD near the event vertex.
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Figure xNCD [cm] xPMT [cm] yPMT [cm] zPMT [cm] Percent difference

Figure 6.1a 100 840 0 0 -0.02
Figure 6.3a 100 582 85 600 0.15

– 100 182 0 820 -7.8
– 10 840 0 0 -2.2

Figure 6.4a 10 582 85 600 -1.8
– 10 182 0 820 -2.2

Table 6.1: The percentage difference between εshadow calculated via equation 6.4 and
that derived from Monte Carlo calculations for various scenarios. The reconstructed
vertex is in all cases the centre of the detector while the NCD is also fixed on the
x-axis since the scenario can always be translated and rotated to this configuration.

of the PMTs by the NCDs is more than acceptable, a less computationally intensive

treatment is required.

6.2 NCD shadowing correction table

The alternative to the direct, event-by-event NCD-by-NCD PMT-by-PMT calculation

discussed in the previous section is to tabulate a correction to the efficiency of a PMT

as a function of event position and direction. To be precise this correction would have

to consist of one three–dimensional table, to describe all reconstructed event positions,

for each PMT. Even for very coarse granularity, such a table would consist of at least

108 entries.

To further simplify the problem, the detector can be considered to be spherically

symmetric. This is obviously less true of the NCD phase than previous phases,

however, it is anticipated that the broad position reconstruction resolution also smears

out the asymmetries of NCD-PMT shadowing. With this simplification, an average

correction can be tabulated as a function of event radial position (|~r |) and direction

with respect to the radial position vector, or v̂ · r̂. Given an event position and the

direction to a given PMT, the average efficiency reduction of the PMT can then be

assessed.
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A simplified1 SNOMAN Monte Carlo simulation of photons distributed through-

out the detector is used to model the situation. In this case, εshadow(~r, v̂·r̂) is calculated

as the fraction of photons that do not interact with an NCD (or an NCD electronics

cable) relative to the total number of photons simulated. The fraction of photons

that interact with the NCDs 1 − εshadow is shown in figure 6.5a. Figure 6.5b shows,

for the same simulation, the fraction of photons that interact with the NCD elec-

tronics cables. The shadowing of the NCD cables is not included in the final energy

reconstruction as the variation within the D2O is small.

The NCD-PMT shadow efficiency correction (εshadow), is implemented in the RSP

optical response as a multiplicative correction factor to the PMT efficiency ε such

that

ε→ ε εshadow(|~r |, p̂ · r̂), (6.6)

where p̂ is the direction from the reconstructed event vertex ~r to the position of

any given PMT and εshadow is the difference between 1.0 and the values tabulated in

figure 6.5a.

6.3 NCD phase energy response

Considerably more 16N calibrations were performed during the NCD phase than dur-

ing the previous phases: over 1300 production calibrations and about 300 during NCD

commissioning. The very intensive calibration regime, including optical calibrations,

enables the accurate determination of the detector energy and optical parameters

even with the NCDs casting complicated shadows on the PMTs. In the following sec-

tions the energy scale drift δdrift and PMT collection efficiency ε◦ are determined from

central 16N calibrations. An energy calibration function (FE) for the NCD phase is

determined from electron simulations upon which the performance of the RSP energy

reconstruction is also evaluated.

1The attenuation and scattering of photons in the simulation was suppressed in order to observe
purely the geometrical obstructions.
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(a) The fraction of photons that encounter an NCD.
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(b) The fraction of photons that encounter an NCD electronics cable.

Figure 6.5: The fraction of photons that interact with either an NCD or NCD elec-
tronics cable as a function of initial radial position |~r | and direction with respect
to the radial vector v̂ · r̂ (v̂ being the direction vector). The NCD-PMT shadowing
correction εshadow consists of the values in this table.
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Figure 6.6: The mean Nγ of selected central 16N calibrations performed during the
NCD phase.

6.3.1 Energy scale drift

The mean number of initial photons Nγ is plotted in figure 6.6 for 16N calibrations

performed during the NCD phase. The data points represent the mean Nγ as esti-

mated by RSP only for high statistics central 16N calibrations. For like events, Nγ

should be constant for all times and positions to within the accuracy of the RSP

optical response. From the data it is clear that there is a time dependent response

not accounted for by RSP.

The energy response drift δdrift during the NCD phase is given by the same piece-

wise function used during the pure D2O phase: equation 5.9. During the NCD phase,

however, the energy scale is initially constant. The energy drift parameters derived

by fitting equation 5.9 to the data in figure 6.6 are presented in table 6.2.

δdrift is implemented in the energy reconstruction as a correction to the output

reconstructed energy, Teff, such that

Teff → Teff

δdrift

. (6.7)

The energy response drift observed in the pure D2O phase data, equation 5.9 with

the parameters listed in table 5.1, is implemented in SNOMAN by applying it as a

time dependent correction to the PMT collection efficiency ε◦ as per equation 5.1. It

is also used to correct the RSP reconstructed energy Teff as per equation 5.2.
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Parameter Fit result

t◦ 11228
b 1.0
m1 0.0
m2 −1.751× 10−5

Table 6.2: The parameters extracted from a fit of the function defined by equation 5.9
to the mean response of 16N calibrations presented in figure 6.6. The function pa-
rameters have been scaled such that the equation 5.9 is normalized during the initial
constant portion of the phase.
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Figure 6.7: The mean Nγ as a function of time during the NCD phase for both 16N
calibrations and the SNOMAN simulation, prior to the application of δdrift and the
tuning ε◦ .

6.3.2 PMT collection efficiency

The PMT collection efficiency (ε◦) is tuned for the processing of the NCD phase

data following the procedure outlined in section 5.3. The mean energy scale of high

statistics central 16N calibrations are shown as the grey points in figure 6.7. The mean

energy scale of the corresponding SNOMAN simulation, with δdrift(t) = 1, is shown

as the black points. ε◦ is set to 0.6454 (the value determined for the LETA processing

of the salt phase data) in this simulation. After applying δdrift as presented in the

previous section to the energy scale of the simulation—simply scaling the data points

in section 5.3 rather than re-running the simulation—the difference between the 16N
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(a) Electrons with energies from 1 to 20 MeV.
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(b) Electrons with energies from 1 to 140 MeV.

Figure 6.8: The NCD phase energy calibration function FE.

calibrations and simulation imply that the value of ε◦ for the NCD phase is 0.6528.

6.3.3 Energy calibration function

The energy calibration function FE was derived from RSP reconstructed Nγ of SNO-

MAN Monte Carlo simulated events. A series of homogeneously distributed electrons,

with energies appearing in table 4.1, were generated. For each electron energy, a Gaus-

sian function is fit to the reconstructed Nγ distribution as described in appendix B.

The mean of the Gaussian function is plotted in figure 6.8 as a function of the electron

energy Te. For the NCD phase, FE consists of a linear interpolation of the points in

figure 6.8.

6.3.4 Electron energy response

To test the accuracy and resolution of the RSP energy reconstruction, the simulated

electrons used in the previous section were reprocessed with FE as shown in figure 6.8.

The mean RSP reconstructed energies Teff of the electrons, simulated with energies

from 2 to 130 MeV, are plotted in figure 6.9 as a function of reduced radius. Also

shown in figure 6.9a is the response of the original RSP that contains no correction for

the effects of the NCDs. The radial bias observed in the energy scale of the pure D2O

and salt phase LETA processing is no longer observed owing to the improvements

made in the calculation of the PMT solid angle for the NCD phase analysis (see
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(a) NCD phase radial dependence of the orig-
inal RSP reconstructed energy.
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Figure 6.9: The mean reconstructed energy of electrons as a function of radial posi-
tion. The electrons within the radius of the acrylic vessel (reduced radius of 1.0) are
divided into 26 radial bins. The mean energy (each point) is the result of fitting a
Gaussian function to the energy distribution of electrons within each radial bin.
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(b) Electrons with energies from 2 to 130 MeV.

Figure 6.10: Fractional deviation of the mean reconstructed energy from electron
energy for the NCD phase. The mean at each electron energy is also shown as fit to
the data points in figure 6.9.

subsection 4.2.6).

Figure 6.10 shows the deviation of the mean reconstructed energy Teff from the

electron energy Te. The mean Teff is determined from the weighted mean of the points

shown in figure 6.9. The weighted means are also shown in figure 6.9 as the fits to

the data points. Only the data within the fiducial volume, defined by a maximum

reconstructed radius of 550 cm (a reduced radius of 0.77), are used in the the average.

The deviations from 1.0 in figure 6.10 below 5 MeV are considered acceptable given

the higher energy threshold—6 MeV— set for the analysis of the NCD phase data.

The energy resolution σT that is determined from these SNOMAN simulated elec-

trons is presented in figure 6.11. The energy resolution function shown fit to the data

is

σT = −0.275 + 0.483
√
Te + 0.0267Te. (6.8)

This may be compared to the dashed line in figure 5.13 that indicates the energy

resolution function determined for the LETA pure D2O phase: equation 5.12.

6.4 NCD phase energy reconstruction error

Contributions to the RSP energy reconstruction error for the NCD phase are presented

here. The potential errors discussed in section 5.5, including those from other sources,
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(b) Electrons with energies from 2 to 130 MeV.

Figure 6.11: Electron energy resolution σT of SNOMAN simulated electrons as a
function of electron energy Te. The solid line equation 6.8 while the dashed line is
the energy resolution function of the LETA pure D2O phase (equation 5.12).

are summarized and combined in subsection 8.3.3. In that section a comparison is

made with the error used in the analysis presented by Aharmim et al. [1].

6.4.1 PMT status

The fraction of working PMTs with occupancy rates, per event, more than 5σ from

the mean is plotted in figures 6.12a and 6.12b for NCD phase low rate central 16N

calibrations and data runs respectively. The mean value for the 16N calibrations is

less than 0.01%.

As a cross-check the mean fraction of suspect PMTs considered working during

neutrino runs with more than 3000 events and a mean PMT occupancy rate more

than 2.5σ from zero, is plotted in figure 6.12b. This considerably limits the number

of available runs. This is a result of shorter more frequent runs in the NCD phase.

The mean of the data points in figure 6.12b is 0.031%, which is consistent with that

observed for the more precise determination made using 16N calibrations. Therefore,

the greater of the two uncertainties—0.031%—is adopted as the contribution to the

NCD phase energy reconstruction error.
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(a) Low rate central 16N calibrations.
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(b) Long neutrino runs.

Figure 6.12: The fraction of PMTs considered in good working order that have suspect
occupancy rates during NCD phase. The means of the data points are 0.017 and
0.031% respectively.

6.4.2 Energy scale temporal variation

The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of central 16N calibrations

and simulations for the NCD phase are shown in figure 6.13. A mean error of

−0.052 ± 0.013% is observed. However, the χ2 per degree of freedom is 161.6/82.

The uncertainty on the mean is increased to account for this (see appendix C) such

that the mean becomes −0.052± 0.018%. The overall error is accounted for, with its

proper weight, in the determination of the spatial variation error. The contribution

to the uncertainty in the energy scale error is 0.018%.

6.4.3 Energy scale spatial variation

The spatial distribution of 16N calibrations during the NCD phase leads to the same

volume partitioning of the detector as used for the salt phase. The volume elements

are listed in table 5.3 and graphically displayed in figure 5.32. The volume bounded

by radii of 375 and 550 cm and angles 0.375 to 1.165 contains no 16N calibrations

during the NCD phase. The outer most radial bins are not considered during this

analysis as they lie beyond the fiducial volume.

Figure 6.14 shows distribution of F µ for each of the NCD phase 16N calibrations

as a function of the source radial position. The colours of the points indicate in which
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Figure 6.13: The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of central 16N
calibration data, taken during the NCD phase, and the simulation as a function of
time. The mean of the data points is −0.052± 0.013%.
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Figure 6.14: The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of NCD phase
16N calibrations and the simulation as a function of source radius. The colours of the
points correspond to the volume element colours in figure 5.32.
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Figure 6.15: The mean fµ of the like coloured points in figure 6.14 with RMS error
bars. The colours of the bands correspond to the volume element colours in figure 5.32.
There is no data point in the eighth colour band as no 16N calibrations are performed
in that volume element. The solid line with dashed error bands illustrates the volume
weighted mean of the data points δµT = −0.524± 0.187%.

volume element, as in figure 5.32, the data resides. The mean, with RMS error, of each

group of like-coloured points is plotted in figure 6.15. The coloured bands indicate

the fraction of the total fiducial volume each point represents. As per the prescription

detailed in subsection 5.5.1, the energy scale error δµT , shown as the solid line with

dashed error band on figure 6.15, is determined to be −0.524± 0.187%.

6.4.4 Event rate dependence

The fractional difference F µ between the mean energy of low rate central 16N calibra-

tions and the simulation in the NCD phase is plotted in figure 6.16. An energy scale

error of 0.013± 0.057% is observed.

6.4.5 Energy resolution temporal variation

The fractional difference F σ between the energy resolution of central 16N calibrations

and that of the simulation in the NCD phase are shown in figure 6.17. A mean

error of 1.313 ± 0.084% is observed. The overall error is large but is accounted for,

with the proper weighting, in the determination of the spatial variation error. The

contribution to the uncertainty in the energy resolution error is 0.084%.
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Figure 6.16: The fractional difference (F µ) between the mean energy of low rate 16N
calibrations and the simulation during the NCD phase. A mean offset of 0.013 ±
0.057% is observed.
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Figure 6.17: The fractional difference F σ between the energy resolution of 16N cali-
brations and that of the simulation in the NCD phase. The mean of the data points
is 1.313± 0.084%.
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Figure 6.18: The fractional difference F σ between the energy resolution of NCD phase
16N calibration data and that of the simulation as a function of source radius. The
colours of the points correspond to the volume element colours in figure 5.32.

6.4.6 Energy resolution spatial variation

The same spatial binning that is used for the determination of the energy scale error

associated with spatial variations (subsection 6.4.3) is appropriate to use in this case.

Figure 6.19 shows distribution of F σ for each of the NCD phase 16N calibrations as

a function of the source radial position. The colours of the points indicate in which

volume element, as in figure 5.32, the data resides. The mean, with RMS error, of each

group of like-coloured points is plotted in figure 6.19. The coloured bands represent

the fraction of the total fiducial volume each point represents. ∆σT , calculated as per

the prescription detailed in subsection 5.5.1, is shown as the solid line with dashed

error band on figure 5.22. The energy resolution error ∆σT = 0.662± 0.187%.
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Figure 6.19: The mean fractional difference fσ between the energy resolution of NCD
phase 16N calibrations and that of the simulation for each of the volume elements listed
in table 5.3. The colours of the bands correspond to the volume element colours in
figure 5.32. There is no data point in the eighth colour band as no 16N calibrations are
performed in that volume element. The solid line with dashed error bands illustrates
the volume weighted mean of the data points (δσT ), which is −0.662± 0.187%.



Chapter 7

16N calibration energy scale error

The energy scale calibrated using 16N calibrations (via ε◦) is not necessarily the same

as the energy scale that would be determined for single electron events such as those

that signal neutrino interactions. Any difference in the way that the simulation deals

with γ-rays in contrast to single electrons, can lead to energy scale error when calibrat-

ing ε◦ . This error is not specific to a particular method of energy reconstruction—Nhit,

the original, RSP, or FTK—rather it is inherent in the simulation. That being said,

the RSP reconstructed energy is used throughout this chapter.

In this chapter, the effect of varying the simulated source geometry, the 16N decay

scheme, and the relevant cross section uncertainties and non-physical parameters

associated with the EGS4 processor are studied. The change in energy scale induced

by any possible inaccuracy in the simulated distribution of γ-rays emerging from

the source is estimated by direct comparison with calibration. It was recognized by

Hamer [88] that a simplification made when SNOMAN selects the energy of a Čeren-

kov photon could lead to an energy scale error as large as 0.5%. The implementation

of a more precise calculation in the simulation yields a measurement of the error at

less than 0.1%.

7.1 16N source geometry

The nominal 16N source geometry used in SNOMAN simulations is shown in fig-

ure 7.1a. A more complete 16N source geometry is represented by figure 7.1b.

160
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(a) Nominal 16N source geometry.
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(b) More accurate 16N source geometry.

Figure 7.1: Nominal and more accurate simulated 16N source geometries. The outer
dimensions of the source are approximately 50 cm in height by 6 cm in radius. In this
depiction the sources are inverted vertically.
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Figure 7.2: Fractional difference between the mean energy of simulated pure D2O
central 16N calibrations with the two different simulated source geometries.

In the improved model, a polyethylene bumper cone is added to the bottom of

the source and an attempt is made to better model the lighthouse1 above the main

source chamber. The physical lighthouse consists of stainless steel can in which eight

rectangular windows are cut. The lighthouse, in the new model, is represented by a

hollow cylinder of stainless steel. In the centre of the simulated lighthouse, a volume

equivalent to that of the lighthouse windows is replaced with D2O. A stainless steel

weight cylinder is also added to the top of the source. The physical weight cylinder

is hollow and, therefore, is filled with air in the simulation.

The difference between the energy response of the simulation with the standard

source geometry and that with the updated one in figure 7.1b is plotted in figure 7.2.

To ensure the accuracy of this test all of the pure D2O phase simulations are compared

to the equivalent simulations with the updated source geometry and plotted as a

function of time. The weighted average energy scale error due to using the simpler

source geometry in the simulation is 0.04± 0.02% as per figure 7.2.

1Light can be emitted from 16N decays inside the umbilical line that traverses the lighthouse.
However, the name derives from the rectangular windows with rounded corners not because it in
anyway acts like a beacon of light. The windows are required for assembly and maintenance.
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Figure 7.3: The radial distribution of events from a pure D2O phase 16N calibration
(blue) and that from the simulation.

7.2 Reconstructed 16N γ-ray distributions

A possible source of energy scale error arises from any discrepancy between the spatial

distribution of γ-rays emerging from the 16N source and that emerging from the

simulated one. In both the calibration data and the simulation reconstructed event

energy varies with event position and direction. Therefore, variation in the radial

distribution of events, event direction from the source (which is highly correlated

with the direction of the γ-ray), and angular distribution of events (with respect

to the direction of the γ-ray) can skew the tuning of the absolute energy scale via

ε◦ . It must be noted that the energy scale errors derived from these three event

distributions are likely correlated. Data selection is applied in each case to minimize

these correlations.

7.2.1 Radial distribution of 16N calibration events

The normalized distribution of 16N events as a function of reconstructed position from

the source is plotted in figure 7.3a for a pure D2O phase calibration and simulation.

The calibration events (blue dashed histogram) tend to reconstruct slightly closer to

the source. The mean energy of the events in each bin of figure 7.3a are plotted

in figure 7.3b–again with the calibration in blue. The difference between the mean
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Figure 7.4: The fractional difference between the mean energy of the simulation and
the mean energy predicted if the events in the simulation were distributed exactly as
the calibration events. The radial (from the source position) distributions are shown
in figure 7.3a while the energy dependence is shown in figure 7.3b. Each entry is
derived from the simulation of a separate pure D2O phase central 16N calibration.

energy of the simulation and the mean energy predicted if the simulated 16N γ-rays

were distributed exactly as the calibration events, but retaining the radial profile of

the mean energy from the simulation, is the energy scale error associated with the

errant radial distribution. This error, derived from the comparison of each pure D2O

phase central 16N calibration to the simulation, is plotted in figure 7.4. The mean

of a Gaussian fit to the distribution of errors is −0.04 ± 0.04% but with a width of

0.09%. The uncertainty on the energy scale is conservatively estimated at 0.09%.

7.2.2 Polar angle distribution of 16N calibration events

The normalized distribution of 16N events as a function of the vertical component of

reconstructed direction is plotted in figure 7.5a for an 16N calibration and the simula-

tion. This is a better representation of the polar angle distribution of γ-rays emerging

from the source than the direction from the source to the event position. Although

Compton electrons tend to be collinear with this direction, the approximation breaks

down due to event vertex mis-reconstruction.

In figure 7.5a, the 16N calibration events (blue dashed histogram) are more likely

to reconstruct in an upward direction than those of the simulation. This is a result of

not only the mis-modeling of the internal components of the simulated source but also
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(b) Mean energy as a function of the vertical
component of the reconstructed event direc-
tion.

Figure 7.5: Distribution of the vertical component of reconstructed direction for
events from a pure D2O phase 16N calibration (blue) and that of the simulation.

inaccuracies in the modeling of the acrylic chimney in the simulation. Unfortunately

these two effects are inseparable. However, this can only lead to a more conservative

error on the energy scale by increasing the discrepancy between the 16N calibration

and the simulation. The mean energy of the events in each bin of figure 7.5a is plotted

in figure 7.5b, again with the calibration in blue. In this case the up-down asymmetry

is more likely due to the poor approximation of the chimney acrylic used in the

simulation rather than the possibility of upward going γ-rays depositing less energy

in the simulation than in 16N calibration events. The difference between the mean

energy of the simulation and the mean energy predicted if the simulated 16N γ-rays

were distributed exactly as the calibration events is the energy scale error associated

with the errant polar angle distribution. This error, derived from the comparison of

each pure D2O phase central 16N calibration to the simulation, is plotted in figure 7.6.

The mean and width of a Gaussian fit to the distribution of errors are both 0.01%.

The uncertainty on the energy scale is therefore take to be 0.01%.

7.2.3 Angular distribution of 16N calibration events

The normalized distribution of 16N events as a function of the cosine of the angle be-

tween the reconstructed direction and radial position vector, from the source position,

is plotted in figure 7.7a for an 16N calibration and the simulation. The calibration
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Figure 7.6: The fractional difference between the mean energy of the simulation and
the mean energy predicted if the events in the simulation were distributed exactly
as the calibration events. The vertical component of reconstructed event direction
distributions are shown in figure 7.5a while the energy dependence is shown in fig-
ure 7.5b. Each entry in the figure derives from the simulation of a separate pure D2O
phase central 16N calibration.

events (dashed blue histogram) have slightly worse angular resolution than the sim-

ulated events. The mean energy of the events in each bin of figure 7.7a is plotted

in figure 7.7b, again with the calibration in blue. The difference between the mean

energy of the simulation and the mean energy predicted if the simulated 16N γ-rays

were distributed exactly as calibration events is the energy scale error associated with

the errant angular distribution. This error, derived from the comparison of each pure

D2O phase central 16N calibration to the simulation, is plotted in figure 7.8. The

mean and width of a Gaussian fit to the distribution of errors are 0.04% and 0.02%

respectively. The uncertainty on the energy scale is therefore take to be 0.045%.

The errors measured in this section cannot distinguish between the error in the

dimensions of the source and errors in γ-ray interactions in the source. However, it

is their net effect that is of interest. The total energy scale error due to these effects

as measured with the reconstructed position, direction, and energy of 16N γ-rays

is conservatively estimated to be less than 0.1%; the quadrature sum of the errors

presented in this section is less than 0.1%.
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Figure 7.7: Distribution of 16N events as a function of the cosine of the angle between
the reconstructed direction and radial position vector from a pure D2O phase 16N
calibration (blue) and that of the simulation.
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Figure 7.8: The fractional difference between the mean energy of the simulation and
the mean energy predicted if the events in the simulation were distributed exactly as
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energy dependence is shown in figure 7.7b. Each entry in the figure derives from the
simulation of a separate pure D2O phase central 16N calibration.
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β end point γ-ray Branching
energy [MeV] energy [MeV] ratio [%]

10.4187 - 26.0
4.2883 6.1304 68.0
3.3018 7.1169 4.9
1.5468 8.8719 0.077
1.5468 6.1304 0.836
1.5468 6.9190 0.044
1.5468 7.1169 0.00153

Table 7.1: 16N γ-ray branching ratios in SNOMAN simulations. The last three entries
in the table are also accompanied by another γ-ray with an energy of 2.7415, 1.9529,
and 1.7550 MeV respectively.

7.3 Uncertainty in the 16N decay scheme

Since the Čerenkov yield of 16N γ-rays (or rather that of the electrons that they

scatter) directly depends on their energy, any uncertainty in their energy or branching

ratios results in an offset in the calibrated energy scale via ε◦ . The 16N γ-rays modeled

in SNOMAN simulations are listed in table 7.1. The current best estimates for the 16N

decay from Firestone [16] are presented in table 7.2. The main branches of interest

are the 6.13 and 7.12 MeV.

The uncertainty on the energy of the 6.13 MeV γ-ray energy is less than 0.1 keV.

This amounts to an energy scale error of less than 0.002%. The uncertainty on the

energy of the second most prolific 16N γ-ray, with an energy of 7.12 MeV, is about

0.1 keV. This results in an energy scale error of less than 2 × 10−4%. In total, the

uncertainty in the energy of the γ-rays in 16N decay does not result in a significant

energy scale uncertainty and is therefore neglected.

The ratio between the 7.12 and 6.13 MeV γ-ray branching ratios in SNOMAN

simulations is 0.0721 while that of the current best estimate is 0.0708. The dependence

of the mean energy of the simulation on this ratio is shown in figure 7.9. A linear fit

specifies a rate of change in energy of 0.68 MeV per unit change in the ratio of the

7.12 to 6.13 MeV branching ratios. The difference between the ratios results in an

energy scale shift of -0.02%. The uncertainty in the ratio results in a 0.07% energy
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β end point Branching Branching ratio
energy [keV] γ-ray energies [keV] ratio uncertainty

10419.1 28.0 0.4
4369.7 6048.2 0.010 0.040
4289.2 6128.63 67.82 0.60
3302.2 7115.15 4.8 0.4
3302.2 1067.5 6048.2 1.5× 10−5 1.5× 10−5

3302.2 986.93 6128.63 0.00339 0.00080
1547.2 8869.6 0.076 0.010
1547.2 2822.2 6048.2 0.13 0.04
1547.2 2741.5 6128.63 0.82 0.06
1547.2 1954.7 6915.5 0.038 0.006
1547.2 1954.7 867.7 6048.2 0.0002100 0.0000020
1547.2 1954.7 787.2 6128.63 1.5× 10−6 1.5× 10−6

1547.2 1754.9 7115.15 0.118 0.010
1547.2 1754.9 1067.5 6048.2 3.6× 10−7 3.3× 10−7

1547.2 1754.9 986.93 6128.63 8.2× 10−5 2.1× 10−5

834 0.0012 0.0005
574.6 6.5× 10−7 2.0× 10−7

Table 7.2: 16N γ-ray branching ratios from [16]. The branching ratio and branching
ratio uncertainty are listed as the number of γ-rays that are expected from 100 16N
β decays.
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Figure 7.9: Change in the mean energy of a simulated 16N calibration as a function
of the ratio between the 7.12 and 6.13 MeV γ-ray branching ratios.
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Default value
EGS4 parameter in SNOMAN

AE 521 keV
AP 10 keV
ECUT 660 keV
PCUT 150 keV
ESTEPE 3%

Table 7.3: The default values of the EGS4 parameters in SNOMAN simulations. Both
AE and ECUT refer to total electron energy Ee = Te + 511 keV.

scale uncertainty.

7.4 EGS4 non-physical parameters

Generally EGS4 has been well tested by other fields (mainly in medical physics at

energies similar to SNO). However, changes in the Čerenkov yield observed when

varying the non-physical parameters in EGS4 can give rise to an error in energy

scale. These non-physical parameters are listed in table 7.3 with their default value

in SNOMAN simulations. The description of each and their implications for the

energy scale are discussed in the following.

For electrons above 5 MeV, a 0.2% change in the Čerenkov yield is observed by

Lay [77] when varying the AE parameter in EGS4 from 521 keV to 661 keV. The

AE parameter is the energy below which no further electrons may be produced [82].

It serves as the boundary between where EGS4 considers energy loss to be due to

discrete interactions, such as the scattering and tracking of β-rays, and where it

considers energy loss to be continuous. The creation of β-rays with energy below AE

is included in the calculation of continuous energy loss in EGS4. The 0.2% variation

in Čerenkov yield with AE is a result of the difference between energy loss due to

discrete interactions and those in the continuum as calculated by EGS4. This can

be considered a threshold effect that influences the Čerenkov yield of every electron

with an energy above AE equally.

A 0.8% uncertainty is observed by Lay [77] when varying ESTEPE between 1%
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Figure 7.10: The number of Compton scattered electrons, based on SNOMAN simu-
lations of an 16N calibration, per reconstructed 16N decay.

and 10%. ESTEPE is the upper limit on electron energy loss per step. Normally the

step length is shorter than ESTEPE owing to discrete interactions such as the creation

of δ-rays above AE. In the tests done by Lay [77] AE was set to 50 keV. Therefore,

for the nominal 10 keV AE, it is expected that ESTEPE will be less influential in the

calculation of the Čerenkov yield. In any case, the 0.8% uncertainty is a scaling effect

rather than a threshold effect. The Čerenkov yield of all electrons is expected to be

effected by the same factor: up to 0.8%.

The Čerenkov yield uncertainties observed when varying AE and ESTEPE do not

necessarily translate into energy scale error. The absolute energy scale is tuned to

match calibration data; any offset in the Čerenkov yield is included when tuning ε◦ .

However, the difference between the Čerenkov yield error for γ-ray events, such as

those of the 16N calibration, and single electron events would remain. The uncertainty

in the Čerenkov yield of a single electron is amplified by the number of electrons

scattered by a γ-ray. The number of Compton scattered Čerenkov electrons per 16N

decay, based on SNOMAN simulations, is shown in figure 7.10. On average, 2.52

electrons are Compton scattered subsequent to 16N β-decay. This may be compared

to 2.46 by a 6.13 MeV [88] γ-ray.

For, on average, 2.5 electrons per 16N decay, a 0.5% uncertainty is expected on

the total Čerenkov yield of the 16N γ-ray Compton scattered electrons due to the

variations with AE (based on 0.2% per electron). This differs from the uncertainty
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Figure 7.11: The fractional decrease in the mean Čerenkov yield of 16N γ-rays, based
on SNOMAN simulated 16N calibrations, per Compton scattered electron.

in the single electron yield by 0.3%. Hence, the energy scale uncertainty due to the

parameter AE is about 0.3%. Although varying the ESTEPE parameter can change

the Čerenkov yield more so than the AE parameter [89], no difference is expected

between its effect on single electrons as opposed to γ-rays. In either case the Čeren-

kov yield is altered by the same scale factor that would be absorbed into the PMT

collection efficiency ε◦ when tuning the energy scale of the simulation (see section 5.3).

7.5 EGS4 cross sections

As is introduced in the previous section, the main difference between the propagation

of electrons and γ-rays lies in the multiple number of electrons produced by a γ-ray.

EGS4 uses the Klein-Nishina formula [90] for the Compton scattering total and dif-

ferential cross sections. Their assumption that the electron is free introduces a 0.3%

uncertainty on the total cross section for energies below 300 keV [91]. It is also noted

by Grodstein [91] that higher-order electrodynamic effects contribute to the cross

section at about the 1% level. This may not be taken into account in EGS4. Com-

paring this treatment to experimental data, Storm and Israel [92] observes roughly

a 3% discrepancy which is consistent with the less precise data presented by Heitler

[93]. The mean energy deposited in the D2O by γ-rays from 16N decays decreased

by 5.9% per electron that is Compton scattered according to figure 7.11. This may
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be compared with 7.6% quoted by Hamer [88] for single 6.13 MeV γ-rays. For a 3%

uncertainty on the total Compton cross section, this implies a 0.18% uncertainty in

the energy scale.

Pair production by 16N γ-rays also changes the energy distribution and multiplicity

of electrons. The pair production cross section used in EGS4 [82] is taken from Motz

et al. [94]. Further, it is corrected based on empirical data of [92], which claims

an accuracy of about 5% on the measurement. It is reported by Hamer [88] that

if pair production is completely removed from the simulation of 6.13 MeV γ-rays a

2% shift in the energy response is observed. This is in agreement with a 1.9% shift

observed when removing pair production from the simulation of 16N calibrations. For

an uncertainty of 5%, this implies a 0.1% uncertainty in the energy scale.

Bremsstrahlung of either the 16N β-particles in the source materials or Compton

scattered electrons in the D2O can also affect the Čerenkov yield of 16N γ-rays, in

the former case increasing the yield while in the later case slightly decreasing it. The

Bremsstrahlung cross sections used in EGS4 are taken from Koch and Motz [95].

While they admit the cross sections may be uncertain by as much as 100% below

0.5 MeV, they conservatively estimate uncertainties at 10% for electron energies from

4 to 20 MeV. In comparison with higher energy data, they also consistently see less

than 10% deviations from their theory. Removing bremsstrahlung from the simulation

of 16N calibrations changes the energy scale by only 0.72%, most of which is due to in-

teractions in the source materials. For a 10% uncertainty in the bremsstrahlung cross

section, the energy scale uncertainty is then, at most, 0.07% due to bremsstrahlung

in the source materials.

Other interactions studied but found to contribute negligibly to energy scale er-

ror (relative to the size of those already discussed) include positron annihilation [93]

and Bhabha scattering [96] after pair production, and the effects of multiple scatter-

ing (mainly Möller scattering as discussed by Messel and Crawford [96]). The effects

of the positron interactions are second order compared to the effects of pair produc-

tion itself, while multiple scattering is expected to affect both single electrons and

electrons scattered by γ-rays in an analogous way.
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Figure 7.12: Wavelength dependent D2O index of refraction

7.6 Čerenkov photon energy distribution

In SNOMAN, the number of Čerenkov photons created over each step of an electron

track is

N = δx
α

c

∫ 710nm

200nm

(
1− 1

β2n2 (λ)

)
dλ

λ2
, (7.1)

where δx is the step length. In order to assign each generated photon a random

wavelength that is representative of the parent distribution of Čerenkov light,

R =

∫ λ

200nm

(
1− 1

β2n2 (λ)

)
dλ

λ2∫ 710nm

200nm

(
1− 1

β2n2 (λ)

)
dλ

λ2

, (7.2)

is solved for λ, where R is a random number in the interval (0,1]. The SNOMAN

simulation simplifies equation 7.2 by using an average index of refraction, rather than

one that is wavelength dependent. In this case, the distribution of Čerenkov light has

a 1/λ2 distribution between the wavelength limits of 210 and 700 nm, as long as the

condition for Čerenkov light generation is satisfied (equation 3.3).

Figure 7.13 shows the β2 threshold for Čerenkov light generation by electrons in

D2O, for the index of refraction presented in figure 7.12. Also shown in the figure is

the constant threshold in SNOMAN: the horizontal line.

The energy scale uncertainty associated with making the approximation in SNO-

MAN is conservatively estimated by Hamer [88] to be 0.5%. To test this, SNOMAN
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Figure 7.13: Electron Čerenkov threshold in D2O. Both the wavelength dependent
threshold and the constant threshold of the SNOMAN simulation are shown. Če-
renkov light is only generated at a given wavelength above the indicated β2 (1/n2).
Above a β2 of approximately 0.57 all photon wavelengths are allowed in the region of
interest to SNO.

was modified to pick the wavelength of a Čerenkov photon by interpolating a tabu-

lated numerical solution, for λ, of equation equation 7.2. Figure 7.14 shows, for all

allowed β2 and any random number in the interval [0,1], the wavelength derived from

equation 7.2 for the wavelength dependent index of refraction shown in figure 7.12.

Similar tables were also constructed for acrylic and H2O.

The difference in detector energy response between the SNOMAN simulation with

the approximation and with the exact tabulated solution, is shown in figure 7.15 for

the simulation of pure D2O phase 16N calibrations. 2.056% fewer photons, of the

appropriate wavelength to produce hits in the PMTs, are observed. However, this

is not an error in the energy scale as the simulation is tuned to match that of the
16N calibrations. An error only arises if the Čerenkov yield of electrons does not

change by the same amount (2.056%). Therefore, electrons of various energies were

also simulated. The fractional difference in Čerenkov yield between the wavelength

averaged and exact tabulated approaches was seen to exactly match the difference

for the 16N calibrations (2.056%). After correcting for the 2.056% offset observed in

figure 7.15, the fractional difference in the Čerenkov yield of electrons is shown in

figure 7.16. No energy scale error is observed. The uncertainty on the energy scale is

0.02% as indicated by the fit to the data points in figure 7.16.
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Figure 7.14: Wavelength of Čerenkov photons that satisfy equation 7.2 for the allowed
β2 and a wavelength dependent D2O index of refraction.
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Figure 7.15: The fractional difference between the energy scale (mean Nγ) of the
nominal SNOMAN simulated 16N calibrations and that using the exact Čerenkov
photon spectrum. Each pure D2O phase central 16N calibration is represented.
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offset observed in figure 7.15: 2.055%.

7.7 Summary

All of the energy scale uncertainties discussed in this chapter, and one associated with

the PMT noise rate, are summarized in table 7.4. The PMT noise rate uncertainty

is based on measurements by Hamer [88] that show a 3% change in energy scale

removing a 0.5 kHz noise rate from the simulation. For a roughly 1% uncertainty in

noise rate over the duration of an 16N calibration, the total energy scale uncertainty

due to error in noise rate is 0.03%. The total energy scale systematic uncertainty,

evaluated by adding in quadrature the individual contributions listed in table 7.4, is

0.41%.
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Energy scale
Source of error uncertainty [%]

16N source geometry 0.04
16N decay scheme 0.08
γ-ray reconstruction 0.1
EGS4 Čerenkov yield 0.3
Compton scattering cross section 0.2
pair production cross section 0.1
bremsstrahlung cross section 0.07
Čerenkov photon energy distribution 0.02
Noise rate in PMTs 0.03

Total 0.41

Table 7.4: Summary of the contributions to the energy scale error due to the 16N
energy calibration. The uncertainty due to the PMT noise rate is taken from Hamer
[88].



Chapter 8

NCD phase neutrino flux analysis

The goal of the neutrino flux analysis of the NCD phase is to produce a measurement

of the total flux of active neutrinos from the Sun that is independent of previous

measurements made using only the PMT array. The NCD array counts the neutrons

that are the signal of the NC neutrino interaction in the D2O. The data collected

by the PMT array is used to derive the purest signal of the CC reaction, a measure

of the νe flux. The largest background to the CC measurement, above 6 MeV in the

PMTs, is due to NC neutrons which are efficiently suppressed through capture in the

NCDs.

The solar neutrino flux analysis of the combined PMT and NCD data collected

during the NCD phase of SNO is published in Aharmim et al. [1]. A summary of

this data, the analysis techniques, and results from Aharmim et al. [1] is presented.

Emphasis is placed on the contribution of the energy calibration of the PMT array to

this analysis. The error in the energy scale and resolution that is used in the analysis

of [1] is also compared to the measurements made in this work; as a verification of

the analysis of Secrest [84]. This will provide valuable added perspective for future

analyses wherein data from all three phases of the project will be combined to improve

the overall accuracy of the results.

179
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Figure 8.1: The Nhit distribution of all NCD phase PMT data. Also shown are
successive data cleaning stages down to the data analyzed by Aharmim et al. [1]
before application of the 6 MeV (& 40Nhit) energy threshold. The large reduction
in the low Nhit events is primarily due to the application of a 550 cm radial cut that
defines the fiducial volume.

8.1 Data set

Commissioning of the SNO detector in the NCD phase configuration was completed

by the end of 2004. The detector was operated for neutrino measurement and interim

calibrations from January 2005, until the end of October 2006, whereupon a final

suite of calibrations, including radioactive spiking, were conducted. The data taken

was subdivided into runs that were generally no more than 7 h. The data taken

during a given run is considered suitable for analysis if the detector configuration was

standard, both the PMTs and NCDs were properly calibrated and taking data, and

no calibrations or detector maintenance activities were being performed. Numerous

other checks are also performed offline to ensure data quality. The time the detector

was live and recording good data amounts to 392.9 d. When corrected for dead time

introduced as a result of data cleaning cuts, the live time is reduced to 385.17±0.14 d

[97]. The uncertainty in the livetime is the difference between the clock recorded times

and that determined by counting a 5 Hz pulsed trigger. The raw Nhit spectrum of

events triggering the PMT array are shown in figure 8.1 while the energy distribution

of all events triggering the NCD system are shown in figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: The NCD energy distribution of all NCD phase events. Also shown
are successive data cleaning stages down to the data analyzed by [1], which further
required events to be between 0.4 and 1.4 MeV.

8.2 Signal extraction

SNO data, as observed by the PMTs, is generally comprised of the three neutrino

signals and various backgrounds. The preferred method for determining what fraction

of the data each makes up is an unbinned maximum likelihood fit. During the NCD

phase, an independent set of data was collected from the NCDs consisting of the NC

signal and various backgrounds, some of which were in common with those observed

by the PMTs. This data is incorporated into the standard SNO likelihood function

L as

L = LPMT + LNCD.

where the functions LPMT and LNCD are the likelihood that each set of data is the

result of a particular set of parameters such as the fractions of each event type.

The construction of each likelihood function follows the same prescription. The

likelihood is defined as the product of the probabilities of each event occurring given

the probability density P that is based on a model parametrized by ~α. The likelihood

function LXXX is therefore given by

LXXX =
N∏
i=1

P (~xi; ~α), (8.1)
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where1 N is the number of events in the data.

If, as is generally the case for SNO analysis, P is a function of M distinct event

types, the likelihood becomes

LXXX =
N∏
i=1

M∑
j=1

pjP (~xi; ~α|j)

=
N∏
i=1

M∑
j=1

αjP (~xi|j),

where2 pj is the probability of the event being of type j. The model parameters,

~α, are generally taken to be the fraction of each event type in the data which are

equivalent to ~p.

By definition
M∑
j=1

αj = 1,

therefore the number νj of each event type present in the data is given by

νj = Nαj.

If instead, the total number of events is considered to be a sampling of a Poisson

distribution with mean ν, the likelihood becomes the product of the probability of

observing N events and equation 8.1, or

LXXX → νNe−ν

N !
LXXX,

which is commonly referred to as the extended likelihood function.

At this point it is convenient to introduce the negative logarithm of the likelihood

function

− logLXXX =
M∑
j=1

νj −
N∑
i=1

log

[
M∑
j=1

νjP (~xi|j)
]
, (8.2)

1With respect to the notation f(~x; ~y), f is a function of the vector ~x, or its components, yet
depends on the vector components of ~y.

2With respect to the notation f(~x|~y), f is a function of the vector ~x, or its components, under
the proposition y.
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where the relations ν =
M∑
j=1

νj and νj = ναj have been used and the terms not de-

pending on any of the free parameters have been dropped. Equation 8.2 is minimized

by the same parameters ~α that maximize equation 8.1.

The PDFs P are generally3 constructed from the observables ~x of simulated events.

The nuisance parameters ~β are introduced to account for potential offset, scale, and

resolution errors in the PDFs. These nuisance parameters are constrained by com-

paring simulated events to calibration data. Including nβ (on the order of three times

the dimensions of P ) nuisance parameters, equation 8.2 becomes

− logLXXX =

nν+nb∑
j=1

νj −
N∑
i=1

log

[
nν+nb∑
j=1

νjP (~xi; ~β|j)
]

−
nν+nb∑
j=nν+1

logP ′(νj|j)−
nβ∑
k=1

logP ′′(βk|k),

(8.3)

where the number of event types M has been broken down into the number nν of

neutrino signals and unconstrained backgrounds and the number nb of constrained

backgrounds. The one dimensional probability densities P ′ and P ′′ constrain the

number νj of background events for j > nν and nuisance parameters ~β. Generally,

P ′ and P ′′ take the form of a Gaussian or an asymmetric Gaussian distribution.

The P ′ are given a mean and width corresponding to an external estimate of the

background with some measurement uncertainty. P ′ is potentially dependent on ~β

in that the parameters can change the analysis window and therefore the number

of background therein. However, this effect would be minimal above the energy

threshold of 6 MeV imposed by Aharmim et al. [1]. As a prelude to discussions in

the following section, it is noted that from a Bayesian perspective the unconstrained

parameters are assigned uniform prior distributions while P ′ and P ′′ represent those

of the constrained backgrounds and nuisance parameters.

Equation 8.3 is the underlying structure of both LPMT and LNCD. However, the

NC signal and several backgrounds are common to both the PMT and NCD data.

The total number of unconstrained parameters is reduced and further constraints are

3The notable exception being the NCD neutron energy spectrum which is derived from 24Na
calibration data.
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added to common constrained parameters when the parameters νj are replaced by

the underlying flux or rate with which they are associated, specifically when

νj → fjsjφj; (8.4)

where fj is the factor that converts the number of events to the flux or rate φj for the

nominal P and sj corrects fj for any potential change in the normalization of the P

when the ~β change. Although this introduces the parameters fj into the likelihood

function, they are well constrained by calibrated data.

8.3 Analysis inputs

The signals and backgrounds, with constraints where determined, in both the PMT

and NCD arrays are listed in tables 8.1 and 8.2. The PDFs and associated nuisance

parameters are also discussed. The complete assortment of systematic uncertainties,

most of which are treated as nuisance parameters, are not listed or discussed. Rather,

the error associated with the energy scale and resolution are presented in detail and

compared to those derived in chapter 6.

8.3.1 Types of events: ν signals and backgrounds

The events observed by the PMT array, between 6 and 20 MeV, are classified by

the event types listed in table 8.1 and discussed in this section. The neutrino flux

derived from the CC, ES, and NC signals and the rate4 of the neutron backgrounds

are included as parameters in LPMT. The Čerenkov backgrounds, mostly due to mis-

reconstructed Compton scattered electrons, are applied as a final correction after

the fluxes are determined. The isotropic acrylic vessel and other backgrounds are

considered negligible compared to the approximately 1000 NC neutrons expected.

The CC and ES fluxes are broken down into 13 separate parameters each5. The

first 12 parameters represent the flux extracted from events within 0.5 MeV wide bins

4The rate actually determined by the analysis is the rate of background neutrons observed in the
NCDs. The rate in the PMTs is fixed at a constant fraction of those observed in the NCDs.

5For a complete description of the validity of this procedure see Drouin [98].
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between 6 and 12 MeV whilst the 13th represents that from all events between 13

and 20 MeV. This differentiation is required since the energy dependence of neutrino

oscillations is not constrained in the PDFs of LPMT.

The events observed by the NCD array, between 0.4 to 1.4 MeV, can be classified

by the event types listed in table 8.2. All of the event types listed in table 8.2 are

included as parameters in LNCD with the exception of the other backgrounds that

are considered negligible. The neutrino flux derived from the NC and the neutron

background rates are treated as the same parameters, scaled by their relative detection

efficiencies, in both LPMT and LNCD. The conversion factors f (see equation 8.4) that

enable this scaling were determined from SNOMAN Monte Carlo calculations and

are listed in tables 8.3 and 8.4. The uncertainties on the NC conversion factors are

due primarily to the uncertainty in the NC neutron detection efficiency. Given their

uncertainties, both of the NC conversion factors are included as nuisance parameters

in the analysis presented by Aharmim et al. [1].

8.3.2 Probability distribution functions

The analysis presented by Aharmim et al. [1] uses three-dimensional PDFs in the

event observables ~x = (Teff, |~r |, cos θ�) for LPMT and one-dimensional PDFs in NCD

energy for LNCD. All of the PDFs with the exception of the neutron energy spectrum

in the NCDs are constructed from SNOMAN simulated events. The neutron NCD

energy spectrum is taken from data collected by the NCDs while 24Na, which acts as

a source of photodisintegration neutrons [74], was distributed throughout the D2O.

Projections of the three-dimensional PDFs and the NCD energy PDFs of each signal

and background are depicted in figure 8.3. The PDFs are scaled to represent the

signal extraction fit results presented in the following section. Also shown in each

figure is the data and the best-fit sum of the signal and background PDFs.

8.3.3 Nuisance parameters: energy reconstruction errors

In total 25 nuisance parameters are included in the likelihood function used by

Aharmim et al. [1]: 13 associated with PMT observations and 12 associated with
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External measurement External constraint
Event type [number of events] [± number of events]

CC
ES
NC

neutron backgrounds

D2O 8.3 0.1
AV(α,n), AV, H2O 20.6 10.4
NCD and NCD cables 5.7 2.0
K2 9.3 1.5
K5 8.4 1.0
atmospheric and 16N 24.7 4.9

total neutron background 77.0 11.9

Čerenkov backgrounds

D2O 0.7 0.38
AV, H2O, PMTs 5.1 +9.7/−2.9

other backgrounds

isotropic AV background 0.0 0.3
other backgrounds 0.7 0.1

Table 8.1: The three neutrino signals, neutron backgrounds, low energy Čerenkov
backgrounds, and other backgrounds present in the NCD phase PMT data as ana-
lyzed by Aharmim et al. [1]. Neutrons from sources external to the D2O are produced
remotely via photodisintegration γ-rays with the exception of (α,n) decays on the in-
ner surface of the AV. K2 and K5 are the designations of two NCD strings that exhibit
regions with abnormally high levels of radioactive contamination. Other backgrounds
include terrestrial ν̄s, reactor ν̄s, spontaneous fission, cosmogenics, hep and CNO νs,
and (α, n) reactions [1]. Values taken from Jamieson [99] and Aharmim et al. [1].
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External measurement External constraint
Event type [number of events] [± number of events]

NC
neutron backgrounds

D2O 31.0 4.8
AV(α,n), AV, H2O 40.9 20.6
NCD and NCD cables 35.6 12.2
K2 32.8 5.2
K5 31.6 3.7
atmospheric and 16N 13.6 2.7

total neutron background 185.5 25.4

α-particle background
instrumental backgrounds
other backgrounds 2.3 0.3

Table 8.2: The NC neutrino signal, neutron backgrounds, α-particle backgrounds,
and instrumental backgrounds (the residual of data cleaning) present in the NCD
phase NCD data as analyzed by Aharmim et al. [1]. Neutrons from sources external
to the D2O are produced remotely via photodisintegration γ-rays with the exception
of (α,n) decays on the inner surface of the AV. K2 and K5 are the designations
of two NCD strings that exhibit regions with abnormally high levels of radioactive
contamination. Other backgrounds include terrestrial ν̄s, reactor ν̄s, spontaneous
fission, cosmogenics, hep and CNO νs, and (α, n) reactions [1]. Values taken from
Jamieson [99] and Aharmim et al. [1].

Neutrino signal f [10−6 cm s] δf [±10−6 cm s]

CC 1086.0
ES 93.5
PMT NC 46.7 0.6
NCD NC 176.7 5.9

Table 8.3: Neutrino flux to number of events conversion factors f used for the analysis
presented by Aharmim et al. [1]. Values taken from Jamieson [99].
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Figure 8.3: One-dimensional projections of the three-dimensional PMT event observ-
ables PDFs and the NCD energy PDF. Shown are all the signal and background
contributions to the overall data as presented in section 8.5.
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Neutron background LPMT f LNCD f

D2O PD 0.2677 1
AV(α,n), AV and H2O PD 0.5037 1
NCD and NCD cables PD 0.1609 1
K2 PD 0.2835 1
K5 PD 0.2650 1
atmospheric νs and 16N PD 1.8134 1

Table 8.4: Neutron background conversion factors f used for the analysis presented
by Aharmim et al. [1]. PD refers to neutrons from the photodisintegration Deuterium.
Values taken from Jamieson [99].

Source of error Error as in Aharmim et al. [1] [%] Error current work [%]

PMT status ± 0.03 ± 0.02
PMT gain ± 0.13
PMT threshold ± 0.11
PMT timing calibration ± 0.10
Temporal variation 0.11± 0.40 −0.05± 0.02
Spatial variation −0.40± 0.25 −0.52± 0.19
Event rate dependence −0.20± 0.07 0.01± 0.06
16N source uncertainty ± 0.65 ± 0.41

Total error ± 1.04 −0.46± 0.49

Table 8.5: The contributions to and total energy scale errors as in [1] and this work.
The values in the central column are from Secrest [84].

NCD observations. Two nuisance parameters are assigned to PMT event energy: en-

ergy scale and energy resolution. The measured errors in the PMT event energy scale

and resolution that are used in the analysis presented by Aharmim et al. [1], and

detailed by Secrest [84], are listed in tables 8.5 and 8.6. Also shown are the values

determined in chapter 6, to be used to verify those of Secrest [84].

For both the energy scale and resolution errors, the estimates used by Aharmim

et al. [1] are conservative when compared to those derived in chapter 6. Although

both of these analysis generally follow the same procedures and use the same 16N

calibrations and simulations, several improvements have been made by this work and
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Source of error Error as in Aharmim et al. [1] [%] Error current work [%]

Temporal variation 1.40± 1.19 1.31± 0.08
Spatial variation 0.72± 0.32 0.66± 0.19

Total error 1.19± 1.04 0.66± 0.21

Table 8.6: The contributions to and total energy resolution errors as in [1] and this
work. The values in the central column are from Secrest [84].

the interpretations of the total uncertainties differ. The most fundamental residual

difference lies in the determination of the mean energy and energy resolution of the

relevant energy distributions. The measurements made in this work employ an un-

binned Gaussian fit, as described in appendix B, while the analysis of Secrest [84]

histograms the data in 0.2 MeV wide bins. The primary concern when fitting binned

energy is that it is ultimately derived from the integer quantity Nhit. Dividing the

data into bins smaller than 0.5 MeV can lead to deviations from the postulated Gaus-

sian distribution while using large bins limits the number of degrees of freedom in

the fit to the distribution. Also, the unbinned approach avoids this limitation. The

unbinned fit is done over a range of ±1.67σ6 about the fitted mean while that of

the previous work uses a range of ±1.60σ. The differences specific to each energy

reconstruction error are discussed below.

Both analyses use approximately the same set of 16N calibrations for the determi-

nation of the errors associated with spatial variation, between 16N calibrations and

simulation, of the energy scale. The difference between the results of the two analysis

is therefore attributed primarily to the energy distribution fit discussed above.

The analysis of temporal variations between 16N calibrations and the simulation

differ due to the choice of 16N calibrations used by each analysis. In the analysis

presented in chapter 6 only high rate central 16N calibration runs are used to deter-

mine the temporal variation. This is justified in that the variations introduced by

non-detector-centric calibrations, or as a result of event rate effects, overwhelm any

residual trends as a function of time and significantly increase the uncertainty in the

measurement. In order to deal with the large variation observed when using such

6In both cases an iterative fit is done until both the fitted mean and Gaussian width converge.
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extraneous calibration data, Secrest [84] uses the RMS of the temporal variation as a

conservative estimate of the uncertainty (0.40%) rather than the uncertainty on the

mean as reported in chapter 6 (0.02%).

Several differences in the calculation of the event rate energy scale error lead to a

more conservative estimate by Secrest [84] compared to that measured in chapter 6.

Again Secrest [84] also includes spatial variations in the measurement of event rate

effects. This is of particular concern given that only a few low rate 16N calibrations

are done other than at the detector centre; certainly not enough to properly sample

the spatial variation and therefore likely to bias the measurement. That analysis also

includes a small sampling of the temporal variation in energy reconstruction error by

comparing low rate to high rate 16N calibrations taken during the same period rather

than comparing directly to the simulation. It is noted that, while on average the

temporal variation is small, the variation between 16N calibrations taken during the

same day can be significant (see figure 6.6).

The analysis presented in chapter 6 appropriately notes that the spatial variation,

between low rate calibration data and the simulation, is consistent with that observed

for the multitude of high rate calibrations. It also avoids the complications of temporal

variation in the adjacent high rate calibrations, used by Secrest [84], by comparing

the low rate 16N calibration data reconstructed energy distribution directly to that

of the simulation. This comparison is arguably more appropriate given that it is

the difference between the calibration data and the simulation that is likely most

similar to any potential difference between the sought after neutrino signals and

their simulation. The latter comparison is used to perform the signal extraction that

determines the neutrino fluxes.

The improvements in the 16N source uncertainty are detailed in chapter 7. The

largest improvement comes in the estimate of the 0.5% uncertainty associated with

the simulation having used an average photon index of refraction to calculate the

Čerenkov yield. In chapter 7, a measurement of this error is made and shown to be

only 0.02%.

The proposed total error on the energy scale is determined by adding the spatial

variation component and the difference between the rate dependence and temporal

variation errors, the comparison between the high and low rate measurements only
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being made at the centre of the detector. The temporal variation error is not specifi-

cally included in the total; rather it is properly accounted for in the spatial variation

error. The uncertainty on the measurement error is determined by adding in quadra-

ture each value listed in the right column of table 8.5 with the missing values taken

from the values presented by Secrest [84] (the centre column). This differs from

the procedure used to total the errors in Secrest [84] where the larger of an error

and its associated uncertainty are assigned as an uncertainty. The exception is the

spatial variation uncertainty which is taken as the sum of the error and its uncer-

tainty (—−0.40%|+ 0.25%) given that both are appreciable. These uncertainties are

added in quadrature with the other uncertainties to determine the total energy scale

uncertainty.

The proposed total error on the energy resolution is the spatial variation error

alone. The temporal variation error is included in the spatial variation error. The

uncertainty on the measured error is the quadrature sum of the temporal and spatial

variation uncertainties. The analysis presented by Secrest [84] uses the uncertainty

on the temporal variation error as the total energy resolution error. It further adds

the error and uncertainty in the error (0.72% + 0.32%) due to the spatial variation

to determine the uncertainty on the energy resolution error. This may have been the

result of a mistake in the transcription of the results. Regardless, the uncertainty

on the energy resolution used by Aharmim et al. [1], as determined by Secrest [84],

remains conservative even when compared to the sum of the energy resolution error

and its uncertainty as determined by this work.

8.4 Markov chain Monte Carlo parameter estima-

tion

The standard approach to maximizing the likelihood function, or rather minimizing

the negative logarithm of the likelihood function, is to use the minimization pack-

age MINUIT [100]. However, when dealing with a large number of free parameters

MINUIT minimization is far from optimal. It can be the case that an attempted

MINUIT minimization of the SNO likelihood function, as presented in section 8.2,

would not converge in a finite time. The delay is significantly enhanced in this case
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because of the time required to rebuild the likelihood PDFs each time the nuisance

parameters are updated.

For the analysis presented by Aharmim et al. [1], a Markov Chain [101] Monte

Carlo [102] (MCMC) utilizing the Metropolis-Hastings [103] algorithm is used for the

parameter estimation. MCMC algorithms consist of a random walk through the pa-

rameter space of a model. Each step in the Markov chain, by designation, depends

only on the previous state of the chain. However, these sampled steps are required to

be representative of the joint posterior distribution Π, which for the analysis of the

SNO data is interpreted to be exp(− logL) [99]. The proper samples are generated

via the transition kernel [104]. The proposed next set of parameters Xt+1, are derived

from the current set of parameters Xt, based on a proposal distribution π(Xt+1|Xt).

The proposal distributions are in generally taken to be multivariate Gaussian distri-

butions, one dimension for each model parameter, as is also the case for the analysis

in Aharmim et al. [1]. The Metropolis ratio r is given by

r =
Π(Xt+1)

Π(Xt)

π(Xt|Xt+1)

π(Xt+1|Xt)

=
Π(Xt+1)

Π(Xt)
,

for symmetric proposal distributions. r is the ratio of the likelihood of the proposed

parameters to that of the current parameters. If r is greater than 1.0 the proposed

parameters are excepted; the step in the MCMC chain is taken. If it is less than 1.0,

r is interpreted as the probability that the proposed parameters should be accepted.

A random number generator is then used to decide if the step in the MCMC chain is

taken. It can be shown [104] that samples generated with this algorithm reproduce

the joint posterior distribution Π.

Two subtleties of this MCMC are an initial burn-in period and setting the widths

of the proposal distributions. The initial burn-in period is required for the initial state

to reach the stationary distribution, where it draws samples only from the desired

posterior distribution. The widths of the proposition distributions must be calibrated

to maximize the efficiency of the MCMC. If the widths are too narrow the MCMC

will take longer to converge while if they are set too wide the sampled parameter

space may be too sparse. Jamieson [99] proposes that a conservative burn-in period
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for the NCD phase analysis is 3500 steps and that the proposition distribution widths

be set to 1/3 of the prior width or expected statistical uncertainty in each parameter.

This results in an acceptance of roughly 25% of all proposed steps which is the value

recommended by Gregory [104].

The result of a long MCMC chain, after the initial burn-in period, will converge

to the stationary posterior distribution. The posterior distribution of each free pa-

rameter, constrained or otherwise, can be projected out of the chain. The posterior

distribution of a parameter extracted in this way contains all the information avail-

able in the data about the parameter including its mean, variance, and its correlations

with all the other parameters in the likelihood function. It should also be noted that

a reasonable estimate of the maximum likelihood can also be obtained from MCMC

given that it draws many samples from the highest probability parameter space where

the maximum likelihood is expect to lie.

8.5 Results

According to Jamieson [99], the neutrino fluxes reported by Aharmim et al. [1] are de-

rived from 92 independent MCMC chains, each containing 6500 steps. After removal

of the burn-in period, 276000 MCMC steps remained for parameter estimation. The

result of the sum of MCMC chains, taken from Jamieson [99], are listed in table 8.7.

The majority of parameters are determined from the mean value of the resulting pos-

terior distributions. The CC and ES fluxes, however, are derived from the best-fit

point corresponding to the highest likelihood step7 in the chain. In all cases, the

uncertainties on each parameter are determined from the width of an asymmetric

Gaussian fit to the peak of the posterior distribution.

Assuming the 8B neutrino spectrum of Winter et al. [106], the CC, ES, and NC
8B neutrino fluxes (φCC, φES, and φNC) derived from the NCD neutrino flux analysis

7The MCMC expectation values are shown by Oser [105] to have smaller errors than the best-fit
values in ensemble tests. However, they also tend to have larger biases when approaching hard
parameter limits, such as non-negative number of events or flux, which is the case for the individual
CC and ES energy bins.
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Event type Energy range [MeV] Results from [99] Reproduction of [99] This work

φCC 6.0–6.5 18.96+2.26
−2.15 18.90+2.26

−2.12 18.83+2.23
−2.08

φES 6.0–6.5 33.44+10.61
−8.76 34.14+10.92

−9.17 33.89+10.91
−9.05

φCC 6.5–7.0 23.66+2.04
−1.92 23.60+2.09

−1.94 23.61+2.14
−1.92

φES 6.5–7.0 10.54+9.15
−8.10 10.55+8.86

−7.33 10.42+8.84
−7.72

φCC 7.0–7.5 21.17+1.95
−1.71 21.23+1.84

−1.73 21.28+1.85
−1.73

φES 7.0–7.5 33.22+9.31
−7.76 34.45+9.51

−8.03 34.28+9.57
−7.94

φCC 7.5–8.0 18.88+1.75
−1.58 18.97+1.73

−1.55 19.08+1.73
−1.55

φES 7.5–8.0 28.09+8.41
−7.66 27.09+8.77

−7.21 26.92+8.92
−7.18

φCC 8.0–8.5 17.17+1.57
−1.39 17.07+1.56

−1.40 17.15+1.55
−1.37

φES 8.0–8.5 12.45+6.72
−5.53 12.69+7.23

−5.59 12.93+6.98
−5.60

φCC 8.5–9.0 14.25+1.36
−1.31 14.17+1.45

−1.26 14.26+1.44
−1.23

φES 8.5–9.0 16.33+7.29
−5.25 16.35+7.18

−5.46 16.52+7.29
−5.55

φCC 9.0–9.5 13.30+1.38
−1.24 13.27+1.41

−1.24 13.41+1.34
−1.21

φES 9.0–9.5 17.76+6.95
−5.11 18.04+7.24

−5.61 17.85+7.29
−5.46

φCC 9.5–10.0 10.00+1.27
−1.01 10.00+1.23

−1.03 10.18+1.18
−1.02

φES 9.5–10.0 9.07+5.78
−3.86 9.68+5.42

−4.24 9.31+5.60
−4.06

φCC 10.0–10.5 10.28+1.20
−1.05 10.20+1.17

−1.04 10.42+1.11
−1.00

φES 10.0–10.5 0.21+4.83
−0.21 0.72+4.66

−0.72 0.70+4.71
−0.70

φCC 10.5–11.0 6.62+1.03
−0.87 6.54+1.04

−0.80 6.73+0.94
−0.77

φES 10.5–11.0 1.23+3.33
−1.23 0.77+3.47

−0.77 0.96+3.47
−0.96

φCC 11.0–11.5 4.05+0.75
−0.63 3.95+0.79

−0.60 4.09+0.73
−0.58

φES 11.0–11.5 3.17+3.24
−2.46 3.04+3.49

−2.54 3.17+3.41
−2.60

φCC 11.5–12.0 3.30+0.63
−0.53 3.23+0.73

−0.54 3.38+0.66
−0.52

φES 11.5–12.0 2.33+3.05
−2.33 2.41+3.04

−2.52 2.35+3.16
−2.52

φCC 12.0–20.0 5.30+1.05
−0.93 5.12+1.22

−0.88 5.51+0.95
−0.76

φES 12.0–20.0 9.01+4.80
−3.10 9.15+4.73

−3.40 9.57+5.15
−3.50

φCC 6.0–20.0 166.94+8.23
−9.16 166.25+9.00

−8.42 167.92+8.54
−7.32

φES 6.0–20.0 176.84+25.46
−23.44 179.10+25.46

−23.01 178.87+25.13
−21.96

φNC 6.0–20.0 554.31+48.28
−45.62 554.94+49.27

−44.71 552.41+48.49
−44.63

D2O PD n 6.0–20.0 30.9+4.8
−4.8 31.1+4.8

−4.8 31.0+4.8
−4.8

AV(α, n), AV and H2O PD n 6.0–20.0 41.4+20.0
−20.7 41.1+20.1

−20.3 41.5+20.1
−20.0

NCD and NCD cables PD n 6.0–20.0 34.9+12.3
−12.0 35.6+12.2

−12.2 35.6+12.2
−12.2

K2 PD n 6.0–20.0 32.8+5.0
−5.1 32.7+5.1

−5.2 32.7+5.2
−5.2

K5 PD n 6.0–20.0 31.6+3.8
−3.6 31.7+3.7

−3.7 31.6+3.7
−3.6

atmospheric νs and 16N PD n 6.0–20.0 13.6+2.8
−2.7 13.6+2.7

−2.7 13.6+2.7
−2.7

α-particle background 6.0–20.0 5555.4+195.6
−167.1 5553.1+188.3

−193.6 5559.1+200.3
−186.9

J3 type background 6.0–20.0 346.2+203.7
−263.6 366.0+197.9

−227.9 353.1+207.9
−252.5

N4 type background 6.0–20.0 0.0+330.2
−0.0 0.0+345.9

−0.0 0.0+410.5
−0.0

Table 8.7: NCD neutrino fluxes and backgrounds from the analysis presented by

Aharmim et al. [1]. The neutron backgrounds are as measured in the NCDs. They

are related to the PMT neutron backgrounds via the conversion factors in table 8.4.

PD refers to photodisintegration while J3 and N4 are the designations of strings with

particularly high residual instrumental background contamination. The results from

Jamieson [99] are presented in Aharmim et al. [1]. The second to last column is the

best fit result using the input parameters used by Jamieson [99]. The results in the

last column are derived using the energy scale and resolution errors derived in this

work.
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are:

φCC = 1.67+0.05
−0.04(stat)+0.07

−0.08(syst)

φES = 1.77+0.24
−0.21(stat)+0.09

−0.10(syst)

φNC = 5.54+0.33
−0.31(stat)+0.36

−0.34(syst),

in units of 106 cm−2s−1. The ratio of the CC to NC 8B neutrino fluxes derived from

these results is
φCC

φNC

= 0.301± 0.033.

Verification results

The second to last column in table 8.7 represents the best attempt by the author to

reproduce the results from Jamieson [99]. It is believed that remaining discrepancy

is due entirely to statistical fluctuations in the sum of the MCMC chains. Several

attempts to reproduce the results from Jamieson [99] converged to results with vari-

ations at least as large as the discrepancy between those quoted in table 8.7.

In an attempt to minimize these statistical variations, 146 MCMC chains were

generated containing up to 30000 steps each. 1.54 × 106 steps out of a total of

2.93× 106 were used to generate the final results. The first 10500 steps were rejected

to ensure the MCMC chains had converged to a the stationary posterior distribution.

The same analysis was performed again with the total energy reconstruction errors

presented in table 8.5; the energy scale was shifted by -0.46% and constrained to vary

within ±0.49%, and the energy resolution was shifted by 0.66% and allowed to vary

within ±0.21%. 86 MCMC chains were generated containing up to 75000 steps each.

3.25 × 106 steps out of a total of 4.19 × 106 were used to generate the final results.

Again the first 10500 were rejected from each chain. The results of this analysis are

presented in the last column of table 8.7. They are in good agreement with the other

two results listed. The differences are small but significant between the two high

statistics analysis in the last two columns of the table. The overall uncertainty in the

NC does not change significantly because of the insensitivity of the measurement to

the data observed by the PMTs. The ES result shows modest improvement but is

limited by statistical uncertainty due to the low cross section for ES. The uncertainties
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on the CC 8B neutrino flux8 improve by about 5 and 10%.

Discussion of primary results

The comparison between the 8B neutrino fluxes published by Aharmim et al. [1] and

those previously measured by SNO are shown in figure 8.4. The NCD phase CC
8B neutrino flux is the most precise yet and in good agreement with the previous

measurements. The ES 8B neutrino flux is also well measured in the NCD phase

however with a 2.2σ discrepancy from the most precise measurement as made by

Super–Kamiokande–I [27]. The fraction of the data that is made up of ES events is

almost completely determined by the prominent forward (away from the Sun) peak

in the cos θ� distribution. Examining the data, no peak is observed in the cos θ�
distributions of two isolated bins in energy. This suggests that the low flux is a result

of a significant downward statistical fluctuation in these two energy bins. In spite of

the disagreement in the ES flux, the NCD phase results are in agreement with the

previous SNO results (p = 32.8 [107]) [1].

The NCD phase NC 8B neutrino flux is in agreement with previous SNO measure-

ments and well within the range predicted by standard solar models (SSM). The flux

predicted by the SSM of Bahcall, Serenelli, and Basu [3] is indicated by the dashed

band in figure 8.4c. The accuracy of the NC measurement may assist in resolving

differences between solar model fluxes predicted for several presently uncertain solar

parameters (see Bahcall et al. [3]).

The NCD phase NC 8B neutrino flux is comparable to the measurement in the salt

phase. The signal composition of the salt and NCD phases, as observed by the PMTs,

is depicted in figure 8.5 and figure 8.3c, via their respective energy distributions. It

is clear that the statistical significance of the NCD phase NC result does not derive

from the PMT data—it is highly suppressed as compared to what it is in the salt

phase. This is a clear demonstration of the independence of the NC measurement in

the NCD phase despite some contribution from the PMT data.

The deficit in the CC electron neutrino flux, relative to the NC total neutrino flux,

is strong, direct, evidence for neutrino flavour transformation. Accordingly, these

8The shift in asymmetric uncertainty on the CC 8B neutrino flux between the results from
Jamieson [99] and the high statistics reproduction is clearly due to the limited statistics in the
former by inspection of the posterior distributions of each.
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Figure 8.4: A comparison of the NCD phase solar 8B neutrino fluxes with those
previously measured by SNO. The ES flux is also compared to the current best mea-
surement by Super–Kamiokande–I [27].
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Figure 8.5: The energy distribution of the salt phase data. Shown are the relative
contributions to the total that each signal and background make up. Taken from
Aharmim et al. [21].

observations are applied to a model of neutrino propagation to place constraints on

the neutrino oscillation parameters. Such an analysis using a two-neutrino model [108]

(the two neutrinos being the νe and some linear combination of νµ and ντ ) for solar

neutrino oscillations is presented by Aharmim et al. [1]. This model is parametrized by

a mixing angle θsol and the squared-mass splitting between the two mass eigenstates

∆m2
sol. These are equivalent to the three neutrino mixing parameters, θ12 and ∆m2

21 =

m2
2 −m2

1, in so much as θ13 ≈ 0 and |∆m2
32 | >> m2

21. The numerical subscripts refer

to the three neutrino mass eigenstates as discussed in section 1.4.

Physics interpretation of primary results

The solar neutrino oscillation model, which is described in detail by Chen et al. [109]

and Chen et al. [110], accounts for the spectral and radial distribution of νe produc-

tion in the Sun based on the solar models of Bahcall et al. [12] and Bahcall et al.

[3]. The MSW9 νe survival probability at the surface of the Sun is determined based

on the electron number density profile provided by these solar models. Vacuum os-

cillations between the Sun and the Earth, the MSW survival probability, and any

9The MSW effect [17, 18] induces an enhancement in νe oscillation or, alternatively, transition
from ν1 to ν2 in dense media such as inside the Sun. The effect is a result of the additional coherent
forward scattering experienced by the νe via the W− ES channel.
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νe regeneration through the Earth are also accounted for. The cross sections of the

relevant neutrino interactions with detector targets are applied to the neutrino spec-

tra expected at the experiment. Parametrizations of detector response are applied

to these expected interactions. Given the livetime of the experiment, and ideally the

zenith angle10 distribution of that livetime, a prediction is made of what the experi-

ment should observe given the particular choice of θ and ∆m2 used in the neutrino

propagation model. These predictions can then be compared to the actual observa-

tions of the experiment via a χ2 test. The best fit parameters and allowed parameter

region, defined by ∆χ2 contours, are extracted after the neutrino propagation model

calculation is tested over a wide range of the oscillation parameters.

The fit of the solar oscillation parameters to the SNO pure D2O and salt phase

day and night spectra [21, 111] and the neutrino fluxes published by Aharmim et al.

[1] are shown in figure 8.6a. The best-fit oscillation parameters using only SNO

measurements are ∆m2
sol = 4.57 × 10−5 eV2 and tan2 θsol = 0.447. Combining the

solar neutrino measurements made by SNO with those made by Super Kamiokande,

the Cl and Ga experiments, and Borexino11 yields the χ2 limits in the left plot in

figure 8.6b. Assuming CPT invariance, this data can be combined with the likelihood

values from a KamLAND (reactor antineutrino oscillation experiment) oscillation

analysis [23] resulting in the best-fit solar neutrino oscillation parameters ∆m2
sol =

7.94+0.42
−0.26×10−5 eV2 and θsol = 33.8+1.4◦

−1.3◦ as shown in the right hand plot in figure 8.6b.

These may be compared to12 the salt phase results of ∆m2
sol = 8.0+0.4

−0.3× 10−5 eV2 and

θsol = 33.9+1.6◦

−1.6◦ [21]. There is a strong correlation between the SNO CC to NC flux

ratio and the solar mixing angle in this region of oscillation parameter space. The

CC to NC ratio, and the value of θsol that it implies, can help select between models

of massive neutrinos such as the MSW theory or non-standard interactions. A good

review of the possibilities is discussed by Smirnov [112].

10Zenith angle is the angle between zenith and the Sun, on which the distance traveled by neutrinos
through the Earth depends.

11See Aharmim et al. [21] and Aharmim et al. [1] for references to the specific data used.
12In both cases the uncertainties on the neutrino oscillation parameters are obtained from a one–

dimensional projection of the respective parameter while marginalizing the uncertainties in the other
[21].
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Figure 8.6: Two neutrino oscillation parameter allowed regions as published by
Aharmim et al. [1]. The best fit point of all available data, which is in the lower
right plot, is (7.94× 10−5 eV2, 0.447).



Chapter 9

Conclusions

The data collected during the initial pure D2O phase of SNO has been analyzed by

the SNO Collaboration to search for solar hep neutrinos and the diffuse supernova

neutrino background (DSNB). The following limits were determined:

φhep < 2.3× 104 cm−2s−1 and

φDSNB < 70 cm−2s−1 for 22.9 MeV < Eν < 36.9 MeV,

at the 90% confidence level. Both of these limits are substantial improvements over

the previous limits published by Hosaka et al. [27] and Aglietta et al. [28]. The

development of the energy response processor by the author was essential to the

calibration of the detector energy scale at energies beyond the 8B neutrino spectrum

where SNO is sensitive to these interactions.

The analysis of the third and final phase of SNO, the neutral current detector

(NCD) phase, is presented by Aharmim et al. [1]. The calibration of the detector

energy scale and energy response, as carried out by the author, is used extensively in

all aspects of this analysis; this includes the implementation of a correction for the

light lost due to the shadows cast on the PMTs by the NCD array. The solar 8B

202
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neutrino fluxes derived from that analysis are:

φCC = 1.67+0.05
−0.04(stat)+0.07

−0.08(syst)

φES = 1.77+0.24
−0.21(stat)+0.09

−0.10(syst)

φNC = 5.54+0.33
−0.31(stat)+0.36

−0.34(syst),

in units of 106 cm−2s−1.

The charged current (CC) flux is the best measured to date. The elastic scattering

(ES) flux is 2.2σ lower than the best measurement by Super–Kamiokande–I [27]. All

evidence indicates that the lower result is a statistical fluctuation constrained within

a small energy window. Regardless, a full statistical analysis shows this result to be in

agreement with previous SNO results at the level of p = 32.8% [1]. The neutral current

(NC) flux—the total flux of active neutrinos from the Sun—is measured during the

NCD phase independently from previous SNO analysis. It is shown to be in complete

agreement with past results and with solar model calculations. In all, the results of

the NCD phase are in good agreement with those of previous SNO analysis.

The resulting solar neutrino fluxes—the charged current, elastic scattering, and

neutral current—are applied, in conjunction with the measurements of other solar

neutrino experiments and those of the reactor antineutrino experiment KamLAND

[23], to derive the neutrino oscillation parameters:

∆m2
21 = 7.94+0.42

−0.26 × 10−5 and

θ12 = 33.8+1.4◦

−1.3◦ ,

based on the MSW model of solar neutrino oscillation. The current uncertainty in

the measurement of θ12 is an improvement of over 10% from previous results [21].

The measurement of θ12 places constraints on possible neutrino mixing models.

The error associated with the energy calibration and reconstruction process of

events observed by the PMTs during the NCD phase has been reassessed. The energy

scale error, originally ±1.04%, was reassessed at −0.46 ± 0.49% while the energy

resolution error, originally 1.19 ± 1.04%, has been reassessed at 0.66 ± 0.21%. The

results are in agreement with the more conservative estimates used in the analysis

presented by Aharmim et al. [1]. The less conservative approach to the calculation
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of these errors, as presented in this work, results in a measurement of the solar 8B

neutrino fluxes that are in complete agreement with those presented by Aharmim

et al. [1]. The measured fluxes are:

φCC = 1.68+0.09
−0.07,

φES = 1.79+0.25
−0.22, and

φNC = 5.52+0.48
−0.45,

in units of 106 cm−2s−1. The errors on these fluxes are the combined statistical and

systematic uncertainty. A modest improvement in the uncertainty on the charge

current 8B flux is noted. This test of the energy systematics will have implications for

a future analysis looking to combine the data from all three phases of the experiment.

An analysis combining the first two phases of SNO—the pure D2O and salt

phases—down to a lower energy threshold is already in progress. The energy scale

calibration of the data to be used in this analysis is presented in this work. A cross

check of the energy calibration and reconstruction process errors is also presented.

The errors found in this work are consistent with those being used for the primary

solar neutrino analysis. It is anticipated that this low energy threshold combined anal-

ysis will produce the most precise solar 8B neutrino fluxes, a measure of the charge

current energy spectrum, and further constrain the neutrino oscillation parameters

∆m2
21, θ12, and θ13.
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Appendix A

Photon timing distribution

The optical path taken by photons reflected off of the acrylic vessel or the PSUP

is complicated to track. Generally only prompt photons are used when analyzing

events. In order to minimize the uncertainties introduced by late photons, a timing

window around the prompt arrival time of photons is applied. The distribution of hit

PMT times about the prompt peak is depicted in figure A.1 for a central 16N source

calibration run. The PMT time residual tres is calculated

tres = tPMT − |~p− ~r |
cgrp

− tevent,

where tPMT is the time the PMT triggers, |~p − ~r | is the direct path length from the

event position to the PMT, and cgrp is a weighted average photon group velocity

over the three wavelength-weighted indices of refraction (table 3.1). Also indicated

in figure A.1 are pre-pulsing and late pulsing of the PMTs and 35◦ reflections from

the PMTs reflectors1.

1For a complete discussion of PMT reflections see Moffat [48].
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Figure A.1: Timing distribution of triggered PMTs corrected for the time-of-flight
of an average photon from the reconstructed position directly to the triggered PMT.
The data was collected during an 16N calibration run near the centre of the detector.



Appendix B

Iterative maximum likelihood

Gaussian fit

The measure of detector energy response and event energy are primarily based on

the integer number of triggered PMTs. The integer nature becomes a problem when

data is binned too finely in histograms. It becomes especially difficult over the large

range of calibrated energies. In order to extract the mean and width, or resolution,

of energy related quantities in the data or simulation it was favourable to develop an

unbinned maximum likelihood fit. In general the distributions are well approximated

by a Gaussian function, especially around the mean. The standard Gaussian function,

f (x) = erf

(
α√
2

)−1
1√
2πσ

exp

[
−(x− µ)2

2σ2

]
, (B.1)

is used but normalized over a finite range of ασ around the mean µ. The range of

the fit is normally chosen to be between 1.6 and 1.7σ to incorporate most of the data

while excluding any non-Gaussian tails. The fit is performed iteratively until the fit

range converges.
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Appendix C

Particle Data Group unconstrained

averaging

This section summarizes the method that the Particle Data Group uses to determine

unconstrained averages as described by Yao et al. [24]. For the measurements xi, with

uncorrelated uncertainties δxi, the mean x, with an uncertainty of δx, is simply

x± δx =

∑
iwixi∑
iwi

± (∑iwi
)− 1

2 , (C.1)

where

wi =

(
1

δxi

)2

.

Then the χ2 between the weighted mean and the data is

χ2 =
∑
i

wi (x− xi)2 . (C.2)

This is expected to be equal to N − 1 for the N measurements of xi. If χ2/(N − 1)

is greater than 1.0, but not greatly so [24], due either to an underestimation of the

uncertainty δxi or to the model assumption that xi are necessarily sampling the same

distribution, the error on the mean δx is increased by a factor S defined by

S ≡ [χ2/(N − 1)
]
. (C.3)
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This would be the result of scaling the individual uncertainties δxi by S to yield a χ2

per degree of freedom of exactly 1.0.

One caveat to this procedure that the Particle Data Group recommends is to

use only the measurements with smaller δxi when determining S. They somewhat

arbitrarily propose to use only data with uncertainty less than δ◦ given by

δ◦ = 3
√
Nδx, (C.4)

where δx is as calculated above for all the measurements.



Appendix D

An additional contribution to the

energy scale uncertainty

The spatial variation error is introduced in subsection 5.5.1. The procedure outlined

in that section attempts to calculate any potential discrepancy between the energy

scale of calibration data and the simulation in a way that properly averages over

the expected distribution of the neutrino signals: namely one that is homogeneous

within the D2O. The calibration data is limited to the positions that may be reached

by the calibration source manipulator system discussed in section 2.6 and also lim-

ited by the finite amount of time in which to perform the calibrations. The latter

requires extrapolation between the calibrations that were done while the former led

to a substantial volume of the detector not being properly calibrated. The following

describes attempts to quantify the effect of omitting the uncalibrated region from the

determination of the energy scale error for the NCD phase.

The simplest estimate of the additional energy scale uncertainty is to assume some

energy scale error and RMS spread for the volume element in question and recalculate

the energy scale error; the difference between the error with and without the added

contribution being the added uncertainty. For the likely worst case scenario depicted

in figure D.1a the maximum energy scale error is selected and assigned an RMS spread

of a comparable volume element in the lower hemisphere of the detector. The resulting

energy scale error in this case would be 0.017±0.281%, implying an additional energy

scale uncertainty of -0.541% (the difference between the nominal value of -0.524% and
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(a) Worst case assumption.
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(b) Average of adjacent volume elements.

Figure D.1: NCD phase energy scale spatial variation error including an approxima-
tion of the error in the uncalibrated region spanning 0.4–0.5.

0.017%). A more realistic approximation is to consider an average of the energy scale

errors buffering the calibration deficient region. Using the average of the buffering

regions, the result of which is plotted in figure D.1b, results in an energy scale error

of −0.328± 0.205%. This latter measurement, which is most likely representative of

the actual situation, implies an additional energy scale uncertainty of 0.196%. This

may be compared to the total energy scale error of −0.46± 0.49%.

It has been suggested by Hallin [41] that the RMS of the points in figure 6.14

should be treated as the distribution of energy scale error within a given volume

element. This is in contrast to using the RMS as the uncertainty when calculating

the volume weighted mean energy scale error. The distribution of energy scale errors

within each bin has therefore been approximated by a Gaussian; the mean of which is

set to the weighted mean (F µ from equation 5.3), the width to the RMS, and the area

to correspond to the volume of the element that the Gaussian represents. Figure D.2a

plots the sum of the contributions from each volume element in the NCD phase save

the one that has not been calibrated. The mean of the distribution (−0.382%) is

shown along with that calculated in subsection 6.4.3 (−0.524±0.187%). Figure D.2b

includes the added contribution of the uncalibrated region as depicted in figure D.1b.

Table D.1 lists the estimated errors derived above as well as those for the pure

D2O and salt phases. The nominal values listed are those obtained in the main body
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(a) Nominal data points.
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Figure D.2: The NCD phase energy scale spatial variation error using an alternative
volume weighting: the contribution of each volume element is distributed with a
Gaussian distribution with a width equal to the RMS of the errors in that element.
The solid line with dashed error bars represents the error as determined in chapter 6
while the dotted line is the mean of the plotted distribution.

Additional region Volume weighting over RMS

Phase Nominal worst case average without region with region

D2O 0.304± 0.169 0.596± 0.265 0.434± 0.193 0.289 0.539
Salt −0.067± 0.255 0.205± 0.294 0.228± 0.261 −0.174 0.071
NCD −0.524± 0.187 0.017± 0.282 −0.328± 0.205 −0.382 −0.179

Table D.1: Volume weighted energy scale error including a contribution from the
uncalibrated region (spanning 0.4–0.5 in figures 5.18, 5.34 and 6.15) and distributing
the volume weighting within a given volume element according to the RMS of the
points in that region (see text). The “worst case” scenario uses the data points shown
in figure D.1a while the “average” and “with region” use the data points as shown in
figure D.1b. All values are in percent.
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Phase Uncalibrated region Alternative volume weighting Total

D2O 0.130 0.150 0.304± 0.261
Salt 0.295 0.107 −0.067± 0.404
NCD 0.196 0.142 −0.524± 0.306

Table D.2: The additional energy scale uncertainty as a result of the variation from
the nominal values presented in table D.1. All values are in percent.

of this work according to the procedure described in subsection 5.5.1. A good esti-

mate of the additional uncertainty on the nominal energy scale error is the difference

between it and the error calculated using an average of the adjacent regions to ap-

proximate the uncalibrated volume element1. This difference should be comparable

to the difference between the last two columns. The difference between the nominal

energy scale error and that calculated using the alternative volume weighting scheme

should also be considered as and additional contribution to the energy scale uncer-

tainty. These values and the total energy scale error that would result from including

these additional uncertainties are listed in table D.2.

Neither the low energy threshold analysis (LETA) nor the NCD phase analysis

include a contribution for the effects of these additional sources of uncertainty. Since

the uncertainty introduced is significant, future NCD phase analysis should take then

into account and preferably obtain a more precise measurement of their magnitude.

These additional uncertainties are likely a less significant contribution to the energy

reconstruction as utilized by LETA given that a correction is applied to reduce the

spatial variation between the calibration data and the simulation.

1The worst case scenarios are presented only for completeness. However, in the salt phase the
average of the adjacent regions would constitute a smaller additional uncertainty. This effect is due
to the tighter constraint placed on the average than that on the outlier used for the worst case
scenario.
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